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SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE THEORY  
OF HYBRID ACTIVITIES

KILKA REFLEKSJI NA TEMAT TEORII DZIAŁAŃ HYBRYDOWYCH

Benon Zbigniew Szałek* 

* University of Szczecin, Faculty of Social Sciences�

— ABSTRACT —

This paper presents some remarks on the theory 
of hybrid activities� Analysis of relevant texts 
indicates that at present there is no real theory of 
hybrid activities� Interpretations and definitions 
of hybrid activities differ to some extent and cer-
tain important features are missing� For example, 
some authors opine that hybrid activities consist 
of simultaneous military and non-military 
operations� This opinion is not necessarily true 
as non-military activities can precede military 
activities� Monitoring this phase of hybrid 
activities is particularly important� The so-called 
“crisis management” covers (from the viewpoint 
of praxeology) a too narrow area�

Keywords: hybrid activities; hybrid warfare; non-
military activities; peace; politics

— ABSTRAKT —

Niniejszy artykuł przedstawia kilka uwag na 
temat teorii działań hybrydowych� Analiza 
przedmiotowej literatury wskazuje, że obecnie nie 
ma czegoś takiego jak rzeczywista teoria działań 
hybrydowych� Interpretacje i definicje działań 
hybrydowych różnią się w  pewnym stopniu, 
a niektóre istotne problemy nie są w ogóle poru-
szane� Na przykład niektórzy autorzy są zdania, że 
działania hybrydowe składają się z jednoczesnych 
militarnych i niemilitarnych operacji� Ta opinia 
jest niekoniecznie słuszna, jako że niemilitarne 
działania mogą poprzedzać działania militarne� 
Monitorowanie tej fazy działań hybrydowych 
jest szczególnie ważne� Tak zwane „zarządzanie 
kryzysowe” swoim obecnym zakresem pokrywa, 
z punktu widzenia prakseologii (nauki o korzyst-
nym, sprawnym działaniu), zbyt wąski obszar 
działań�

Słowa kluczowe: działania hybrydowe; wojna 
hybrydowa; działania niemilitarne; pokój; polityka

https://orcid.org/0000-0002-9692-0885
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INTRODUCTION – METHODOLOGY, DEFINITIONS  
AND RELATED PROBLEMS

Methodology employed in this paper is based on system approach and a com-
parative analysis of relevant texts in English, Russian, and Polish�

The main questions are:
1� is there a convincing theory of hybrid activities?
2� what is missing in the hitherto existing interpretations of “hybrid activi-

ties”?
According to M�S� Vračar and M�T� Ćurčić: “the theory of ‘hybrid warfare’ was 

established in 2007” (Vračar & Ćurčić, 2018)� M� Caliskan follows this opinion: “It 
was Frank Hoffman who developed the hybrid warfare concept […]” (Caliskan, 
2019, p� 11)�

In fact, the concept of hybrid war (conventional and unconventional activi-
ties) can be found in The Art of War, written by the Chinese strategist Sun Tzu 
around 500 BC (Sun Tzu, 1963; Szałek, 2017)�

In 2007, F�G� Hoffman described hybrid threats as: “a range of different modes 
of warfare, including conventional capabilities, irregular tactics and formations, 
terrorist acts including indiscriminate violence and coercion and criminal 
disorder� Hybrid war can be conducted by both states and variety of non-state 
actors” (Hoffman, 2007, p� 14)�

Individual interpretations, descriptions and definitions of “hybrid war”, or 
“hybrid activities”, vary (Szałek 2015a, 2016, 2017)� Some of them are very simple 
and general (for instance: military activities plus „extras”)� 

M� Wrzosek understands “hybrid war” as a complex of four kinds of threats: 
traditional (regular) threats, irregular threats, terrorism and information technol-
ogy (Wrzosek, 2018, p� 318)� According to M� Wrzosek, hybrid war is a kind 
of asymmetric conflict conducted in three dimensions: regular and irregular 
military activities, local psychological operations (psyops), and propaganda on 
the international scene – for instance trolling (Wrzosek, 2018, pp� 321–322)� 

On the other hand, S� Miracola sees a difference between asymmetric and 
hybrid warfare: “Unlike asymmetric warfare, which simply relies on the use of 
the so-called indirect approach – e�g�, non-conventional means of war, such as 
terrorism, insurgency, and cyber warfare – hybrid warfare distinguishes itself for 
the simple fact that it envisages the multiple, simultaneous use of different types 
of operational systems, which range from the conventional to the unconventional 
spectrum” (Miracola, 2018, p� 2)� In other words, S� Miracola sees a difference 
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between asymmetric and hybrid warfare – unlike M� Wrzosek (“hybrid war is 
a kind of asymmetric conflict” – see above)� 

M�S� Vračar and M� Ćurčić emphasize the evolution of this concept: “Since 
the beginning of the Ukrainian crisis, the perception of the concept of ‘hybrid 
warfare’ has been considerably changing and expanding� In addition to violent 
methods, the concept has also included non-violent methods such as economic, 
diplomatic, political, information methods, etc�” (Vračar & Ćurčić, 2018, p� 5)�

According to C�S� Chivvis: “Russia’s Hybrid Warfare Toolkit” includes: infor-
mation operations, cyber activities, proxies, economic influence, clandestine 
measures (traditional espionage, bribing, extorting), political influence� And 
C�S� Chivvis adds: “Behind these levers lies the implicit threat of Russian con-
ventional and, in the extreme, nuclear force” (Chivvis, 2017, pp� 3–4)�

According to M� Caliskan, European Union defines “hybrid threats” as a “mix-
ture of coercive and subversive activity, conventional and non-conventional 
methods (i�e�, diplomatic, military, economic, technological), which can be used 
in a coordinated manner by state or non-state actors to achieve specific objectives 
[…]” (Caliskan, 2019, p� 12)�

F� Bekkers, R� Meessen and D� Lassche enhance the European interpretation 
of hybrid activities: “they are designed to be difficult to detect or attribute� These 
threats target critical vulnerabilities and seek to create confusion – to hinder 
swift and effective decision-making” (Bekkers, Meessen, & Lassche, 2018, p� 7)�

On the other hand, M� Caliskan, referring to the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organisation, deploys a wider spectrum of hybrid activities: “broad, complex, 
adaptive opportunistic and often integrated combinations of conventional and 
unconventional methods� These activities could be overt or covert, involving 
military, paramilitary, organized criminal networks and civilian actors across all 
elements of power” (Caliskan, 2019, p� 12)�

The above examples direct our attention at such problems as: coordination/
integration/synchronization/simultaneity, involvement of civil and criminal 
sector (non-state actors)�

F� Bekkers, R� Meessen, and D� Lassche emphasize the problem of the DIMEL 
(diplomatic, informational, military, economic, legal/law) instruments, and the 
PMESIIP (political, military, economic, social, infrastructural, information, 
physical environment) elements of the target country’s society (Bekkers, Mees-
sen, & Lassche, 2018, p� 8)� They also pay some attention to:

1� vertical (intensity) and
2� horizontal (synchronization) escalation of hybrid activities�
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CRITICISM OF THE CONCEPT

M� Caliskan points out that: “there is an increasing number of critiques about the 
validity and the use of the concept” (Caliskan, 2019, p� 12)� He presents 5 groups 
of objections: the concept of hybrid warfare is not new; it is a weak concept and 
its definitions are ambiguous; hybrid warfare creates an unnecessary category� 
Moreover, “hybrid warfare is about tactics (not strategy)”, and “hybrid warfare 
is under the threshold of Article 5 [of NATO – B�Z�S�]” (Caliskan, 2019, p� 12)�

However, there are researchers who regard the concept of hybrid warfare as 
a useful construct�

For instance, according to M� Weissmann: “It is found that [hybrid warfare 
– B�Z�S�] while being old wine in new bottles, it is still a good wine well worth 
drinking� While there is not much new in the concept itself, it is a useful tool to think 
about past wars, today’s wars and the wars of the future” (Weissmann, 2019, p� 17)�

According to P�R� Mansoor: “hybrid warfare is a useful construct to analyse 
conflicts involving regular and irregular forces engaged in both symmetric and 
asymmetric combat” (Mansoor, 2012, p� 3)�

TOWARD A CONVINCING THEORY OF HYBRID ACTIVITIES

D� Fiott and R� Parkes point out that: “the use of the term ‘hybrid threats’ has been 
accompanied by some doubts about whether it actually means anything� […] it 
is argued that the concept fails to provide a theory that is both comprehensive 
and operational, and those are precisely the qualities which strategists and poli-
cymakers demand from their theories” (Fiott & Parkes, 2019, p� 4)�

My impression is that there are problems with:
1� lack of common terminology and differing understanding of such con-

cepts as “hybrid wars” (for instance: NATO – EU);
2� static enumerations of elements of hybrid instrumentarium and activities 

(for instance: propaganda, manipulations, agents of influence, etc�);
3� disintegrated analysis of specific kinds of hybrid activities – instead of 

a holistic/integrated approach;
4� aggressive propaganda in favour of unproven concepts, such as for exam-

ple an Eurasiatic political structure to be conducted by Russia (Dugin, 
1997; Mikołajec, 2000; Wojnowski, 2014; Szałek, 2015; Sykulski, 2019)� 
Economic data clearly illustrate the fact that Russian leaders are unable to 
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govern efficiently their own, huge country (for example, Gross Domestic 
Product of Italy was in 2016 bigger than Gross Domestic Product of Rus-
sia; Italy 1850 bn USD : Russia 1283 bn USD) (Rocznik…, 2017, p� 878)� 
Another example of unproven concepts offers the so-called Multi-level 
Governance in the European Union: G� Marks promises that transfer of 
power from the governmental level up to the level of the European Com-
mission, and down to the subnational level (regions, etc�) will improve the 
efficiency of governance in the European Union to a considerable extent 
(Marks, 1993; Hooghe & Marks, 2004; Szałek, 2013);

5� depersonalization (for instance, assumption that government = state/
country)�

WHAT IS MISSING?

The term “hybrid war” implies dynamics� It is necessary to move from static 
and asymmetric (offensive) “descriptions” of hybrid activities to dynamic and 
symmetric (offensive and defensive; aggressors : defenders) description of hybrid 
activities�

These problems can be illustrated by means of some simple models�
Model 1 : 0; presents offensive hybrid activities conducted by one centre/

party against another; attention is being paid to the aggressor – the response of 
the party under attack is neglected�

Variant 1 : 0 (a); chaotic hybrid activities (lack of coordination)�
Variant 1 : 0 (b); coordinated (synchronized, etc�) hybrid activities�
Model 1 : 1; comprises two centres conducting hybrid activities� Attention is 

being paid to the spectrum of their hybrid activities, their potential, differentia-
tion, etc�

Variant 1 : 1 (a); both sides/parties conduct chaotic hybrid activities�
Variant 1 : 1 (b); the aggressor conducts coordinated (integrated, etc�) hybrid 

activities – the defender conducts chaotic hybrid activities�
Variant 1 : 1 (c); the aggressor conducts chaotic hybrid activities, the defender 

conducts coordinated (integrated) hybrid activities�
Variant 1 : 1 (d); the aggressor as well as the defender conduct coordinated 

(integrated) hybrid activities�
Model 1 + X : 1; the attacking party has some allies, whereas the party under 

attack fights alone�
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Variant 1 + X : 1 (a); the allied aggressors conduct coordinated hybrid activi-
ties, whereas the attacked party conducts chaotic hybrid activities�

Variant 1 + X : 1 (b); both sides of the conflict conduct chaotic, uncoordinated 
hybrid activities�

Variant 1 + X : 1 (c); the allied aggressors conduct chaotic hybrid activities, 
whereas the defenders conduct coordinated hybrid activities�

Variant 1 + X : 1 (d); both sides of the conflict conduct coordinated hybrid 
activities�

Model 1 + X : 1 + Y; both sides of the conflict have allies�
Variant 1 + X : 1 + Y (a); the allied aggressors conduct coordinated hybrid 

activities, whereas the defenders conduct chaotic hybrid activities�
Variant 1 + X : 1 + Y (b); both sides of the conflict conduct chaotic hybrid 

activities�
Variant 1 + X : 1 + Y (c); the allied aggressors conduct chaotic hybrid activi-

ties, whereas the defenders conduct coordinated hybrid activities�
Variant 1 + X : 1 + Y (d); both sides conduct coordinated hybrid activities�

Of course, these models and their variants must be equipped with all neces-
sary data concerning, for instance, their symmetry/asymmetry with regard to the 
spectrum of their activities, their potential, problems, effectiveness�

Moreover, these models/variants must take into account all kinds of specific 
feedbacks (e�g�: aggressors – defenders; positive and negative feedbacks) and the 
changing situation�

WAR AND PEACE

In 2007, M� Bond (USA) presented her interpretation of “hybrid war” as “rang-
ing from purely peaceful humanitarian missions as preventive measures, […] 
through traditional warfighting operations […] to post conflict reconstructions 
and stabilization efforts […]” (Bond, 2007, p� 4)� This clear sequence of activities 
(peace > war > peace) widens the spectrum of activities to some extent� It is not 
so destructive as the interpretation of hybrid war as “military activities” and 
“extras”�

Let us pay some attention to the relationship: peace > war�
According to Sun Tzu, a Chinese strategist (c� 500 BC): “Generally in war the 

best policy is to take a state intact; to ruin it is inferior to this” (Sun Tzu, 1963, 
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p� 77)� His opinion was not shared by C� von Clausewitz (1780–1831), a Prussian 
strategist (Clausewitz, 1984)� C� von Clausewitz regarded war as continuation of 
politics – but with different means�

According to R� McDermott, “hybrid war” means “blurring of war and peace” 
(McDermott, 2014, p� 2)�

F� Bekkers, R� Meessen and D� Lassche pay some attention to such techniques 
of hybrid warfare as blurring and blending (when peace becomes war?) (Bekkers, 
Meessen, & Lassche, 2018, p� 8)� 

S� Miracola speaks of “blurry areas [of hybrid war – B�Z�S�] where it becomes 
increasingly difficult to distinguish peacetime from wartime operations and vice 
versa” (Miracola, 2018, p� 2)�

According to M� Caliskan, “hybrid activities” are conducted “to achieve spe-
cific objectives […] while remaining below the threshold of formally declared 
warfare (Caliskan, 2019, p� 12)�

According to some researchers, the concept of hybrid war is based on sim-
ultaneity of military and non-military (political, diplomatic, economic, medial, 
etc�) activities (Vračar & Ćurčić, 2018, p� 5; Miracola, 2018, p� 2)� 

For example, S� Miracola opines that: “hybrid warfare distinguishes itself for 
the simple fact that it envisages the multiple, simultaneous use of different types 
of operational systems which range from the conventional to the unconventional 
spectrum� The key word that defines it at the operational and strategic level is 
‘simultaneity’” (Miracola, 2018, p� 2)�

The question is: is this (military + non-military) simultaneity a condition 
sine qua non? 

Hostile, Janus-like, non-military activities, preceding the hostile military 
activities can cause considerable damage, comparable to the damage inflicted 
by rockets and bombs�

The Janus-like (short-term, long-term) hostilities may be hard to notice (they 
may be hidden below the threshold of formally declared warfare), yet they can 
be regarded as combined, coordinated preparations for military hostile activities� 

Let us illustrate this problem with some examples (Bernays, 1928; Volkoff, 
1986; Bäcker, 2007; Friedman, 2009, 2011; Mazur, 2010; Song Hongbing, 2010; 
Hayes, 2012; Brzeziński, 2012; Sydow, 2013; Lubowski, 2013; Karwat, 2014; 
Minkina, 2014; Szałek, 2013b, 2015b, 2018; Szewczak, 2016; Ham, 2016; Wojtaszak, 
Jartyś, & Krawcewicz, 2016; Freedman, 2017; Wrzosek, 2018; Piątek, 2019):

1� overt and covert state and non-state networks (e�g�, hostile civil society 
organizations, secret service networks, networks of agents of influence, 
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networks of hostile religious/“educational” institutions, hostile networks 
of “charities”, overt and covert hostile alliances, ambiguous alliances (> 
hostile false allies), hostile medial activities, financial/trade networks 
(transnational networks of corporations), drug networks,

2� hostile social engineering (e�g�, instigating emigration and hostile immi-
gration), hostile cryptocracy, 

3� hostile currency, economic, financial, trade activities,
4� hostile energy activities (monopolization of energy supplies, i�e�, no 

diversification), energy supplies from hostile state and non-state actors,
5� hostile creation of “knowledge”/space of illusions, hostile political cor-

rectness, hostile historical policy, hostile religious/ethnic correctness, 
covert fake news (misinformation, disinformation, fake “forecasting”), 
hostile engineering of the future, manipulation (e�g�, using the Overton 
window of political possibilities), propaganda,

6� “chameleons” in secret services, politics, science, religion, literature, 
journalism,

7� incessant and orchestrated psychological operations (for example, sense 
of guilt),

8� public/international humiliations,
9� hostile activities in cyberspace (hacking, trolling, blockades, etc�), 

10� hostile decisions concerning epidemics, ecology,
11� hostile decisions concerning military purchases, military potential and 

personnel,
12� hostile decisions regarding stocks,
13� wrong attitude towards terrorism�

CONCLUSION

The above analysis indicates that at present there is no convincing theory of 
“hybrid war/warfare/activities (lack of common terminology, contradictory/
differing definitions)�

Static enumerations of hybrid instrumentarium are expected to describe 
dynamic hybrid activities� 

Disintegrated analyses of specific kinds of hybrid activities are meant to 
represent the real situation�
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The problem of simultaneity of hybrid non-military activities preceding the 
phase of military activities is practically missing: what can be regarded as the 
“beginning of war”?

There are other missing/neglected issues� For example: the threshold of 
formally declared warfare (hybrid war – hybrid activities), Janus-like hostile 
activities, optimal hybrid activities mix, crisis management – dealing (e�g�, 
monitoring) with hostile hybrid activities/threats preceding the phase of military 
hybrid activities> war�

The above remarks suggest a need for integrated, permanent, complex (catch-
all) attention with regard to the development of hybrid threats and adequate 
counter-measures� 
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regional security complex� The Middle East is 
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of the region, which is shaped by the fear of 
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INTRODUCTION

After the Arab Spring, the center of gravity of major political events in the Middle 
East has moved to the Persian Gulf� Saudi Arabia, Iran but also, to a lesser extent, 
UAE and Qatar are building their power successively using a coercive policy or 
gunboat diplomacy� However, more significant seems to be the fact of building 
two competing blocs of states concentrated around Saudi Arabia (Egypt, Israel, 
or the U�S�) and Iran (Syria, Russia, the Houthi movement, Hezbollah or political 
parties and militias in Iraq)� As a result of an escalation of political and military 
tensions between the two blocs, the Persian Gulf crisis broke out in 2019–2020� 
The U�S� was convinced that Iran had launched a campaign against U�S� forces 
and interests in the Persian Gulf and therefore began to strengthen its military 
presence in the region� This followed a rise in political (U�S� withdrawal from 
the Joint Comprehensive Action Plan and imposition of new economic sanction 
by the U�S� on Iran) and military tensions (Iranian sabotage attacks on regional 
and international tankers in the Persian Gulf waters, U�S� deployed more military 
assets to the Persian Gulf, shooting down a U�S� Global Hawk surveillance drone 
by Iran, drone attack on the state-owned Saudi Aramco oil processing facilities)�

These incidents led to a destabilization of the situation in the region (espe-
cially regarding the production and supply of oil to global markets) and the 
threat of a broader conflict� The aim of this article is to explore the security 
interdependence between the Gulf States (Iran, Saudi Arabia) and the external 
U�S� authority using regional security complex theory which says that the struc-
ture of a regional security complex is determined by the countries of the region, 
their perception of security and interaction between them�

Based on this theory, the author puts forward a hypothesis that assumes that 
the level of interaction between Persian Gulf states is high and that their security 
interacts with the security of other states from the region� This means that Persian 
Gulf security is interdependent and is shaped by a fear of war and an expectation 
of the use of violence� While securitization (the process of transforming an issue 
into a security concern, usually through public discourse) of the Iranian threat for 
the region increased as a result of the Israeli-American anti-Iranian policy (“maxi-
mum pressure”), coercive power remains a major instrument that shapes relations 
between Israel, the U�S�, Saudi Arabia and Iran, leading to the security dilemma1�

In order to verify the hypothesis, the following research questions were posed: 
1) What determinants affect the security of the Gulf States? 2) How does the US 
affect security in the Persian Gulf?
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The structure of the article is as follows� First, a quick overview of the 
theoretical RSCT framework will be presented� RSCT and related categories will 
then be used for security analysis in the Persian Gulf� These categories include: 
amity/enmity, penetration, securitization and the societal security sector� Using 
amity and enmity categories, relations between major powers will be analyzed� 
A significant outcome of these relations is the regionalization and globalization 
of the Iranian threat and securitization of the Sunni-Shia conflict� It is linked to 
all the major regional powers and influences their national security� The last part 
of the article will contain the final conclusions�

REGIONAL SECURITY COMPLEX THEORY

The Regional Security Complex Theory (RSCT) was developed and advanced 
by Barry Buzan, Ole Wæver and Jaap de Wilde who belong to the so-called 
Copenhagen School of security studies� This theory was created and developed 
in 1983–2003 and studied security as a social construction (securitization)� The 
theory holds that international security should be examined from a regional per-
spective so to provide a theoretical justification for constructing world regions� 
The authors defined a security complex “as a group of states whose primary 
security concerns link together sufficiently closely that their national securities 
cannot realistically be considered apart from one another” (Buzan, 1983)� These 
regional security complexes are based on the distinct and stable patterns of 
security interactions between states called enmity and amity� Relations ranging 
from friendship to expectation of protection or support are called amity� Enmity, 
in turn, means a relationship based on suspicion and fear� These relationships 
might be a result of border or ideological disputes but historical ties as well� 

Several years later, in 1998, RSCT was updated and defined as “[…] a set of 
units whose major processes of securitization, desecuritization, or both, are so 
interlinked that their security problem cannot reasonably be analyzed or resolved 
apart from one another”� This meant that security is socially constructed rather 
than objective and that states can gain support for defining something as an 
existential threat that requires emergency responses (Buzan, 2003)� The new 
definition emphasized the role of non-state actors in international relations and 
focused less on military security aspects, highlighting other security sectors 
(McSweeney, 1999)� This is crucial for the Persian Gulf and the whole Middle 
East region where non-state actors hold significant influence over the regional 
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landscape security� Similarly, RSCT’s highlighting of sectors other than military 
security gives an opportunity to study the influence of oil sector on the Persian 
Gulf security� Naturally, states remain the main objects of security, but in some 
regions other units may play key roles or even dominate� Hence the key elements 
of RSCT include the “relative intensity of inter-state security relations, patterns 
of amity and enmity and distribution of power” (Buzan & Wæver, 2003)� Amity 
and enmity variables are useful research tools to asses which particular role 
(enemy, rival, friend) dominates sufficiently to assign an overall social structure 
to a system or subsystem (Jarząbek, 2019)� Rivalry, amity and enmity among the 
Gulf States are usually a product of a distribution of power where states shift 
their alignments in accordance with the dictates of movements in the distribu-
tion of power (Stivachtis, 2018)� Such a situation took place after the Iraq War 
in 2003, when the Saudi-Iranian rivalry intensified and Sunni-Shiite divisions 
deepened� But patterns of amity and enmity are influenced by such factors as 
history, culture, religion, or geography (Buzan, 2003)� These patterns affect ties 
that can unite states and determine their cooperation, but can also justify politi-
cal or military intervention�

Depending on the prevalence of patterns of amity or enmity, security com-
plexes have been divided into three types� The first is a conflict formation, which 
refers to “a pattern of security interdependence shaped by fear of war and expec-
tation of use of violence” (Buzan, 2003)� In a conflict formation, relations between 
major powers in the region are accompanied by violence� This situation means 
that states consider each other as a potential threat and build alliances to reduce 
the security dilemma situation (Buzan, 2003)� The second is a security regime, 
in which states still perceive each other as a potential threat but take certain 
measures to reduce the security dilemma and reduce mutual tensions� The third 
type is a multilateral security community, where states do not expect aggressive 
actions from other actors and do not plan to do so themselves� The creators 
of RSCT believe that cooperation and integration processes can eliminate the 
security complex by transforming an anarchic subsystem of states into a single 
actor (Buzan & Wæver, 2003)�

Within an RSCT, security is examined as a social construction, which means 
that the securitization process affects the security of individual member states 
by linking them together� Securitization is a key concept of the Copenhagen 
School� Buzan and Wæver define securitization as “[t]he distinctive process 
through which an intersubjective understanding is constructed within a political 
community to treat something as an existential threat to a valued referent object, 
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and to enable a call for urgent and exceptional measures to deal with the threat” 
(Buzan & Wæver, 2003)� Securitization is a key theoretical term used to examine 
various aspects of security in a region such as threats to individual states or the 
whole region� 

An RSC can be deeply penetrated by the global powers� Penetration means 
that an external power is involved in the security structure of the region and 
plays a significant role in creating such structures� Penetration occurs when 
outside powers make security alignments with states within an RSC� Amitav 
Acharya argues that external powers adapt and internalize the role of regional 
entities shaping the regional social structure� Such an external power’s policy 
affects the concepts and behavior of regional actors (Acharya, 2007)� Because 
the Gulf Cooperation States (Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Kuwait, 
Oman) have a security alignment with the U�S� and share common enemy, Iran 
(with the exception of Qatar and Oman to some extent), the Persian Gulf can be 
defined as penetrated by this global power�

Security sectors are another important part of RSCT� The Copenhagen School 
distinguishes five main security sectors: military, political, economic, social, and 
environmental� The dominant sectors in which countries strive to ensure security 
and face the most common threats are the military and political ones� But in the 
Persian Gulf, the social sector deserves special attention� The securitization of 
sectarianism (the Sunni-Shiite conflict) resonates in the relations between Sunnis 
and Shiites in the Middle East, but above all it is used as a source of legitimacy of 
power and interference in the internal affairs of other states� Due to the limited 
space of this article, I will focus only on the social sector because another identity, 
culture or religion is usually perceived as a threat and, as a result, affects the 
security of Gulf societies and countries�

AMITY AND ENMITY

The patterns of amity and enmity fundamentally refer to inter-state relations 
that show who fears who or is allied with whom� In the Persian Gulf, a crucial 
role in this matter is played by long-standing partial enmities between Shia and 
Sunni states and non-state actors� Patterns of amity and enmity are generated 
internally by history, politics, culture, and ethnicity� The history of mutual hatred, 
friendships and specific issues that lead to conflict or cooperation based on fears, 
threats and friendships define the regional security complex� Between the Persian 
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Gulf states, rivalry is evident but so is enmity� Beside amity and enmity, the 
relationships between the Persian Gulf states are defined by power relations� 
Based on these foundations, we can identify and assess the changes that have 
taken place in the Persian Gulf in recent years�

The structure and balance of power that was established in 1970s by the 
USA (the twin pillar policy2) have collapsed after the Iranian Revolution 
and the Persian Gulf War� In 1979, the pro-Western Shah Mohammad Reza 
Pahlavi was overthrown and a Shia theocracy was established with the Ayatol-
lah Ruhollah Khomeini at its head� The new leader condemned Saudi Arabia 
for its pro-American views and called upon Muslims to overthrow the corrupt 
and unpopular dictators in the Middle East� This led to the Saudi Shiites’ Qatif 
Uprising in November 1979 with the organizing of festivals, celebrating the Day 
of Ashura and strike action� In response to the protest, the Saudi government 
not only acknowledged the poor conditions in Qatif but also cracked down on 
Shiite opposition groups and continued its policy of intolerance and the dis-
crimination of Shiites in further years� Iran began supporting Shiite minorities 
in Sunni countries, while Saudi Arabia supported a group opposed to the Shiites, 
leading to proxy wars in the region� The intention of both powers was to limit 
the influence of the rival proxies and fight through their representatives in Iraq, 
Syria, Yemen, Lebanon, and Palestine� 

The Iraq-Iran War and the first Gulf War were also key for relations in the 
Persian Gulf� In the first case, Iraq was supported by the U�S� and Saudi Arabia, 
while during the Gulf War (Iraq’s invasion and annexation of Kuwait) it was 
defeated by coalition forces from 35 countries under U�S� command� Despite 
both wars, Iraq remained a buffer to balance revolutionary Iran in the following 
decade until 2003� With Saddam Hussein ousted from power and Iraq weakened 
by war, Iran become a dominant player in the Arab system� Moreover, the war in 
Iraq strengthened those states and non-state actors (Hamas and Hezbollah) that 
had been contained in the 1990s and were against U�S� presence in the region� 
As a result of the Arab Spring, Egypt and Libya became incapable of acting as 
influential powers and, together with Iraq, these states lost power� This power 
vacuum was filled by non-Arab states: Israel, Iran, and Turkey (Gervais, 2017)�

But the 2003 Iraqi war not only broke the regional system but most of all 
increased sectarian tensions� Sectarianism was instrumentalized by regional 
states (securitization will be described later in the article) and non-state actors 
such as al-Qaeda and the so-called Islamic State which had been granted access 
to territory and territorial resources� Their terrorist campaign introduced 
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counter-terrorism to the regional state agenda and security policies became 
a function of foreign and internal state behaviors� Analyzing this through the 
prism of amity and enmity, these variations generated divisions between regional 
states� While the fear of Iran’s hegemonic ambition and its Shiite support policy 
unite GCC states (the Bahrain uprising in 2011 and the military intervention in 
Yemen in 2015 were supported by the Peninsula Shield Force, the armed wing of 
the GCC), they have disagreed on the assessment of internal threats such as the 
Muslim Brotherhood and role they played at the outset of the Arab Spring� This 
also was a cause of amity and enmity relations between states and polarization� 
While authorities in Doha support the organization, the UAE arrested and sen-
tenced dozens of Muslim Brotherhood supporters accusing them of plotting to 
overthrow the regime� This diplomatic spat resulted first in the diplomatic crisis 
of 2014 and the decision by Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and the UAE to withdraw 
their ambassadors from Qatar� Qatar was accused by its GCC fellows of failing 
to commit to GCC principles and the Muslim Brotherhood was designated 
a terrorist organization by Saudi Arabia� These Saudi-Qatari tensions had been 
rising for decades and include territorial disputes, unsettled border tensions and 
accusations of espionage� The conflict between Qatar and Saudi Arabia, however, 
concerned not only support for the Muslim Brotherhood, but also a struggle for 
leadership among Arab countries�

In the last decade, the Middle East Security Complex has undergone an 
internal transformation� These developments were caused by territorial disputes, 
power and ideological competition, and rivalry over leadership� The amity and 
enmity patterns among regional states have changed as well as the power bal-
ances� Amity can change very quickly and suddenly into enmity or something 
between amity and enmity (neutrality), and vice versa� Such a change occurred 
between Iran and Iraq, who became opponents in 1958 (when Iraq withdrew 
from the Baghdad Pact, an organization under British patronage, introduced an 
Arab nationalist policy and began diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union)� 
Two decades later, in 1980, when the Iraq-Iran war broke out, they became real 
enemies and finally, after the fall of Saddam Hussein in 2003, they returned to 
a friendly relationship� A similar shift occurred between Iran and Saudi Arabia in 
1970s, who had cooperated under the American Twin Pillar policy in the 1970s, 
and who became archenemies after the Iranian Revolution in 1979�
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PENETRATION

The Middle East is a penetrated regional system in which external powers play 
a decisive role� Barry Buzan and Ole Wæver argue that regional security com-
plexes are independent entities, but penetrated by external forces� As I mentioned, 
penetration usually occurs when external forces make security arrangements 
with powers inside the RSC� The history of the intervention of great powers in 
the Middle East stretches back centuries and includes Western colonialism and 
economic and military interdependence� The presence of Great Britain in the 
Persian Gulf from the mid-18th century to the early 1970s (Pax Britannica), the 
involvement of France, Britain and the U�S� in the creation of Israel and then the 
American Carter Doctrine treating this subregion as a zone of its own influence, 
shape the dynamics of military and political security at the regional level (Pax 
Americana)� Maintaining good relations with Western countries helped some 
Arab regimes remain in power against domestic opposition (Egypt, Tunisia, 
Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Libya)� But the U�S� penetration in the security issues of 
the region also contributed to the establishment of Al-Qaeda�

In general, the U�S� has played a key role in the Persian Gulf� Since the Ira-
nian Revolution in 1979, the U�S� has been on the side of the GCC countries, 
counterbalancing Iranian influence and defending Saudi Arabia in particular, 
but also Kuwait in 1991 against the Iraqi invasion (Operation Desert Storm)� 
These close U�S� relations with the GCC, the hostility between the U�S� and Iran 
and a different approach of the Gulf Arab States towards Iran (particularly Qatar 
and Oman) mean that the subregional security system is in constant conflict� 
Buzan and Wæver called this situation a penetration of the RSC by external 
powers� Indeed, U�S� involvement in Middle East is setting the region on fire and 
dividing its states, and American participation is evident in all major conflicts: 
the Israeli-Iranian, Israeli-Palestinian, and Saudi-Iranian� This situation makes 
the Middle East a territory of high conflict, where conflicts negatively affect the 
entire region (Koch & Stivachtis, 2019)� 

The assessment of the U�S�’s results is a subjective assessment concerning each 
country, but the U�S� is trying to preserve and secure such interests in the region 
as: 1) protecting energy production and transport, 2) counteracting Islamic 
radicalism and terrorism, 3) preventing the proliferation of weapon of mass 
destruction, 4) protecting Israel’s security (Wang, 2009)� The United States plays 
and implements these goals with the support of medium and small powers in the 
Persian Gulf� In return, Arab monarchies receive direct (arms sales) and indirect 
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(U�S� army, navy and planes in the Persian Gulf) U�S� support� While, during 
Barack Obama’s presidency, U�S� support was limited to selling arms to the Arab 
Gulf states and some counter-terrorism actions, when Donald Trump came to 
power, policy towards the Middle East changed radically (Darwich, 2019)�

Another sign of U�S� involvement in regional affairs is the process of Donald 
Trump creating the Middle East Security Alliance (MESA)� MESA is a U�S�-
sponsored alliance of Arab countries along the lines of the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization (NATO)� It is often referred to as the “Arab NATO”� Prospective 
MESA members include Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Qatar, Kuwait, the UAE, Oman, 
Jordan, and Egypt� Trump intends to reduce U�S� security presence in the Middle 
East and transfer more responsibilities to U�S� allies without losing strength in the 
region� But in this American bloc there is no agreement on whether to perceive 
Iran as a direct threat� While the U�S�, KSA, UAE and Bahrain support this view 
and want to confront Iran – Egypt, Jordan and Qatar publicly oppose it (Farouk, 
2019)� Certainly the U�S� presence in the Persian Gulf triggered off a considerable 
arms build-up, making this subregion the most militarized in the world� 

SECURITIZATION

Securitization is defined as a process of transforming an issue into a security 
concern, usually through public discourse� This leads securitizing actors to trans-
form conventional politics into emergency politics which refer to “extraordinary 
measures and the actors who call for them, how they do so, with whom they 
form relationships to achieve their objectives and what factors determine their 
success or failure” (Ǻtland & Bruusgaard, 2009)� The understanding of threat 
is intersubjective and is constructed within a particular (political) community� 
Securitized threats can remain on the security agenda for decades (Shayan, 2017)� 
The more recipients and political entities support securitization, the more effec-
tive it is� Effectiveness depends on the correct assessment of feelings and needs 
of audiences and on the use of a public discourse to make them resonate�

Saudi Arabia and Iran are securitizing actors who make securitization state-
ments to protect a relevant object, convincing recipients to consider the problem 
as a threat to the security of the latter� Securitization statements are issued by 
political leaders and actors who try to convince the public at home and abroad 
to recognize revolutionary Shiism or Sunni dominance in the region as a threat 
(often overestimated) to national or regional security� The terms “existential 
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threat” or “Israel should be destroyed” used by these countries signify paranoia, 
prejudice and aggressive intentions rather than any real threat� Such state optics 
and the securitization of potential threats raise concerns and lead to inter-state 
tensions� In addition to these statements, extraordinary actions are taken, such 
as supervision, restriction of rights (discrimination), and even the use of armed 
forces� This presentation of certain groups or state policies as a threat to internal 
or regional security serves as a source of legitimacy for the Saudi and Iranian 
regime, but also serves the purposes and interests of regional powers� At the 
same time, regional powers present themselves as defenders of a Sunni or Shiite 
identity�

Saudi Arabia’s leaders present Iran as a  threat to national and regional 
security� The threat from Iran is greatly amplified by the Wahhabi clergy who 
warn the Saudi authorities and society that Iran will surround the Kingdom 
from the south (the Yemen Houthi), the east (Iran and the Shiite community 
in Saudi Arabia), and the north (Iraqi Shiites and Alawites)� However, with its 
security guarantees from the U�S�, it is hard to see Iran as an existential threat 
to Saudi Arabia� It is difficult to speak about an existential threat if Iran has no 
nuclear weapons and only such weapons could destroy Israel or Saudi Arabia� 
Such extreme rhetoric leads to a security dilemma and accelerates the regional 
arms race� Securitization also serves to divert the attention of one’s society from 
unresolved internal issues related to unemployment, slow diversification and 
even economic problems�

The securitization mentioned above relates to the political and military 
security sectors� In the political sector, the state can be threatened both internally 
(i�e�, the political struggle for the ideology of the state: secularism, Islamism, 
pan-Arabism as during the Arab Spring; resistance to the government or 
autonomy-oriented movements such as the Kurds in Syria, Turkey, Iraq and 
Iran) and externally (i�e�, supporting secessionism, putting pressure on another 
country in particular)� Iranian Shiite ideology is seen as a threat to the Sunni 
identity and dominance in the Middle East� It is perceived through ideological 
lenses and this perception is especially acute between Sunni Wahhabism and 
revolutionary Shiism, which represent two extreme versions of Islam� Peaceful 
protests aimed at political, social and economic reforms are also securitized� 
Protesting societies are treated as opposition groups that threaten the legitimacy 
of those in power and who pressed for a change of power during the so-called 
Arab Spring of 2011�
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In the military sector, the main goal is the survival of the state, and the 
main referent object of security is the physical basis of the state (territory and 
population)� Military operations relate to the acquisition and control of territory 
through the use of force and the protection of territorial integrity (i�e�, the Iran-
Iraq War, Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait or the Iraq War in 2003)� The military threat 
may also concern the arms race and militarization that make the Persian Gulf 
the most militarized subregion in the world� At the center of the military threat 
and the arms race is the Iranian nuclear program, which has been securitized 
by Israel, Saudi Arabia, and the United States� Iran’s nuclear program, whether 
peaceful or roguish, has been sufficiently put forward by Iran’s regional rivals to 
give foundation for cooperation between Israel and the Gulf States�

SOCIETAL SECTOR OF SECURITY

The social sector of security refers to collective identity at the national, cultural 
or religious level� It therefore covers threats to communities and people at the 
national, cultural or religious level� The referent object is any collective entity 
that sees existential threat through the prism of identity (Shayan, 2017)� In the 
Persian Gulf these entities form tribes, clans and nations (minority, civilization, 
religion and race) while threats to their security derive from migration or the 
suppression of community identities� 

An example of social threat are tensions that arise between immigrants and 
citizens in Saudi Arabia� They are caused by the perception of the former as 
a threat to the latter’s Arab identity, language and culture� This can be seen in the 
Saudi Arabian job market, where immigrants make up a significant proportion 
of the population� In response to this threat, the Saudi government has launched 
a labor market nationalization program (Saudization)� Another societal threat 
is the problem of identity that is visible in the Persian Gulf, where citizens have 
many identities: national, religious, ethnic, regional (i�e�, the Khaliji culture)� 
Some citizens identify more with the state, while others want to fight it, which 
leads to social uncertainty� Loss of identity gives space to terrorist organizations 
that provide Salafi/jihad identity� This is a kind of transmission belt between 
those who lost their identity and “terrorist identities”�

American culture is also perceived as a societal threat that affects the Middle 
East’s identity in spite of local resistance (i�e�, in the Persian Gulf, English is widely 
spoken by immigrants and residents, which threatens Arabic in public places)� 
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This is seen in the U�S� support for Sunni GCC states, which may indicate that 
the U�S� can be considered a defender of Sunni identity� However, this support 
concerns protection against external invaders, not support for the Sunni identity, 
e�g�, U�S� support for Kuwait to protect it against Iraq during the 1990–1991 
Gulf War, even though both countries define themselves as Sunni� While politi-
cal elites in Sunni Gulf countries see the U�S� as an ally, fundamentalists (e�g�, 
Wahhabism) treat the U�S� as a threat to Islamic culture and values� Therefore, 
divergent security logic may exist within states (Shayan, 2017)�

The most visible threat to societal security in the Middle East is the Sunni-
Shiite conflict in the region� It has reemerged as a result of Iraq War in 2003� That 
year, Saddam Hussein and the Sunni-dominated Iraqi regime were overthrown� 
This political change strengthened Iran as a regional power, enabling Iraqi Shiites 
to come to power, and contributing to closer cooperation between Iran and 
Iraq� The conflict divided the Gulf States into two sectarian camps and, during 
the Iraq War in 2003, the Sunni GCC countries supported Sunni groups, while 
Iran as a Shiite state supported the Shiite majority� These political events played 
a decisive role in shaping the regional security complex� The Shia alliance started 
to be perceived by Sunni states as a societal security threat� However, Sunni-Shiite 
tensions are only a facade under which fierce struggles for power and dominance 
in the Middle East are hidden� Religious divisions are only a tool to mobilize 
supporters� Sectarianism, a form of discrimination, bigotry and hatred toward 
an opposite group, serves politicians as a kind of narrative or discourse that is 
used as a source of legitimization and persuasion� Shiites are portrayed as an 
internal and external foe and the securitizing state uses extraordinary measures 
to defend society from this threat (Grabowski, 2017, pp� 1–11)�

The societal sector of security remains a vital part of the overall security 
complex of the region� Significant external threats on the societal level are often 
part of a larger package of military and political threats� In consequence, societal 
security threats might be difficult to separate from political or military ones 
(Koch & Stivachtis, 2019)� A good example of this correlation can be seen in the 
field of societal security, which remains unmet by Middle Eastern countries that 
are underdeveloped in many sectors and areas� The authorities’ inability to solve 
internal and external challenges leads to social uncertainty, which has benefited 
Al-Qaida and ISIS� 
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CONCLUSIONS

In the article, I have tried to prove the hypothesis that the security of the Gulf 
States is closely interrelated� To do this, I followed the amity and enmity patterns 
and securitization policy that captured the perceptions of threats in the subregion 
countries� One of the research questions concerned the security determinants 
of the Persian Gulf, and in response one may point to the Sunni-Shiite conflict 
I described, the competition for domination and penetration of the region by 
the U�S� Its presence in the region (the second research question) is directed at 
counteracting Iranian influence and supporting American allies, especially Saudi 
Arabia and Israel� In the presence of U�S� in the region, however, a camp formed 
to fight the country’s influence, with Iran at its head (Katz, 2018)�

The theoretical framework presented above provided a useful tool for security 
analysis in the Persian Gulf� The political, social and military threats to the Gulf 
states have been listed and assessed using RSCT� Speech acts, securitization and 
state-centrism have been highlighted as the primary function of the security 
policy of state entities in the Middle East� Buzan and Wæver’s perspective allowed 
us to discuss the political, social and military aspects of security� RSCT shows 
how interactions between individuals, regional entities and U�S� penetration in 
the region affect the security of the Persian Gulf countries�
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This article describes the issue of misinformation 
during the SARS CoV-2 pandemic, which WHO 
called ‘infodemic’� The outbreak of the pandemic 
has changed the constellation of the information 
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We’re not just fighting an epidemic; we’re fighting an infodemic
Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus1

Historical outbreaks of pandemic decimated populations, determined the results 
of wars, but also, paradoxically, opened the way to innovation and scientific and 
economic progress, redefined political systems, and the ongoing SARS CoV-2 
pandemic additionally strongly affects the information sphere� Pandemics also 
resulted in the stigmatization of a group or nation, assigning responsibility for 
spreading the virus to it, as was the case with the “Spanish flu”, a similar trend 
can be observed today�

Disinformation campaigns in a pandemic are not a new trend� Historically, 
disinformation and fake news have accompanied many of them, such as the 
1918–1919 “Spanish flu” epidemic� At that time, the German pharmaceutical 
company Bayer was blamed for the spread of the flu virus, which was to delib-
erately inject the pathogen into aspirin tablets� Others believed that the disease 
spread through the air like a chemical weapon� Fear of a pandemic, strong war 
propaganda and racism were the grounds for this type of disinformation (Cotter, 
2020)�

The ongoing disinformation campaigns about the coronavirus are equipped 
with a wide range of instruments, ranging from conspiracy theories treating 
the pathogen as a biological weapon aimed at killing a significant percentage 
of humanity, to false information suggesting that the bleaching agent is killing 
the virus�

Initial observation of the information ecosystem and its dynamic changes in 
connection with the outbreak of the pandemic results in the formulation of the 
following research hypothesis� 

H1: The dissemination of coronavirus disinformation relies on an informa-
tion laundering theory mechanism�

False information is legitimized by public institutions, agencies, authorities, 
etc�, considered to be credible�

H2: Disinformation techniques are changing as a result of the coronavirus 
pandemic�

There are tools and techniques aimed at effectively influencing the audience� 
Social media, in turn, is the main arena for this type of activity�

1  Director-General of the World Health Organization�
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Most definitions of disinformation emphasize close correlation with false 
information, which may include genuine news intentionally used in the wrong 
context to obtain a false link, fake news sites, or designed to imitate credible 
sources� Some studies have found that false information spreads faster and wider 
than real news� However, this effect depends on individual platforms (Cinelli et 
al�, 2020)� The multiplicity of definitions and approaches to the term ‘disinforma-
tion’ allows us to look at this process through the prism of actions aimed at 
erasing history, the knock of which is the lack of critical thinking or the constant 
reading of facts� In this sense, disinformation “softens” the ability to consciously 
process information (Flore et al�, 2019)�

Classic understandings of the term ‘fake news’ indicate a political, economic 
and often entertainment motivation, appropriately profiling the context of such 
information� However, in the era of a pandemic, another type of fake news is 
noticeable, namely, medical fake news� Examples of the impact of this type of 
disinformation in a pandemic context can be multiplied� According to reports 
by the Iranian Ministry of Health, more than 5,000 people were poisoned with 
methanol (Regencia, Siddiqui, & Najjar, 2020)� Information on the virucidal 
properties of this chemical was obtained from social media� The cited case 
shows that the process of generating false information mutates as quickly as the 
pathogen�

What makes medical fake news so common on social media? The Internet 
and social media in the 21st century became a source of medical knowledge, it is 
on these platforms that digital natives look for knowledge on health-related top-
ics� However, looking at this phenomenon from a slightly different perspective, 
this data mining allows to aggregate and use information from social media for 
health protection purposes� The case of Google from 2009 should be mentioned 
here: the data collected from queries in the Google search engine allowed, using 
algorithms, to create a map of the spread of H1N1 flu in the United States in 
real time and make it available to the CDC (Racka, 2016)� It is also symptomatic 
that the organizations, institutions and agencies responsible for providing infor-
mation on the coronavirus pandemic have just established the Internet, and 
especially social media, as the primary communication channel�

Social media platforms have revolutionized the existing static model of 
information dissemination, giving it speed, variety, volume, and streaming� The 
aforementioned attributes define the contemporary information ecosystem� The 
emergence of platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, resulted 
in a new sequence of information proliferation� As Klein (2012) notes, the so far 
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well-explored theories of Jowett and O’Donnell’s white propaganda and Borrow-
man’s academic and techno-ethos (manipulation of information in cyberspace) 
affect the shape of modern propaganda in a digital version� The model of white 
propaganda shows the advisability of blurring the line between persuasion and 
information� As a result, a message is generated that seems to be very close to 
the truth� This opens the way to the information laundering theory� Klein (2012) 
compares the information laundering process to money laundering, with the 
difference, however, that the currency of the latter is information� Through the 
web, groups that spread certain rhetoric easily gain legitimacy for the content 
they propagate� Information laundering is not only about “cleaning” the content 
in the mainstream of information, but also focuses on the tactic of innuendo, 
understatement, leaving the recipient with an apparent possibility of interpreta-
tion� The scheme of “information laundering” in cyberspace is largely based on 
the mechanism of positioning pages in search engines, which in turn are based 
on algorithmic logic�

Information laundering 2�0 mechanism includes three phases: placement, 
layering, integration� The first stage is to prepare an appropriate narrative so 
as to achieve maximum impact on the audience (Korta, 2018)� Disinforma-
tion campaigns grounded in the theory of information laundering are based 
on selected social media accounts that are able to ensure rapid dissemination 
of information in a way that makes it impossible to indicate the source and 
intention of the sender of the message (Meleshevich & Schafer, 2018)� Layering 
involves processing information using domains until it reaches the appearance 
of credibility� In this phase, accelerators in the form of online advertising, posi-
tioning, computational propaganda are used (Korta, 2018)� Meleshevich and 
Schafer (2018) argue that the layering of disinformation campaigns takes two 
forms� The first is to use social media accounts to disseminate information that 
does not show any correlation with the author of the information� The second 
is based on the so-called cascading citations, i�e�, retweets, reposts, shares� 
The last phase is integration, in which information is located in the public 
discourse, becoming part of knowledge (Korta, 2018)� In this phase, informa-
tion is received by credible sources of information or shared by real users of 
social media (Meleshevich & Schafer, 2018), as opposed to the computational 
propaganda tools used before� The classic theory of information laundering 
should be combined with hate speech� A diagram of how information is given 
the appearance of credibility – through the statements of experts – in order to 
reach the mainstream of information, can be related to the wider phenomenon 
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of disinformation and fake news� Today, the information laundering process 
takes place in cyberspace�

The outbreak of the coronavirus epidemic has become an impulse for the 
intensification of disinformation campaigns� Since the outbreak of the epidemic, 
1132 fake news about the coronavirus has been identified in the Polish infor-
mation space (Krótki przewodnik po fake newsach o koronawirusie, 2020)� The 
cycle of proliferation of some false information in its logic follows the theory of 
information laundering� Institutional authentication of information is carried 
out by indicating the entity that introduces a given false information into public 
discourse�

Table 1. Selected Fake News about the Coronavirus  
in the Polish Information Space

Fake news An entity that authenticates information

Inhabitants of Silesia, the best group tested for 
coronavirus The Ministry of State Assets

Polish doctors say that we do not have a coronavirus Provincial consultant for infectious diseases prof. 
Simon. January information

German companies get 14,000 euro per month of 
support Provided by the MP

The government wants to withdraw from the 500 
plus Social media

A new virus from China is coming (about 
hantavirus)

Information published by Super Express, Gazeta 
Pomorska

Poczta Polska will open parcels without the 
recipient’s consent Social media

The European Union threatens Poland with fines TVP INFO

Helicopters spraying disinfectants Social media

Coronavirus does not pose a threat to participants 
of religious gatherings Fr. T. Guz in an interview for TV Trwam

Expired masks were distributed in the Sejm Statement by a member of the Coalition Parlia-
mentary Club of the Left

Poland did not let Russian Il-76s pass with medical 
aid to Italy Information provided by Russian Sputnik

During the quarantine, 100 5G antennas were 
launched in the Tri-City Social media
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Fake news An entity that authenticates information

The Great Orchestra of Christmas Charity refused to 
support the fight against the coronavirus Social media

Pets should be put down to avoid becoming infected Social media

Radio RMF FM announced the closure of voivode-
ship borders in Poland Website rmf-24.pl

Kidnapping a child from an infectious diseases 
hospital in Warsaw Website warszawa-info24[.]pl

The virus can be spread using food Social media

Large stocks of food should be stocked as there may 
be a shortage Social media

Warsaw will be cordoned off Social media

The preventive measures introduced by the Polish 
government are in fact the introduction of the 
“sanitary police” and the implementation of the plan 
of “martial law plus”

Social media

Source: author’s own elaboration based on Krótki przewodnik… (2020)�

The detection of fake news in pandemic conditions is a fundamental challenge 
for the functioning of the information ecosystem� The spectrum of techniques 
for this purpose is expanded with new tools enabling quick identification and 
deactivation of disinformation in social media� It is a series of solutions border-
ing on semantics, algorithms and computational methods: artificial intelligence, 
NLP, machine learning, function extraction, social context modelling, sentiment 
analysis (Mesquita et al�, 2020)�

Disinformation in the analyzed aspect involves not only social media con-
cerns but also countries – the source and victims of this type of campaign� At 
the beginning of March 2020, European agendas alerted us to increased Russian 
disinformation (European External Action Service, 2020)� Fake news about the 
Polish side’s refusal to allow Russian planes to fly through Polish airspace to 
deliver medical aid to Italy is one of the many examples of the Kremlin’s “infor-
mation policy”� It is worth mentioning the joint initiatives undertaken by govern-
ments and social media to limit the spread of disinformation� WhatsApp, owned 
by Facebook, together with the Indian government, has launched a chatbot to 
ensure that the public has access to reliable information on COVID-19� This is 
the answer to misinformation and disinformation in India, where, according 
to reports from global media, Hindus were clapping loudly and ringing bells 
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to protect themselves from infection (Brindha, Jayaseelan, & Kadeswara, 2020)� 
Another example is the decision made by Twitter, Facebook and YouTube, which 
resulted in the removal of posts shared by Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro 
that were deemed to be misleading to Brazilian society� The example cited is an 
exemplification of “top-down” disinformation (Brennen et al�, 2020)�

In some political systems, the coronavirus becomes a tool of the political 
game, often also a pretext for making controversial decisions� The unprecedented 
global health crisis caused by the pandemic has provoked reactions from right-
wing circles in many European countries, most strongly in France, Germany, 
and Italy� The most frequently raised demand was the introduction of stricter 
border controls� As noted by Colomina (2020), the right-wing discourse link-
ing immigration with health hazards is visible in the statements of politicians 
such as: J� Kaczyński, M� Salvini, J� Ortega Smith� The logic of such rhetoric is 
based on generating and fueling the idea of an external threat� In the behavior of 
many countries, strong isolationist tendencies are noticeable, for example in the 
United States, caused by the decision of the Trump administration to unilaterally 
suspend travel from Europe�

Disinformation in the era of the coronavirus pandemic is nothing new, the 
mechanism of disinformation campaigns remains the same, although instru-
ments are modified, profiling towards, e�g�, medical fake news� It is important to 
identify the factors influencing the dissemination of false information�

The findings of the Pennycook et al� (2020) research team on misinformation 
during the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States point to factors that could 
be considered to enable and multiply the dissemination of false information 
about the pandemic� One is political orientation� The analysis showed that 
Republicans were less concerned about COVID-19 and less likely to share real 
COVID-19 content than Democrats� Another identified factor is cyberchondria, 
which should be understood as searching the Internet for health information that 
is fueled by an underlying health concern that is causing an increase in anxiety� 
Laato et al� (2020) prove that cyberchondria is a side effect of the COVID-19 
pandemic� 

Another identified factor is information overload, the results of the search 
for “coronavirus” in Google Trends show that over the month, there has been 
a significant increase in the interest in information on the Web� The peak was 
reached on March 8–14�

The avalanche of information growth on the Internet generates favorable 
conditions for conducting disinformation campaigns� In the information 
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environment dominated by rapidly emerging information, it is more difficult 
to verify� This process is even more difficult if false information is provided by 
the media and authorities� According to the World Health Organization, the 
coronavirus has caused not only a global pandemic, but an infodemic – global 
disinformation� Infodemic has a strong impact on the information ecosystem, 
resulting in an avalanche of false information, conspiracy theories and content 
that generates hate speech�

The legitimation of false information by reliable entities causes the recipients 
to disable the information verification mechanism� In turn, for disinformers, it 
most often means an effective influence� In connection with the above, it can 
be concluded that the information laundering model is used in disinformation 
campaigns around the pandemic�

For the social media disinformation pandemic, there is no “vaccine” or “cure”� 
Therefore, it is a challenge for modern states, social media and fact-checking 
organizations� It also indicates the need for more efficient detection of fake news 
and disinformation by social media algorithms� Research on disinformation 
should be placed in a broad context, taking into account technological, political 
and social factors�

Chart 1. The Popularity of the Term ‘Coronavirus’ in the Google Search Engine in Poland

Legend: A value of 100 is the most popular keywords� A value of 50 means that the popularity of the 
password was twice as low� A value of 0 indicates that there is insufficient data for the password� 

Source: author’s own study using the Google Trends tool�
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— ABSTRACT —

This article outlines certain dangers related to 
extreme attitudes of ethnic groups on the example 
of terrorism in the Basque Country� It shows how 
aggression was born in this Autonomous Com-
munity of Spain and what actions and attitudes 
of Spanish authorities enhanced it� It demon-
strates how Francoist repressions strengthened 
separatist tendencies in this region� The Basque 
Country example reveals that persecution does 
not provide a solution to the problem� Just as 
every action causes reaction, aggression causes 
aggression� Government repressive measures can 
lead to the birth of a false myth, where a terrorist 
organization takes the role of the defender of 
the rights and freedoms of society� The will for 
peace, effective communication and the dialogi-
cal approach are values that provide security and 
peaceful coexistence of society�

Keywords: Basque nationalism; Spanish regional-
isms; ETA terrorism; GAL revanchism

— ABSTRAKT —

W  artykule nakreślono niektóre zagrożenia 
związane ze skrajnymi postawami grup etnicz-
nych na przykładzie terroryzmu w Kraju Basków� 
Autor ukazuje, jak narodziła się agresja w  tej 
hiszpańskiej Wspólnocie Autonomicznej oraz 
działania i postawy hiszpańskich władz, które 
ją wzmocniły� Opisuje również, jak represje 
frankistowskie wzmocniły separatystyczne ten-
dencje w tym regionie� Przykład Kraju Basków 
pokazuje, że prześladowania nie zapewniają 
rozwiązania problemu� Tak jak każde działanie 
wywołuje reakcję, tak agresja wywołuje agresję� 
Rządowe środki represyjne mogą prowadzić do 
narodzin fałszywego mitu, w którym organizacja 
terrorystyczna przyjmuje rolę obrońcy praw 
i wolności społeczeństwa� Wola pokoju, skuteczna 
komunikacja i podejście dialogowe to wartości, 
które zapewniają bezpieczeństwo i  pokojowe 
współistnienie społeczeństwa�

Słowa kluczowe: nacjonalizm baskijski; hiszpań-
skie regionalizmy; terroryzm ETA; rewanżyzm 
w działaniach GAL
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Dialogue is a protection against irresponsible recognition as fundamental of those 
truths which often result from everyday life, moments, circumstances and are not 

absolute and universal at all 
(Szulakiewicz, 2003, p� 57)

Is Spain a nation? Its historical and political fate is so complex and wide-ranging 
that the answer to this question is not easy� Explaining the issue of national 
identity in no Western European country has caused (and causes) as many 
problems as in case of Spain� It was the source of civil wars in the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries – not directly their main cause, but it largely antagonized 
Spanish society�

The fall of Francoism and the peaceful democratic transformation begun in 
the mid-1970s, stimulating public and political debate on the subject� General 
Franco’s dictatorship, introducing the unicultural identity by force, manipulated 
Spanish nationalism and contaminated the national symbols� From then on, 
it became associated with authoritarianism� Today, the discussion about the 
nation and nationalism is undertaken in the shadow of the worldview imposed 
by Francoism, leading to serious disputes and conflicts� Political attempts to 
manipulate the concept of the nation delay the chances of finding a consensus�

The Spanish Constitution of 1978 builds on the unsolvable unity of the Spanish 
people, recognizing and guaranteeing the right to autonomy of the nationalities 
and regions that are part of the state and ensuring solidarity between each of them 
(Spanish Constitution, 1978, p� 3)� Castellano (Castilian) is the official language 
of the state, used as customary by most Spaniards� All Spaniards must know it 
and have the right to use it� The other languages: Catalan/Valenciano, Gallego, 
Euskera/Vasco, Aranés, are also official in the respective Autonomous Communi-
ties, according to their statutes� Spain’s linguistic wealth is its national heritage, 
a subject of special respect and protection (Spanish Constitution, 1978, p� 3)�

The constitution respects Spanish cultural diversity, emphasizing that it is 
an inseparable feature of the country� Cultural diversity and local identity are 
special values in Spain, especially if we look at them from the point of view 
of regionalisms� A large proportion of the inhabitants of the Basque Country, 
Catalonia and Galicia compare their sense of belonging to the country with their 
local identity, that is, they feel Spanish because the Autonomous Community 
they live in is part of Spain� 

A poll conducted by the Catalan Institute of Political and Sociological Sci-
ences in 2020 shows that 38�4% of respondents feel as much Spanish as Catalan, 
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23�8% more Catalan than Spanish, 21�1% exclusively Catalan, 7�7% exclusively 
Spanish (Sondeig d’opinió Catalunya, 2020, p� 25)� A similar survey carried out 
in the Basque Country in 2019 revealed that 38% of the community consider 
themselves Basque and Spaniard equally, and 25% of the population identify 
themselves more with Basque than Spanish nationality� Only 4% see themselves 
solely as Spaniards and 26% as purely Basques (Euskobarómetro, 2019, p� 49)�

Extreme regionalists recognize that Spain is a nation of nations and regions� 
The definition of national identity is shifting from centralist Spanish towards 
counter-hegemonic formulas, where what is Spanish is seen as “foreign”, as an 
antithesis of what is Basque, Catalan, or Galician (Jordan & Morgan-Tamosunas, 
2000, pp� 4–5)�

The Basque Country is one of regions most at odds with the central govern-
ment in Spain� In this region, moderate nationalism is intertwined with extreme 
nationalism and even separatism� There are echoes of the terrorist organization 
ETA both inside Spain and abroad� It is worth taking a closer look at the situation 
of the Basque Country and the reasons for the failure of negotiations between 
the central and local authorities�

It is interesting that Basque nationalism, unlike, for example, Catalan, has no 
historical justification, it is based on a myth – the Basque Country has never had 
political independence, since the early Middle Ages it was integrated with the 
Castilian monarchy (Sobek, 2007, pp� 129–130)�

Basque nationalism was born in the nineteenth century during the wars for 
the succession of the Spanish throne, it was officially a form of opposition to the 
narrowing of fueros (political privileges), persecution and linguistic discrimina-
tion� Euskera’s origin (a language used by the Basques), is still not obvious, it 
is associated with Romance languages, but there are also theories about Afro-
Asiatic and even Caucasian roots, relating to Georgians and Armenians (Nuño, 
2019)�

It was the defense of fueros and Euskera that became the basis of nationalism� 
Its author was Sabino Arana Goiri, who recognized that the Basque Country has 
all the characteristics of a nation: race, language, government, laws, customs, and 
historical personality� Properly interpreted history of the age-old Basque-Spanish 
struggle completed Arana’s vision (Peda, 2004, p� 212)�

Economic reasons became the main cause for the gradual separation� Basque 
nationalism was also a response to modernization and progress� Rapidly pro-
gressing industrialization and urbanization processes resulted in the appearance 
of a very rich bourgeoisie and an influx of immigrants (especially to the Vizcaya 
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province)� Craftsmen, small entrepreneurs felt trapped by the great capital of the 
nouveau riche and a wave of new industrial workers� The vision of a decline in the 
social ladder filled them with fear and drew attention to Arana’s views (Balfour 
& Quiroga, 2007, pp� 231–232)�

The beginning of the twentieth century, marked by the economic and politi-
cal crisis, contributed to the evolution of Basque separatism against the central 
government of Spain� Initially, the carrier of nationalist views was the Basque 
Nationalist Party PNV (Partido Nacional Vasco)� In the 1930s, it transformed 
into the main political party of Euskadi, appropriated the symbols of the Basque 
Country – the anthem and the flag� The remaining political parties, regardless of 
the political option represented (socialist, republican, conservative), remained 
faithful to national symbols (Balfour & Quiroga, 2007, p� 237)�

The outbreak of the Spanish Civil War stopped the process of gradual 
privileging of the Basque Country by the Second Republic� From 1936, Basque 
nationalists identified themselves with the anti-Francoist struggle, thus gaining 
respect at the national and international level� To gain social legitimacy, they 
armed themselves with anti-fascist slogans supporting republican Spain� This 
attitude and the revanchist policy of the Francoists became a powerful catalyst 
for Basque nationalism� Some argue that nothing has helped Basque nationalism 
so much as the Francoist repression (Balfour & Quiroga, 2007, p� 238)�

The victorious camp with general Francisco Franco made an attempt to 
eliminate all manifestations of nationalism in Spain (including Basque integrity)� 
During almost 40 years of dictatorial rule, he led a dynamic process of national 
assimilation, making the symbols of Basque culture and identity illegal� The 
Francoist program proclaimed that “Spain is the unity of the nation’s destiny� 
[…] All separatism is a crime that we will not forgive” (Dobrzyński, 1975, p� 
76)� Tough politics backfired – it caused a rapid revival of the Basque national 
consciousness� What Sabino Arana Goiri’s propaganda and PNV’s actions have 
been slowly achieving for decades, Generals Mola and Franco achieved in a few 
months – the awakening of the Basque national consciousness and the will to 
resist (Clark, 1979, p� 76)�

The result of the Francoist terror was the creation in the 1950s of an organiza-
tion called ETA (Euskadi Ta Askatasuna), which influenced the history of both 
the Basque Country and the entire Spain� The beginnings of its activity date back 
to 1952–1953, when young students and intellectuals began organizing meet-
ings where they were expressing their dissatisfaction with the brutality of the 
Franco’s dictatorship and the lack of firm opposition to it� They manifested their 
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disappointment with the overly lenient policy pursued by the Basque Nationalist 
Party (PNV)� The following activists stood out among the participants: Julen de 
Madariaga, Alfonso Irigoien, José Manuel (Manu) Aguirre Bilbao, José María 
Benito del Valle, Iñaki Gainzarain, José Luis Álvarez Enparantza (Txillardegi), 
Iñaki Larramendi, Rafael Albizu� They formed the Ekin group (“do”, “act”), con-
sidered the predecessor of ETA� The final separation from PNV in 1958–1959 
marked the beginning of an organization called Euskadi Ta Askatasuna – ETA 
(Basque Country and Freedom)� The official date of its creation is considered to 
be July 31, 1959� At the beginning it was patriotic and nationalistic organization, 
paying attention to the respect of traditional Basque values� Gradually, however, 
the program evolved, becoming more and more radical (Segura, 2009, pp� 21–22)�

The ideological source of ETA was Zionism, the National Liberation Front in 
Algeria, the Chinese and Cuban Revolutions, the Vietnam War, and the Irish IRA� 
The founders also used the reflections and remarks made by Federico Krutwig 
in a book published in 1963 entitled Vasconia, combining Basque nationalism 
with Marxism (Segura, 2009, p� 23)� This way, quite late, after several years of the 
organization’s existence, the theoretical foundations were created: the Basques 
are a just, democratic nation, supporting freedom and a clear historical path, 
which was taken over by Spain – a backward and almost feudal country, negat-
ing Basque individual and national rights, inhibiting its cultural and economic 
development� All misfortunes currently affecting the Basque Country are being 
provoked solely and exclusively by the occupying country� Consequently, the only 
way to return to a state of happiness and to regain the freedom is to fight for the 
independence of the Basque Country (Jáuregui, 2000, pp� 206–207)�

The beginning of the 1960s was marked by the first ETA actions that deter-
mined its character and methods of operation� Activists undertook preliminary 
anti-Francoist and pro-nationalist operations: the graffiti with Gora Euskadi 
(“up with the Basque Country”), hanging the Basque flag (ikurriña), burning 
the Spanish flag hanging on the Delegation building in Guipúzcoa and finally 
the first terrorist act – attack on a train carrying Francoist supporters intending 
to celebrate the anniversary of the military uprising of July 18 (the beginning 
of the Spanish Civil War of 1936–1939) in San Sebastián� This last action ended 
in failure, several dozen nationalist fighters, not only from ETA, were arrested 
(Segura, 2009, p� 23)� In the late 1960s and 70s, ETA became totally radical, for 
example, the secret police chief Melitón Manzanas was killed, a car carrying 
Prime Minister Carrero Blanco (general Franco’s closest associate) was blown 
up (Olmo, 2018)�
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The actions of ETA met with the reaction of the Francoist authorities, which 
intensified the persecution and repression of ETA members, often affecting 
civilians not politically involved� Joseba Elósegui, a participant in the Spanish 
Civil War of 1936–1939, tried to show to the world the desperate situation of 
the Basque nation� He made a public self-immolation in San Sebastián (Crespo, 
2011)� General Franco’s actions had a harmful effect on Spanish regionalisms: 
resulted in the formation of a nationalist subculture antagonistic to the govern-
ment�

The death of Francisco Franco at the end of 1975 brought the Basque Coun-
try hope for change and easing the tense situation in the region� Entering the 
democratic path of change (la transición democrática) brought the new concilia-
tory approach to nationalisms� The government was ready to make a series of 
concessions to ease the internal situation in Spain�

The extensive autonomy was granted to the Basques� Its range was close to 
the special privileges – fueros� In 1976, the public demonstration of national 
symbols was allowed, and Euskera was recognized as an official language (along 
with Castilian)� The status of the Autonomous Community was approved in 
a referendum of 1979� Bizkaia, Alava, Guipúzcoa were included, but Navarra did 
not join (Sobek, 2007, p� 134)� The Basque Country has received more privileges 
and powers than any other ethnic minority in Spain�

The considerations bestowed upon the Basques during the democratic trans-
formation did not satisfy ETA� During 20 years of its existence, the organization 
has not achieved internal unity, it has not been able to develop its program in 
a more political than military direction� With the internal heterogeneity of ETA, 
it was difficult for the government to conduct an effective debate� The concilia-
tory policy of the authorities was not able to change the hard and aggressive 
position of some ETA activists, who were striving not towards autonomy but 
independence, putting forward demands that the central government could not 
fulfill�

While in the 1960s and 70s ETA had the relative support of the Basque society 
experiencing repression and persecution of the regime, after 1975 it began to 
gradually lose the Basque’s approval� The organization did not show any will-
ingness to dialogue or discuss with the government, going underground and 
continuing its brutal activities (Reverendo López, 2006, p� 5)�

During the years of intense dialogue between the government and Basque 
society, the separatists from ETA continued the struggle, not fully understand-
ing for what or against what or whom� Eventually, Francisco Franco and his 
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dictatorship fell – the greatest enemy ceased to exist, taking away the legitimacy 
and sense of the organization’s operations� Meanwhile, from 1976 to 1980, 261 
people were killed as a result of ETA aggression (Segura, 2009, p� 388)�

After 1975, the party willing to dialogue and concessions was PNV� In 
1975, it gave its support to the anti-Francoist Democratic Platform (Platforma 
Democrática) led by the socialists from PSOE (Partido Socialista Obrero Español)� 
PNV also updated its election program, replacing the outdated Euskadi defini-
tions with the slogans of democracy, immigrants integration into Basque society� 
The changes brought its success: in 1980 it transformed into the main political 
party of the Basque Country (Balfour & Quiroga, 2007, pp� 241–242)�

When the Autonomous Statute came into force, PNV, by entering into 
a coalition with various political groupings, relatively assisted the process of 
democratization in Spain and the regulation of relations between the Basque 
Country and Madrid� At the same time it supported the development of culture, 
sport and the Basque language (Balfour & Quiroga, 2007, pp� 250–251)�

Meanwhile, from the late 1970s ETA intensified terrorist activities� Violence 
on this scale was unexpected: 66 victims in 1978, 76 in 1979, 92 in 1980� It also 
introduced a new way of financing: collection of a “revolutionary tax” from 
Basque and Navarre entrepreneurs� In order to regain public support, ETA 
participated in the campaign against the construction of the nuclear center 
in Lemóniz� The beginning of the 1980s was also a period of attacks against 
members of the Spanish army in order to destabilize it� ETA leaders realized that 
the introduction of democracy was a threat to the organization, as it deprived it 
of its sense of existence� And the adoption of the Constitution in 1978 and the 
Autonomous Statute meant that no one in the international arena had doubts 
about the authenticity of democracy in Spain� That is why the years 1976–1981 
were the most difficult and brutal – ETA was able to commit one attack every 
two days and one murder every five days (Segura, 2009, p� 92)�

Basque separatism had a negative impact on the young Spanish democracy� 
The crimes of ETA, destabilizing the country, were one of the causes of the coup 
d’état of February 23, 1981� It was organized by members of the military and 
civil guard supporting the Francoism� The attack was unsuccessful� A day later, 
Juan Carlos organized a meeting of representatives of political parties, with the 
exception of Basque and Catalan nationalists� He called on the audience to reflect 
on the actions taken, to maintain unity and peace in Spain (Segura, 2009, p� 96)�

When the organization was dissolved in 2018, it was leaving behind the 
bloody history of its activities, with 854 assassinated – according to the website 
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of the Ministry of the Interior, most of them Basques; 79 kidnapped (12 of them 
murdered), and 6,389 wounded� 197 cases are pending clarification (170 are 
dismissed and 27 archived) (Ormazabal & Aizpeolea, 2018)�

The Spanish authorities tried to revenge against the ETA terrorists� In 1982, 
the socialist PSOE came to power and started the fight against Basque separatists 
applying methods similar to those used by ETA� A dirty war (guerra sucia), which 
is worth a more detailed explanation, began, led by the Anti-Terrorist Liberation 
Groups GAL (Grupos Antiterroristas de Liberación)�

The fighting methods used by the GAL were attacks, kidnappings, torture, and 
killings of ETA fighters in the south of France� In fact, the dirty war had begun 
earlier, between 1975 and 1981, during the government of Carlos Arias Navarro 
and Adolfo Suárez� GAL’s main actors were: Triple A, National Spanish Action 
ANE (Acción Nacional Española), and Spanish Basque Battalion BVE (Batallón 
Vasco Español)� These groups were assisted by far-right fighters, French and Ital-
ian neo-fascists� Triple A is estimated to have committed five attacks on Euskadi, 
ANE one, BVE twenty-two, other organizations or uncontrolled citizens – ten� 
Activities on the border with the law and outside it allow us to assume that there 
was a relatively clear system of coordination and control, reaching specific units 
of the state security system, although perhaps without the consent of the political 
authority� In any case, many families, not necessarily with extremely nationalist 
views, still remember the dozens of victims murdered during the first reign of the 
democratic transformation, whose authors have never been convicted (Segura, 
2009, pp� 116–117)�

Undoubtedly, it was the Spanish government-backed GAL fighters with 
twenty-seven killings that took the most brutal fight against ETA� The head of the 
civil guard, General José Antonio Sáenz de Santamaría, the model of the Fran-
coist militant, who joined the ranks of power during la transición democrática, 
openly and honestly admitted that the fight against terrorism exceeded judicial 
and institutional boundaries, as it required direct action: “The rule of law is fine, 
but it cannot be taken to its ultimate consequences because we would be left in 
the hands of the terrorists” (2001, as cited in: Garzón Lozano, 2005, p� 176)�

One of the reasons for these “direct actions” of the GAL was to force the 
French government to take a clear position against the ETA terrorists who were 
organizing attacks in France (later carried out in Spain)� There were more reasons 
why the organization was founded, however the top priority was of course the 
fight against ETA terrorism� Initially, there was little interest in the origin of 
the organization� Once the press got involved in solving the GAL puzzle, the 
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scandal broke out� It was suspected that the state was financing the organiza-
tion’s actions� As justified by the historian Charles Powell, the attitude of social 
disengagement in crimes committed by the GAL was not only an expression of 
a civic participation, but also, for how long the victims of GAL were supporters 
of ETA, was a sign of acceptance of the methods that brought results� Attacks 
against ETA continued even in 1987, when the first phase of the most important 
peace negotiations between the government and Basque terrorists was carried 
out (Mesa de Argel) (Garzón Lozano, 2005, p� 182)�

Italian and French mercenaries, as well as Latin American members of para-
police groups, worked for the GAL� Units from the circles professionally involved 
in crime and organized crime were employed and well paid� Only a small part of 
them were arrested in France, Spain or Portugal, others were never caught by the 
judiciary� The first GAL actions took place in October 1983, they were performed 
on possible ETA members José Ignacio Zabala “Joxi” and José Lasa Arostegui 
“Joxean”� The murders were carried out by shot to the head, the bodies were not 
found until twelve years later, buried in lime, in unused areas of Alicante (Garzón 
Lozano, 2005, pp� 182–183)�

When the press became interested in the case, a scandal threatened the 
government, as it turned out that high-ranking state officials were involved in 
the dirty war� In 1988, one hundred and four specialists, intellectuals and lawyers 
presented to the National Assembly a complaint against Deputy Commissioner 
José Amedo and Inspector Michel Domínguez from Bilbao for maintaining 
contacts with the GAL� The trial took place in the summer of 1991 with the 
active participation of the press and the judiciary� The police members who 
gave testimony were replying evasively to the questions: “I don’t know”, “I don’t 
remember”, “I’m not going to answer”� Analysts and politicians, on the other 
hand, were avoiding answering to the questions, referring to the raison d’état� 
Ultimately, Amedo and Domínguez were convicted of only one attack� In the 
1990s, a dozen or so high-ranking state officials were convicted for cooperation 
with the GAL (Garzón Lozano, 2005, pp� 184–190)�

The exposure of the GAL scandal is due to the persistence and pressure of 
some judges (such as Baltasar Garzón), who, under the pressure of the mass 
media and the opposition wishing to strengthen their electoral chances (hoping 
to undercut Felipe Gonzalez’s charisma), took decisive steps to reveal the truth 
about the GAL� The PSOE board was denying the evidence and tried to defend 
some of the accused suspects� This attitude of socialist politicians allowed to 
develop speculations about their connections with the organization� The right-
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wing Partido Popular focused on weakening Gonzalez’s position, accusing him 
of lack of interest in solving the issue of the so-called first dirty war waged since 
the mid-1970s� A possible disclosure of the commitment of the government of 
Adolfo Suarez to guerra sucia could call into question la transición democrática, 
which is considered a success of Spain� The country was in chaos and nationalisms 
and ETA took advantage of it� As a result, the GAL helped the Basque terrorists, 
serving as an excuse for continuing terrorist activity (Segura, 2009, pp� 125–126)�

It is also worth mentioning the role of the press in discovering the origin 
and judging the GAL� A journalistic investigation was initiated by the Basque 
daily Deia� The investigation was continued by the newspaper Diario 16� The 
journalist most involved in explaining the GAL problem was Ricardo Arques 
(initially collaborating with Melchor Miralles)� During the gradual disclosure 
of the facts by Diario 16, its director, Pedro J� Ramírez, was dismissed� Further 
journalistic investigations were conducted by El Mundo, by the aforementioned 
Pedro Ramirez� The story of the successive unmasking of the GAL and attempts 
to prove the discovery of the truth resembled the scenes seen on the big screen� 
And in fact, it served to write the script of the film called GAL (Arques, 2006)�

Part of the GAL crimes contributed to the birth of Basque revolutionary 
heroes, making some ETA activists more special than they really were (the case 
of the murder of Mikel Goikoetxea – ETA activist with no special achievements 
for the organization, who, thanks to the death sentence issued by GAL, passed 
into the ranks of the ETA symbol)� Additionally reminding about the victims of 
Francoist repression and crimes during the Civil War of 1936–1939, including 
the bombing of Guernica, made ETA activists martyrs for the freedom of the 
Basque Country, thereby justifying the crimes they were committing (Segura, 
2009, p� 131)�

The discrepancy between the Basque national symbolism and the emblems 
of Spain remained a problem that was difficult to solve during the democratic 
transformation� In contrast to Catalonia celebrating a new beginning and gained 
autonomy, the Basques emphasized the connection of old Spain with the new 
one� The sense of connection between Francoism and the methods used by the 
dictatorship and the democratic system was increased by the state terrorism of 
the 1980s (GAL)� The actions of the Spanish authorities convinced some Basques 
to the separatist theory that the new system was not much different from the 
Franco dictatorship (Woodworth, 2005, pp� 412–413)�

Basque nationalism introduced an idealized version of the past in the region� 
Historical nostalgia was deepened by a series of rituals performed in the name 
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of the honor of deceased ETA members, considered heroes who gave their lives 
for their homeland� Their memory is still honored today by singing stories and 
dancing (mainly in small towns and villages where support for extreme national-
ists is the highest)� These efforts are accompanied by a symbolic representation 
of Euskal Herria: flags, hymns, maps� Ritual ceremonies glorifying violence and 
sacred emblems of Basque nationalism can be described as a “political religion” 
where the nation has become a substitute for the Catholic God (especially in 
Guipúzcoa) (Balfour & Quiroga, 2007, p� 257)�

Extreme Basque patriots, socialists and post-communists still continue to 
fuel the memory of history� The Basque government organizes dozens of shows 
devoted to the Spanish Civil War 1936–1939 and preserving the memory of the 
Basque nationalists of the republican era: the celebration of the anniversary of 
the establishment of the first Basque government in 1936, the organization of the 
Basque army, the bombing of Guernica (Balfour & Quiroga, 2007, pp� 258–259)�

The discrepancy between what is Spanish and Basque applies to both history 
and symbolism� The Basque left wing accepted the monarchy and the Spanish 
flag in the age of democratic transformation as a compromise that will make 
the old system end sooner� Ikurriña became an anti-Francoist emblem, legalized 
after 1975� The Spanish flag for some Spaniards (not only nationalists, but also 
in regions such as the Canary Islands, Asturias, Andalusia) is associated with 
Francoism� The identification of the Spanish flag and anthem, in the sphere 
of national identity, is evidence of the domination of the symbols over words 
(Galán, 2006)�

Probably what unites Spaniards more than national emblems is international 
success of native artists, singers and sports teams, which brings them pride and 
sense of community (Balfour & Quiroga, 2007, p� 261)�

As we can see on the example of the Basque Country, a sense of regional 
identity in Spain is its wealth and treasure, but in extreme form it can destabilize 
Spanish society� Extreme behavior that leads to aggression is always a threat to 
public safety� The modern history of the Basque Country clearly shows that 
violence and repression are not the solution to the problems, it only generates 
new conflicts� Francoist repressions provoked ETA terrorism� ETA terrorism 
awakened government revanchism (GAL)� Aggressive actions caused aggres-
sive reactions and led to further conflicts� Its consequences affected the civilian 
population, causing a loss of sense of security and arousing a distrust towards 
the authority�
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Dialogue and moderation are the basis of social security and public order� It 
requires the will to communicate across divisions, for the common good� Peace-
ful actions based on dialogue have a real impact on public security� Just as every 
action provokes a reaction, aggression causes aggression� “A properly understood 
dialogue weakens the universalistic (fundamentalist) claims of the individual 
[…]� The philosophy of dialogue shows that dialogue […] is something more� 
Dialogue means the area where thoughts arise, it gives a new quality of thinking, 
it is a philosophy in action” (Szulakiewicz, 2003, p� 55)� Dialogical thinking gives 
the opportunity to find new ideas and solutions� It allows openness to what is 
new and different (Szulakiewicz, 2003, pp� 56–57)� This approach fosters the order 
and security of the individuals and the entire society�
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— ABSTRACT —

Nowadays, we are eye-witnesses of the process 
which we shall refer to as the secularism of 
political science� Obviously, this concept can 
be construed in two ways� One is institutional 
secularism, which eliminates the influence of 
religion, or more broadly put – ideology, on 
the theoretical work of contemporary research-
ers� Such a viewpoint is imposed by the liberal 
discourse so we must be mindful of the fact that 
it is a viewpoint motivated ideologically� Such 
a perspective results not only in the separation of 
humanities from social science but also the rank-
ing and positioning of scientific disciplines in the 
global knowledge circulation, exemplified by the 
Polish inclusion of religion into the category of 
science of culture under the new administrative 
division of scientific disciplines� The other one 

— ABSTRAKT —

Współcześnie obserwujemy proces, który okre-
ślać będziemy sekularyzmem nauk o polityce� 
Oczywiście można to pojęcie rozumieć na dwa 
sposoby� Pierwszy to sekularyzm instytucjonalny, 
który w  założeniu eliminuje wpływ religii, 
a  szerzej ideologii, na przebieg teoretycznych 
ustaleń dzisiejszych badaczy� Ten punkt widzenia 
narzucany jest przez dyskurs liberalny, a więc 
nie powinno umknąć naszej uwadze, iż jest to 
stanowisko motywowane ideologicznie� Powyższe 
ujęcie ma konsekwencje nie tylko dla separacji 
humanities oraz social science, ale również w usze-
regowaniu i pozycji dyscyplin naukowych w świa-
towym obiegu wiedzy, czego polskim przykładem 
jest włączenie religii do nauk o kulturze według 
nowego administracyjnego podziału dyscyplin 
naukowych� Drugi sposób rozumienia pojęcia 
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REMARKS ON THE SCIENTIFICITY OF POLITICAL SCIENCE

The institutionalisation of political science research, first in the world, then in 
Poland, occurred so long ago that a discussion on the discipline’s cognitive strate-
gies is unnecessary� Obviously, we realize that the resultant of the assessment 
of institutional potential is its ability to introduce into the scientific thought 
circulation the research results which are subject to publication and intersubjec-
tive verification� The institutionally scientific goal comes down to the possibility 
of being recognised, that is, being present in the major scientific discourse of 
a given subdiscipline� Even if not at its very core, as close to the core as possible� 
It is also worth remembering that something that seems to be a common tru-
ism has recently achieved the status of an important argument, i�e�, basing the 
research itself against the context of discovery and the context of substantiation� 
As far as the former is perceived by many as a non-orthodox circumstance, as it 
means a set of emotional states or the researcher’s views personally impacting 
the discovery itself, the substantiation is rational procedures serving to accept 
or refute scientific theories (Heller, 2016, p� 140)� We must remain aware of the 
overrepresentation of descriptive research in Polish political science, of a certain 

can be denominated as scientific secularism, 
with its credo originating from logical positivism 
(logical empiricism), and it will be the reference 
point for the text of this article� Its effect is the 
demarcation focused on the exclusion of the 
theoretical content of political science research, 
which is often regarded as political philosophy 
in the English-language literature and specula-
tion in Poland� The aim of this article is the 
meta-theoretical analysis of the political science 
research programme from the perspective of the 
features potentially linking the varied academic 
achievements and the inference methodology of 
contemporary political scientists�

Keywords: secularism of political science; politi-
cal science research programme; interpretative-
empirical approach; interpretationism; empirical 
approach

określić możemy sekularyzmem naukowym, 
wywodzącym swoje credo z neopozytywizmu 
(empiryzmu logicznego), i ten będzie punktem 
odniesienie dla tekstu artykułu� Efektem jego 
stała się silna demarkacja, skoncentrowana na 
wyłączeniu pewnego obszaru teoretycznych 
badań politologicznych, które uznaje się często 
w anglosaskiej literaturze za filozofię polityczną 
(political philosophy), w  Polsce zaś nadaje się 
im miano spekulacji� Celem artykułu jest 
metateoretyczna analiza programu badawczego 
politologii pod kątem cech potencjalnie łączących 
zróżnicowany dorobek i metody wnioskowania 
współczesnych politologów�

Słowa kluczowe: sekularyzm nauk o polityce; 
program badawczy politologii; podejście 
interpretacyjno-empiryczne; interpretacjonizm; 
empiryzm
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kind of rejecting behaviourism as a method of researching political science 
phenomena and processes� Further, aware of the strong interpretative trend in 
the Polish political science, which is somewhat unfairly regarded as speculative� 
The arguments against the latter appear to be serious as they come down to the 
externalisation of the results of particular investigation� In Poland, we have been 
raised on the humanities tradition which is partly a derivative of the selection 
of the achievements of political scientists from the achievements of historians, 
lawyers, philosophers and sociologists, while in practice it means putting a strong 
influence on the individual creative process, more characteristic of the broad 
and normative philosophical narrations� Without doubt, they are the carrier of 
the isolated scientific issues which are currently gaining the status of scientific 
ones only through their empirical verification� Obviously, we do not assume 
the existence of national political science, even though such contractual terms 
appear in the discourse, as we regard science as supranational by definition� 
At this stage, questioning the empirical order in political science would equal 
questioning the facts which are the obvious image of the dominant political 
science research in the contemporary scientific circulation globally� Thus, the 
situation is pursued where the given law (expressed with the L clause) determines 
the ability to predict and account for a given social (political) phenomenon, 
while the mere ability to describe it is left at the pre-theoretical stage (e�g�, tax-
onomy), where facts placement is performed in their descriptively construed 
specifics� Most likely, the place of research findings in the form of publication is 
not an argument par excellence scientific, yet it can be regarded as the sufficient 
condition, implicitly determining that scientific character, as the ability to evoke 
a scientific discourse (or citationality) makes the research noticeable in scientific 
circulation� Thus, even though it does not decide directly about the power of the 
evidence, it does fulfil the clause of the intersubjectivity of scientific theories� 
We must promptly signal our probable inability to conduct empirical evidence 
to support the scientific character of this argument� This arbitrary rationality is 
indeed a valuation derivative; that is, the confidence in having made the right 
choice, however non-rational according to its own assumptions� Obviously, it 
does not mean that it is not possible to prove the non-scientificity of the scientific 
rule itself, but merely marking the necessity for the existence of presuppositions 
resulting from the inability to escape valuation completely� In the practice of 
today’s misunderstanding concerning the Polish specifics of humanities, political 
science to be precise, it would be about showing or prejudging what strictly 
scientific (empirically tested) acknowledging the achievements of humanities, 
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including critical studies and interpretationism, as founded on the intuition of 
researchers, constitutes solely unjustified speculations, thus setting researchers 
in the realms of metaphysics� 

Independently of the common assumption that hypotheses (scientific ideas) 
are created intuitively, Popper used the concept of “creative intuition”, for it is 
impossible to reach for new ideas in the non-psychological way, i�e�, performing 
the process by means of logical reasoning (Popper, 2002, p� 33)� However, it does 
not mean that a part of Polish achievements in political science is regarded as 
non-disturbing in the mainstream research, the marginalisation of which is sup-
posed to be indicative of the low level of congruence of a large group of domestic 
political scientists with the global scientific circulation� What is more, the problem 
does not lie in the language of the given publication as it remains unquestioned 
that the English language is the vehicle of human communication in the world 
of scientific research� However, the aim of this article is to determine the meta-
features of the interpretative-empirical approach as the effect of their dialectic 
context� The remarks formulated will refer to the properties of the epistemologi-
cal political science� However, it is not only about the scheme under which the 
interpreted problems are subject to empirical verification as it creates a radical 
disproportion in the results of such findings� It seems to be more important to 
find the answer to the question of the possible complementary functioning of 
those two types of methodology� Considering solely the bibliometric indicators, 
there does not even exist a relative balance between the two� The choice of the 
cognitive strategy affects not only the sphere of procedures (substantiation), but 
it can be conditioned by the mental conviction of the adopted research approach 
(cognition)� Incomplete enumerative induction compensates the researcher’s 
initial doubts with the quantitativeness of the result� As much as the necessity 
of marking the features of the phenomena belonging to a given set of events 
may not appear very controversial, the investigation of the feature for particular 
cases itself is doubtful as it is impossible to investigate every single event� Certain 
generalisations are applied, which do not as much refer to the reinforced social 
laws based on the cause and effect relationship, but rather to those generalisations 
construed as the laws serving the given explanations, allowing the detection of 
regularities, thus – expressed with prediction (Sartori, 1997, pp� 30–31)� 

Hence, as rightly observed by Bartłomiej Michalak, statistical claims must not 
be regarded as laws – even though they allow detecting regularities, they do not 
have the explanatory power (Michalak, 2015, p� 49)� Thus, we are talking about 
a finite number of cases which are subject to our judgment� Obviously, due to 
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natural limitations investigating every single example may prove impossible� 
However, it does not have to result in absolute negation of such a strategy, for the 
fear of finding a single counter-example that will force us to discard the whole 
line of reasoning� This is where we are succoured by the category of “common 
sense” (sensus communis) where rational arguments (based on the accuracy of 
reasoning) must be cleaned of rhetorical elements� The allegation of the probable 
possibility to overturn the law without formal evidence is also based on rhetorical 
arguments; in some cases it may be largely less probable than the adopted law� In 
this context, special attention should be given to the eristic issues� This concerns 
the use of the term “theory” with the most classic example from the natural 
science, i�e�, “evolution, which is said to be merely a theory” (Arsuaga, 2020, p� 50)� 
The essence of the statement that something is theoretically probable is not about 
discretion and doubt but about giving it the clause of scientific character, for 
that “theoreticality” is a scientific explanation, obviously falling under empirical 
judgment (verification or falsification)� In other words, the time in which the 
subsequent cumulating facts and data do not breach the given theory but allow 
claiming the theory itself is not radically false is regarded as the period during 
which it gains the status of a recognised theory (Arsuaga, 2020, p� 51)� 

However, this is always where fallibilism comes in, and scientific theories 
cannot be construed as dogmas� When applying the radical methodological 
view ensuing from the above we would have to regard the entirety of science 
as speculation and the realm of metaphysics� However, Popper’s fallibilism, as 
interpreted by Lakatos, did not make strictly scientific the things that could be 
overthrown as the result of observation because facts could always overthrow 
“factual claims”; however, in practice, this did not have to mean questioning the 
law (Lakatos, 1995, pp� 22–23)� As much as the colloquially perceived theoretical-
ity of phenomena is associated by many with presumption, in scientific practice 
theory must possess features enabling the accounting for facts, regardless of the 
experience or sole intuition of researchers� Thus, the theoretical approach to the 
issue, as in the case of interpretationism, does not avoid empirical judgment� Not 
necessarily does it speculate about political phenomena and processes� Does it 
mean that theory checked against the facts of political science can be the same 
thing that it remains to be for contemporary physics? It is about the possibility to 
create measurement criteria analogical with theoretical physics, the representa-
tive of which shows empiricists what to look at� 

The knowledge of political phenomena and processes, perceived as social 
science, remains an observation the result of which are measurements and codi-
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fications� However, ‘empiricality’ is not only the test of what is external as we still 
have control over the researched object� It is also no less important what Popper 
defined as “expectations horizon” (Popper, 2012, pp� 406–409)� The questions 
asked represent our anticipation about what is the subject of the observation� 
Observation as a theory derivative is not conducted in an assumption-less man-
ner� The observation’s accompanying theoreticisation positions the researcher 
against the subject of research� The objectivised subjectivity, as the inductive 
reasoning into social (political) behaviours should be referred to, presumably 
has reductionist ambitions with regard to the acquired knowledge�

Falsificationism in its dogmatic version postulated the possibility of dar-
ing speculations, which were refuted and replaced with new ones by means 
of empirical tests (Lakatos, 1995, p� 13)� It was assumed impossible to create 
an empirical database of scientific theories for their confirmation� In effect, no 
one could negate what was speculative exclusively for formal reasons (no test) 
because, against the expectations of empiricists, facts do not prove postulates� 
Nevertheless, in the critical reception of dogmatic falsificationism it was pointed 
to the lack of the analogical reliability in refuting theories due to the doubts 
arising from observations (Lakatos, 1995, pp� 18–22)� Thus, Lakatos notes that, 
according to the assumptions of dogmatic falsificationists, scientific theories 
can neither be proved nor refuted� Meanwhile, the refined methodological 
falsificationism assumed that theories cannot be simply “killed” with falsifica-
tion tests if we have arguments in the form of creating auxiliary hypotheses 
and reinterpreting the terms of theories, however not using “linguistic tricks” 
(1995, pp� 46–47)� Wojciech Sady argues that the results of the observation of 
experiments cannot defy theories, for “observation” [quotation marks by W�S�] 
clauses are not the result of theorized experience and do not result straight from 
the theory itself, hence the attempts of cyclically accounting for “troublesome 
facts” (anomalies) and creating auxiliary hypotheses (Sady, 2000a, p� 138)� This 
brings us back to the reality in which the language describing political phenom-
ena not only serves as the tool for formulating research hypotheses but also 
represents the concept of justifying the observations made by political scientists� 
However, although it described the reality available empirically, it did not use 
the hypothetical-deduction method� Thus, theories created in this way were not 
strictly scientific; however, they remained within its jurisdiction� In the reality 
researched by political science there are theoretical descriptions which can be 
attributed with features that are similar to axioms; however, their existence in the 
scientific circulation did not result in categorical rebuttal which can be regarded 
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as a tool for effective representation of the state through a set of ideas� Hence, 
negating them on the basis of formal defects will be an arbitrary decision� It is 
not true that humanist researchers do not use arguments in their substantiations, 
while taking care of their hierarchy and non-contradiction (Węsierski, 2011, pp� 
96–97)� It is particularly prominent in research on international relations, start-
ing from realism, with particular inclusion of the Thucydides trap, later evolving 
into neorealism or structural realism with the aim of finding theories that are less 
philosophical and more scientific (Korab-Karpowicz, 2017)� At this point, there 
occurs a doubt concerning the linear continuation of political science knowledge, 
i�e�, a standpoint against the general assumptions of the scientific revolution 
by Thomas S� Kuhn� The significant components of the previous paradigms 
by Kuhn were destructed; however, this process was also accompanied by the 
constructive effect (Kuhn, 2009, p� 123)� The theory and philosophy of politics 
uses concepts which at present remain in the “post-” phase or the “neo-” state� 
Hence, it is worth considering whether that state means questioning the previous 
meaning� The positive answer depends on our own conviction rather than the 
empirical evidence that the linear increase in knowledge about social reality 
makes the previous concepts out-of-date in their previous specifics� We com-
monly acknowledge the constancy of natural conditions for as much as the values 
describing the state of the nature change, its uncovered properties are defined as 
analogical in time� The social environment recognised through the participation 
of the observer himself forces him to formulate precise conclusions; however, 
in terms of political science, not only do we deal with its development but also 
the intangible property in the time measurement unit� Social phenomena and 
processes possess internal dynamics; therefore, research must be correlated with 
their essential evolution� It is dependent not only on the changing database of 
social concepts but also the parallel evolution of human relations themselves 
with science trying to meet that challenge� However relatively easy it is to point 
to the lack of verifiability of such type of knowledge from the strictly empiri-
cal standpoints, the interpretative-conceptual model is still being used in the 
political science analyses of social and international relations� Without express-
ing doubt in the empirical value of the scientific evidence it is worth noting 
that the concepts applied in numerous political science analyses are a durable 
set of evaluations and descriptions of political phenomena and processes the 
veracity of which is, essentially, not questioned, making it the source of thinking 
about politics� However, scientific interpretation in political science is a different 
type of reasoning than the journalistic speculation� The latter explicitly creates 
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(postulates) phenomena, employing the oversimplified description of reality� One 
of the aims of science is making predictions� Its effectiveness depends on the 
forecast basis� In natural science, theoretical assumptions gain scientific character 
through logical reasoning due to employing mathematics as the formal language 
of physics�

In social science we use the natural (ethnic) language, imprecise in its descrip-
tion for it is rooted not only in communication sensu stricto but also sensu largo, 
where it is an element of the language of culture or theology (Ossowski, 2001, 
p� 189)� Another issue is the transfer of the meanings of traditional concepts 
which are given false designates, thus creating new phraseological collocations� In 
such an event, political scientist-empiricists take advantage of statistical research; 
however, the generalisations thus created do not allow formulating universal 
explanations when the former only serve detecting irregularities� Therefore, 
it is not possible to disregard the scientific language as a system of signs� The 
postulated precision of political behaviours measurement must be accompanied 
with a description which by its nature remains imprecise for it carries with it 
a certain ambiguity; however, it can be also regarded as its asset as it leaves 
room for intuition and interpretation (Węsierski, 2011, p� 29)� The essence of 
scientific research, including social science, is in proving the cause-effect relation-
ship� Thus, is political science capable of generating a certain kind of universal 
laws that would not be generalisations based on exceptional properties in time 
and space (Sułek, 1979, p� 25)? The empirical approach regards the “behaviours” 
category as a dependant variable, and in the narrower political sense it can also 
be defined as “action”� Experiment has the basic cognitive value; however, this 
label was also attached to all the actions that failed to have the predicted effect 
and still pursued a social change the cause of which was the previously defined 
problem (practical goal) (Sułek, 1979, p� 16)� 

When appealing to the three worlds theory, Popper ruled out the practical use 
of knowledge in the field of social science in solving social problems (Grobler, 
2016, p� 152)� It does not mean that he considered social problems insignificant, it 
means that when determining the strong imperative for science demarcation he 
did not place social research in the realm of science� Political science knowledge, 
derived from empirical measurements, has the cognitive aim; however, it can 
also be used to change social behaviour, but it is a cumulative effect rather than 
theological� Of identical status are the theories for interpreting reality; however, 
they are more strongly subjected to modification� Conclusions deduction in 
relation to political features assumed the recognition of the adequacy of politi-
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cal action types� It is of exceptional significance in the context of marking the 
features of particular political discourses, conditioned ideologically� In such an 
event, the dominance of the liberal discourse also left its mark on the cogni-
tive processes of political science� The creation of the image of the individual 
as the demiurge allowed deducing social, political or economic relationships, 
whereby the scientific value must assume the constant liaison between the will 
of the individual and the political model pursued by the society made up of such 
individuals (Milbank, 2019)� 

Thus, we had not only the secularism of science as a result of departing from 
metaphysics, but also the pragmatic treatment of the secularisation of socio-
cultural relationships, an element of which science still remained� This treatment 
can be placed in the broader perspective of de-ideologization of science with 
the purpose of rejecting judgments regarded as doctrinarian� An indirect effect 
of the empirical paradigm of social science is researching what one partially 
evokes� One is looking to lend credence to the assumptions which change the 
existing world at the time of their disclosure� Interpreting and researching politi-
cal behaviours differ from each other with the level of the agent’s intervention 
in the subject of the research� We must bear in mind that every action is goal 
orientated� The political theorist and political practitioner (politician) both set 
goals and pursue to achieve them� The goal set by the theorist does not have 
to be achieved; however, it often happens that those goals are set nolens volens� 
Thus, there are the theorists who design goals, and practitioners who think of 
measure for achieving them; however, the very theoretical thought of politics is 
more significant in formulating general goals than particularist goals (Graham, 
1999b, p� 4)� Hence, is it wrong to claim that, for instance, the theorist interpreting 
the political reality is inferring, not speculating, about the implementation of 
interests? As a consequence, the category of implementing political interests 
is used in empirical research as an effect of theoretical inference as in political 
science there exist terms which in the methodological sense could be regarded 
as primal, such as “power”, thus not subject of further definition� In principle, we 
could use terms to define them but we consciously do not do that as we need 
concepts for the theoretical description of the researched problem� 

After all, the specifics of the above-mentioned concepts does not make all 
political science analyses speculative, and the language of scientific communica-
tion must base upon reinforced codes which are often not the effect of empiri-
cal tests� Obviously, encoding data for measuring political behaviours uses the 
concepts about the meaning of which a common consensus exists� The encoding 
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process itself is not in contradiction with the interpretative property of theories, 
in principle being an intuitive description of the observations by the statistical 
(numerical) element� Hence, it is not always the case that empirical research is of 
a higher substantiation value as it can be identical as the theoretical description 
in illustrating the problem� However, predicting future events in politics enforc-
ing taking account of a number of process participants and a long period of 
time, decisions content and their implementation, is threatened with a high risk 
of failing to achieve the result when stretching the “chain of actions” (Graham, 
1999b, p� 9)� Then, our prediction achievements can be limited significantly� 

We should also mention the postulated direction of political science research 
which locates our discipline in the area of the copy of social psychology� The 
practical result of this phenomenon is selectively regarding a part of political 
science research as fully scientific� There arises the question whether the reduc-
tionist political science analysis employs all available possibilities of describing, 
substantiating and predicting political phenomena and processes� At the same 
time, it must be considered whether the theory of political science, not actually 
being normative philosophy, describes the world primarily in aesthetic and 
emotional categories, avoiding giving the scientific character to the inference� 
According to perceptual experience, the basis of empirical social research, the 
knowledge about facts is derived from our sensations (Popper, 2002, p� 81)� From 
this arises the reflection on the ability of political science to substantiate the 
theorems generated by our inference� Experiments in social science and behav-
iours observation cannot be substantiated through logic; instead, they focus on 
observations and sensations, i�e�, psychology categories� As a consequence, when 
researching phenomena defined as political ones we, in a way, state something at 
the cost of substantiation� The observation itself is of remarkably lower cognitive 
value than scientific theory, which is subject to empirical testing (Jodkowski, 
2013, p� 66)� In principle, it is not changed by the fact that we can numerically 
encode the values of observation in such a way that they become measurable�

Jodkowski is right in pointing to the fact that more accurate theories cannot 
be drawn from less accurate observations; thus, the road of inductionism is not 
a strategy without alternatives to political scientists� Nowadays, political scientists 
are too much attached to the time over which their research (observation or 
experiment) is conducted, believing that the knowledge accumulated hic et nunc 
accounts for the actual processes and predicts future trends� As indicated before, 
statistical laws allow detecting regularities but they cannot be used for making 
explanations� Thus, the scientific clause is incomplete for this type of political 
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science research� The conclusions drawn on this ground, although referring to the 
proposed explanatory theory, are of scientific nature mainly on the postulative 
basis�

Nowadays, in political science what we deal with is ignoring theorists by 
empiricists which is to the disadvantage of our discipline� In the currently 
developing sciences, to which without doubt political science aspires, there is 
the pursuit of the permeation of theories and experience in order to improve 
the empirical method, in consequence improving the value of the theory itself� 
Obviously, the role of the observer in social science is no less important than in 
natural science, and taking into account the inability to separate the observer 
from political phenomena and process the problem only gains additional car-
rying capacity� At this point, the shared problem of physics and political science 
can be the fundamental for philosophy of science judging whether the property 
being measured by us does exist at the time of measurement (Heller, 2016, p� 73), 
or are we merely the originators of its revelation� 

Alas, at this point we must carry out separation of the above-mentioned 
sciences for in political science there are theories, often denominated as political 
philosophy, the value of which is not so much subject to empirical verification as 
utter rebuttal due to their apriorism� As being unfounded on empirical research, 
they are negated for being based on the sensual perception of the observer rather 
than the quantifiable opinions of the research objects� As regards the latter, it is 
consciously ignored that they use the description of sensual perceptions� Hence, 
the lack of correlation between the above-mentioned approaches is a peculiar 
kind of waste� Nevertheless, under the universal approach to science demarca-
tion, theories are general in terms of time and space; hence, they cannot be 
proven empirically (Sady, 2000b, p� 164)� In political science, empirical tests are 
actually condition sine qua non of qualifying a text as a scientific one� This is 
accompanied by a specific certainty in the subject of the scientific value of such 
an approach�

A lot of emphasis is put on the selection and quality of the cases to be verified; 
however, it must be noted that increasing the accuracy of measurement through 
testing a great number of cases sounds like the not always effective promise 
of Bayesianism� Political science offers historical generalisations, statistical 
generalisations, or qualitative theorems� The former, essentially formulated as 
general statements, can be partially qualified as speculations as they do not come 
under strict empirical verification while being applied to with the reasoning 
principles (scientific empathy)� To Popper, statistical laws are also not ultimate, 
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nor confirmable, nor refutable (Węsierski, 2011, p� 93)� When it comes to political 
science, the discourse is between the aprioristic adoption of axiological theories 
and the arbitrary conviction about the convergence of base statements with the 
reality by means of empiricism� One could think about the dialectic approach to 
the issue� Thus, are theories lacking in scientific proof a cognitive usurpation? No, 
if we come to realize that in the political science circulation of those we shall not 
find theories utterly confirmed or utterly falsified� Whereby, testing theories in 
political science is not performed in theory-cognitive sterility for a great number 
of assumptions constitute logical or axiological reasoning which is not subject 
of empirical testing�

From the standpoint of scientific humanities, the ability to interpret com-
plex phenomena and process on the basis of the previous findings of political 
ideas and theories is a reward for those undertaking such endeavours� However, 
there is also a third standpoint, based on the conviction that what is of scientific 
nature is determined by means of the rules of deduction� Thus, in keeping with 
Popper, we are questioning the irrational conviction that the majority cannot be 
wrong� Obviously, to contemporary political science induction is, to a certain 
extent, an optimal choice, particularly in the wake of the lack of objectively 
universal laws of social science, political science in particular� The fundamental 
weakness of political science as a discipline of social sciences, with regard to 
the assumptions of the theory of science made by Karl R� Popper, could be its 
forced absence in the three worlds theory (Popper, 2012, pp� 138–161)� Scienti-
ficity construed in this way also rules out political science, but it is all primarily 
about a certain kind of scientific debility of social research� It is manifested by 
the inability to use the knowledge of social science in attempting to solve social 
problems – let us be mindful that Popper’s theory excludes the social world� 
Deducing isolated statements from general statements is a universal scientific 
strategy� In other words, what is deduced is predictions – empirical conclusions 
(Popper, 2002, p� 33)� Jerzy Kmita distinguished the linguistically dependent 
scientific substantiations, the strength of which was the temporarily accepted 
rules of public argumentation as serving through interpretation and predic-
tion control of our physical environment, and the humanistic interpretation 
as the expression of the imitative experience (Kmita, 2000, p� 52)� Thus, we 
are faced with an illusory theory-cognitive choice� Empathy as the expression 
of impersonating the researched object, even though it ignores the aspect of 
“giving the floor to the researched”, is oriented towards behaviour (action or 
inaction)�
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The traditional political science was regarded as descriptive rather than 
explanatory� In the first half of the 20th century, the theorists of political science 
represented the imperative of the investigation based on the necessity to recreate 
the process-event relationship� Nevertheless, the identification of politics with the 
feature of exercising power led to the secondary identification of political system 
features and formal structures at the cost of accounting for political processes 
and behaviours (Buttolph-Johnson, Reynolds, & Mycoff, 2010, p� 63)� The then 
contemporary political scientists tried to substantiate their theories� It was oral 
substantiation, often very well thought-out and orderly� However, it was not the 
mathematical-empirical model, i�e�, one that we consider to be rational, even 
though we regard it as normative as principally indisputable but still a value� 
Meanwhile, Michał Heller argues that the boundaries of the mathematical-
empirical method define the scientific (rational) framework only when we 
decide that the problems going beyond its formal possibilities are non-scientific 
(irrational) (Heller, 2014, p� 7)�

Following the road taken by contemporary social science, which remains 
under strong influence of the methodological orientation of psychologists, we 
can assume that researching political behaviours is correct (well-grounded)� 
Regardless of what preliminarily forejudges the qualification of this phenom-
enon as political� It seems that all electoral behaviours can, in principle, prescind 
from being and not being political, focusing attention on lending credibility to 
the research in the form of the postulated discovery of social law� Especially 
through their potential to apply the mathematical-empirical method� This is 
not accompanied by the cognitive universality of natural science� Every single 
political behaviour can be described in a multiple number of ways, taking into 
account the extended contexts� At this point, the following question could be 
asked: do findings like that only signify that we managed to come up with 
a regularity (“patterns happen”)? As much as empirical measurement can serve 
as the confirmation of this interpretation, there is no formal agreement about 
the equality of evidence “without evidence”� Social laws are strongly correlated 
with time and space which decide about their explanatory function� Thus, the 
arbitrariness of social issues depends principally on the belongingness to a par-
ticular paradigm construed temporally and geographically� The context seems to 
be important as we are prone to using familiar criteria which are the function of 
the conducted observations� The social and political reality is observed through 
established expectations (theorisation) or an image of conditions which we con-
sider universal where the conclusion belongs in a simplified (i�e�, obvious) way 
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to the identified context (Taleb, 2013, pp� 58–59)� Our observations of political 
phenomena, intuitively close to us as they usually concern us to a certain extent, 
lead to conclusions which are the very result of those observations�
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— ABSTRACT —

The purpose of the article is to demonstrate that 
ideas can be treated as a factor explaining politi-
cal stability and change� Based on the completed 
analytical tasks, it has been found that ideas have 
their own dynamics and therefore they deliver 
unique effects, influencing change or stability of 
policies� The article demonstrates that the impact 
ideas have on the political process depends on the 
understanding of human behaviour in the field of 
politics� The article reviews the ideational dimen-
sion with reference to behaviours covered by the 
rational choice theory, by historical, sociological 
and discoursive institutionalism and construc-
tivism� As a result of the analytic tasks, certain 
differences have been revealed between the above 
mentioned approaches in terms of understanding 
the impact of ideas� What the approaches have in 

— ABSTRAKT —

Celem artykułu jest wykazanie, że idee mogą 
być traktowane jako czynnik wyjaśniający 
polityczną stabilność i zmianę� Przeprowadzone 
analizy pokazały, że idee odznaczają się własną 
dynamiką, w wyniku której powodują specyficzny 
efekt wpływający na zmianę polityki lub jej 
stabilność� Artykuł pokazuje, że wpływ idei na 
proces polityczny jest uwarunkowany sposobem 
rozumienia zachowań człowieka w sferze polityki� 
W artykule poddano analizie wymiar ideacyjny 
w odniesieniu do zachowań, o jakich jest mowa 
w  teorii racjonalnego wyboru, historycznym, 
socjologicznym i dyskursywnym instytucjonali-
zmie oraz konstruktywizmie� W rezultacie analiz 
ujawniono różnice pomiędzy tymi podejściami 
w zakresie rozumienia wpływu idei� Tym, co je 
łączy, jest ścisły związek idei z aktorami politycz-
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An “ideational shift” in political studies occurred during the 1990s, involving an 
abandonment of the rational choice theory which used to prevail by that time, to 
resort to a type of analysis in which ideas play an important role� The key rational 
choice concepts would refer to the state of stability, while they considered change 
to a much lesser degree� In the meantime, research was focused on the analysis 
of the political change taking place at that point� By reorientation of research 
from stability analysis to change analysis, researchers turned to ideas as a factor 
capable of explaining the reasons behind the change� 

Among the significant empirical studies where ideas are treated as an explan-
atory factor, we can mention, for example, the work of Sheri Berman (1998; 
about the impact of ideas on the capitulation of the Social Democratic Party of 
Germany in light of the Nazi system and the ability of the Social Democratic 
Workers’ Party of Sweden to avoid the threat of fascism), Mark Blyth (2002; 
about the role of economic ideas in the institutional transformation of the 20th 
century), Geoffrey Garret and Barry Weingast (1993; about the impact of ideas 
on the evolution of the European Communities towards the establishment of 
a single unified market), Judith Goldstein (1993; about the impact of ideas on 
the trading policies of the United States), Peter Hall (1992; about the effect of the 
monetarism idea on British policies), or Kathleen McNamara (1998; about the 
consensus of elites around the common ideas that has led to the establishment 
of the European Monetary Union)�

The purpose of this paper is to convince the reader that ideas can be treated 
as a factor that explains both political stability and change� For this purpose, it 
will be necessary to demonstrate that ideas are characterized by their specific 

common is a close link between ideas and politi-
cal actors� The article covers theoretical issues 
without considering methodology aspects� It is 
based on the outcomes of study projects carried 
out by authors recognized in the so-called school 
of ideas, formed in political science following the 
“ideational shift” during the 1990s and reflecting 
until the present day on the ideational dimension 
of politics�

Keywords: ideas; political analysis; rational 
choice theory; institutionalism; constructivism

nymi� Artykuł dotyczy kwestii teoretycznych, 
nie uwzględnia problematyki metodologicznej� 
Opiera się na rezultatach badań przeprowadzo-
nych przez autorów zaliczanych do tzw� szkoły 
idei, która powstała w  naukach politycznych 
po „ideacyjnym zwrocie” w latach 90� ubiegłego 
wieku i również dzisiaj podejmuje refleksję nad 
wymiarem ideacyjnym polityki�

Słowa kluczowe: idee; analiza polityczna; teoria 
racjonalnego wyboru; instytucjonalizm; kon-
struktywizm
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and unique dynamics, leading to the emergence of a specific effect� Moreover, 
the article will present the method according to which ideas can be treated as 
an explanatory factor� The analytic tasks included in the article are intended 
to prove that the method of presenting ideas as a factor affecting the political 
process depends on the specific understanding of human activity in the field of 
politics� Hence, the issue of ideational explanation is reviewed in the article on 
the grounds of the assumptions of several theories, offering different representa-
tions of the behaviours of political actors, namely: the rational choice theory; the 
three variants of the institutional theory; and constructivism�

Section 1 in the article is dedicated to an explanation of how to understand 
ideas� The following sections cover the following sequence of issues: causality; 
form of impact; and the effect generated by ideas within the process of political 
change/stability� The article covers theoretical issues without considering meth-
odology aspects� It has been written primarily on the basis of the findings of 
researchers representing the so-called school of ideas (Peter Hall, Sheri Berman, 
Mark Blyth, Colin Hay, Vivien Schmidt, Kathleen McNamara, and others), which 
was formed in political studies following the “ideational shift”� 

WHAT IDEAS ARE

Ontological individualism is the approach used in the rational choice theory, 
as well as the rational choice institutionalism, meaning that individuals are 
treated as irreducible components of social and political life� All that exists in 
the social reality is due to individuals� Pursuant to these assumptions, individual 
mental processes are the sources of ideas, while the ideas as such are defined as 
beliefs of which individuals are carriers� Moreover, it is presumed in the rational 
choice theory that individuals strive to maximize utilitarian value in their doings� 
Therefore, ideas are presented as products intentionally developed by individu-
als with the objective of maximizing their own benefits� Individuals use ideas 
instrumentally as long as they find them useful in achieving their goals� Whereas 
individuals are primary in theoretical terms, ideas as instrumental products are 
incapable of altering the preferences of individuals (Blyth, 2006, pp� 306–308)� 

The historical institutionalism contests the belief represented by the rational-
ist theory about the decisive role of the actors, and instead it focuses more on the 
importance of structures, or rather institutions that affect the actors’ behaviours� 
Ideas are defined here as cognitive entities which are institutionalized with the 
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time passing, and in that form they set the direction for the actors� Historical 
institutionalism generally disregards the origin of ideas or their creation process, 
treating institutionalized ideas as the reality actors find as it is (Tønder, 2010, 
p� 59)� 

Sociological institutionalism presents ideas as a collective understanding of 
social facts, composed of claims regarding the characterization of the world, 
causal relations and normative legitimization of specific actions� It places ideas 
in a cultural (social) context, emphasizing that they are determined by culture 
(society) (Saurugger, 2013, pp� 892–893)� Yet neither historical nor sociologi-
cal institutionalism deals with ideas as constructs functioning on the basis of 
individual rules�

The origin and creation of ideas is the area of interest of discoursive institu-
tionalism� It shows that the process of creating ideas, having individual thought 
at its foundation, takes up the form of collective action� This is because ideas are 
generated, expressed, deliberated on, discussed and legitimized in an interactive 
process of exchange, which takes place in a specific institutional context� This 
process is called discourse and ideas are the substance of it (Schmidt, 2010, p� 15)� 

It is assumed on the grounds of constructivism that the reality in which 
the actors move is dualistic, ideational and materialistic at the same time� It is 
composed of social constructs, such as ideas, hidden in people’s consciousness 
and shared by them together, as well as material (empirical) entities� The pro-
cess of generating ideas in constructivism is sometimes understood as creating 
a representation of the material reality, consisting of interpreting that reality, or 
in other words giving it a specific meaning (Béland, 2016, p� 430)� Constructivism 
attributes an inter-subjective character to ideas, believing that they belong to 
the socially construed world� Specifically, ideas originate from and are formed 
(construed) through continuous human interactions (i�e�, the social world) 
(Wiener, 2006, pp� 43–44)� 

CAUSALITY OF IDEAS

The impact of ideas on the political process can be conceptualized in two dif-
ferent ways� The first of these, usually occurring on the grounds of rationalist 
theories, is called causal logic, while the other one, present in constructivist and 
similar theories (specifically in sociological and discoursive institutionalism), is 
called constitutive logic� 
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When explaining the impact of ideas, the rational choice institutionalism 
refers to the causal logic, where the central assumption is the independent exist-
ence and temporal asymmetry between the cause and effect� Hence, this type of 
logic is based on a narrow understanding of causality, referring to David Hume’s 
concept: if X is supposed to be the cause of Y, then X must exist independently 
of Y, X must precede Y in time, and Y must follow every occurrence of X� This 
logic is therefore mechanistic, as it presumes a fixed relationship: cause X must 
produce effect Y� According to this type of logic, ideas are treated as separate 
variables causing a mechanistic and autonomous effect in terms of policy results 
(Gofas & Hay, 2010, pp� 39–40)�

Similarly, historical institutionalism accounts for the causality of ideas, treat-
ing them as independent variables� The assumption here is that causality exists 
when there is a link between ideas as independent variables and dependent 
variables� This link can be demonstrated when a particular idea, existing in time 
T, which cannot be reduced to another variable, generates an effect in time T+1� 
The above implies that in explaining the way ideas affect a change in policy, 
historical institutionalism uses the causal logic scheme (Tønder, 2010, p� 60)�

Constructivism and the theoretical approaches akin to it (i�e�, sociological and 
discoursive institutionalism) refer to constitutive logic in their analysis of the 
role of ideas in the political process� Within the framework of non-constructivist 
theories, ideas and norms people “believe” are viewed as purely consolidated 
rationalizations of certain sets of relatively rational answers to certain “real” 
– as opposed to societally constructed – sets of incentives and limitations� In 
other words, non-constructivist theories claim that people accept ideas through 
a relatively reasonable and objective process� Therefore, ideas do not constitute 
anything� When it is claimed in the context of historical institutionalism that 
institutionalized ideas restrict the actors or enable them to act, the only meaning 
is the behavioural effect (without any change of the actors’ interests or identities)� 
From the constructivist point of view, as people adopt ideas, they start living in 
a world defined by a set of meanings incorporated in the ideas� A change of ideas 
makes a difference between separate worlds� Constituting is a logically different 
relationship than cause-and-effect conditioning� If ideas as parts of a structure 
constitute an actor, it means that the actor’s specific qualities do not exist without 
a structure� Specific ideas make actors behave in a particular way, while different 
ideas make them act differently (Parsons, 2010, p� 87)� 
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HOW IDEAS MAKE THEIR IMPACT

The rational choice theory turned to ideas because it was not able to explain 
the stability of institutions� Institutions represented by that theory are selected 
structures, treated instrumentally and formed by people with the intention to 
accomplish stability and to maximize the advantage of individuals� However, 
a question arises about why institutions persist even though they are irrational 
from the perspective of individuals’ interests, as their maintenance and control 
require dedicating specific resources, and they restrict the options for an egoistic 
strive towards maximizing one’s individual advantages� If the rational choice 
theory allows for the presence of ideas as independent variables, it only does 
so because materialistic factors are not sufficient to explain political processes� 
Hence, ideas are treated as auxiliary variables� The theory does so while retaining 
its own presumptions to the effect that ideas do not change the essence of the 
intentions of individuals because those intentions are permanent and external 
towards ideas (maximizing advantages), while ideas are only instrumental 
constructs (Blyth, 2006, pp� 42–47)� 

Historical instrumentalism is not very successful in dealing with the question 
why certain entities start believing that institutions, which have been in exist-
ence for a long time and within which other entities used to function, should 
be changed� In order to explain change without having to resort to external 
factors, historical institutionalism turned to ideas� It is claimed on the grounds 
of historical institutionalism that institutions and ideas are original and superior 
towards individuals in ontological (and not historical) terms� It implies that the 
institutional and ideational context affects individuals by defining the essence 
of their preferences and aspirations� With the change of ideas, preferences of 
individuals tend to change as well� Ideas play the role of independent variables, 
explaining a change in politics, so that they induce change in the preferences of 
individuals, which in turn stimulates individuals to take action to change the 
institutions (Blyth, 2006, pp� 308–310)� 

Sociological institutionalism assumes that ideas direct the actors’ activity via 
institutions� From the perspective of this theory, institutions are defined broadly, 
as formal and informal norms, cultural conventions and cognitive frameworks� 
Sociological institutionalism claims that human action is directed by the logic 
of relevance, i�e�, the principles of appropriate/model behaviour, which are fixed 
in the form of institutions� Actors follow the rules because they perceive them as 
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natural, appropriate, expected and legitimate, and not because they would best 
correspond with their individual interests (Saurugger, 2017, p� 5)� 

Sociological institutionalism did not have to turn to ideas because ideas are 
the foundation of that approach (Schmidt, 2010, p� 13)� On this foundation, ideas 
are presented as a factor that influences the emergence of a new institution or 
a change of an existing one, as well as the actors’ behaviours� Sociological insti-
tutionalism emphasizes that the process of emergence/change of institutions is 
socially conditioned� It starts at the point when the actors are confronted with 
an idea, exported from the outside and expressing a different understanding of 
what is permitted and what is forbidden� The new normative understanding 
is promoted by specific political entrepreneurs who try to encourage various 
actors to accept it as their own� If the actors adopt the new ideas, it happens 
through cognitive mechanisms: socialization and social learning process� Success 
of the entrepreneurs’ actions depends primarily on their ability to use rhetorics 
strategically in order to win new supporters (Saurugger, 2013, p� 894)� If the 
entrepreneurs are capable of acting in this way, the normative idea they propose 
will develop further towards becoming a fully matured norm or institution� 
Yet a successful completion of the process depends on whether the structural 
environment is ready to accept the new idea and whether that idea is consistent 
with the remaining normative structure, as well as on the entrepreneurs’ positions 
and importance� 

Discoursive institutionalism points out a discoursive process in which the 
actors generate, deliberate on, legitimize and communicate ideas in a specific 
institutional context, which ultimately leads to a change in institutions� On the 
grounds of this approach, ideas are the substance of the discourse, and the latter 
is represented as an exchange of ideas� Ideas are positioned not only within 
a cultural, but also a meaning context, which constitutes institutions of a different 
type than those characteristic of the theories discussed above� In this variant of 
institutionalism, institutions are not perceived as structures which are external 
towards the actors, composed of rules to be followed, mainly serving the purpose 
of a limitation for the actors (rationalist incentives, historical paths, cultural 
frameworks)� Instead, institutions are presented as constructions internal to 
the thinking and speaking actors, which at the same time restrict the actors 
and stimulate their action (particularly through enabling them to construct 
meanings)� From the point of view of discoursive institutionalism, the actors are 
capable of thinking and talking about institutions in a critical way, they are aware 
of their own and others’ ways of thinking, they can persuade themselves and 
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others to change their thinking about institutions, to build discourse coalitions 
in favor of reforms� The actors are also rational in their way of thinking: they 
strive to accomplish their goals in accordance with their beliefs about facts, yet 
as they are capable of critically reflecting on their own thinking, they are also 
capable to change it and, consequently, to change the way they act (Schmidt, 
2010, pp� 15–18)� 

Constructivism rejects the rationalist presumption that material factors are 
the primary independent variable which explains the process of policy genera-
tion and results� The assumption here is that the understanding of material facts 
is defined by ideational factors� From the constructivist perspective, ideas are the 
causative factor, meaning that they constitute the world the actors live in, includ-
ing their preferences, and in this way they influence the actors’ behaviours� Yet 
a question arises here about why specific ideas become privileged above others, 
and why they are chosen to constitute the actors’ preferences� In their answers to 
that question, some constructivist trends refer to the logic of relevance, according 
to which the actors adapt their actions to the normative expectations of the 
system (Cianciara, 2017, pp� 56–59)� Yet this approach seems to be insufficient, 
as it disregards the power relations and strategic activities of political actors� The 
theory which attempts at filling these gaps is called actor-centred constructiv-
ism� Its assumption is that the actors’ ideas and beliefs are constructed, yet it 
emphasizes the need to consider the way actors use ideas� The focus here is on 
the “carriers” of ideas and norms, and on how the power relations determine the 
outcomes of public policies� From the point of view of this theory, ideas are not 
only the environment in which the actors are immersed, but also tools used by 
the actors (Saurugger, 2013, pp� 896–898)� 

THE EFFECTS OF IDEAS

When we speak of ideas as independent variables, it would be reasonable to 
demonstrate the effect by way of which they contribute to maintained politi-
cal stability or caused political change� Firstly, ideas define the political actors’ 
perceptions of the reality� This is mainly done by cognitive (descriptive) ideas 
through the claims inherent in them about the states of the world, as well as the 
assumptions regarding causal relations, derived from complex mental processes 
and not constituting a straightforward description of facts� Ideas can also play 
the role of cognitive filters, processing human thinking and experience by 
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interpreting environmental cues in a particular way� As they determine human 
perceptions, they are also capable of influencing the way people act (Béland 
& Cox, 2011, pp� 3–4; Béland & Cox, 2016, p� 430; Hay, 2006, p� 64)� There are 
also certain ideas defined as beliefs shared by a community – these are called 
normative ideas (norms), guiding the actors’ thoughts and behaviours within 
a specific area of political life� Ideational elements also include culture, which also 
provides general behavioural guidelines and rules which governs social, political 
and economic life (Berman, 2013, pp� 223–225)�

The other impact mechanism is the functioning of ideas as roadmaps� It can 
be encountered when individuals lack information, which is typical of uncertain 
periods of time� Then, in order to resolve the problem, the actors will use ideas, as 
they presume specific causal relations and suggest certain strategies for achieving 
the goals (Gofas & Hay, 2010, pp� 23–26)� 

Another effect is that ideas provide frameworks for defining the actors’ 
interests� Ideas as interest-defining frameworks let the actors understand what 
is important or valuable� This role is particularly important in case of uncertainty 
(e�g�, at a time of crisis)� At such time, it is not possible to determine the actors’ 
interests or the results of their actions on the basis of structural positioning� 
Hence, the actors’ interests have to be defined on the basis of the ideas they share, 
relating to the causes of the state of uncertainty they found themselves in� In this 
way, ideas reduce the uncertainty and indicate the actual interests of the actors, 
showing which institutions best serve these interests (Blyth, 2001, pp� 3–4)�

Ideas can also function as focal points to facilitate collaboration between 
the political actors� If the adoption of certain solutions proposed in negotiation 
would lead to uncertainty and instability, the use of an appropriate idea, to which 
all the negotiating parties agree, will streamline the cooperation and increase its 
stability (Gofas & Hay, 2010, pp� 26–27)�

Ideas can filter the choices the decision-making actors are confronted with� 
They use ideas, more or less intentionally, to help them determine the way to 
resolve a problem through selection among multiple potentially optimum results� 
John Campbell distinguishes ideas called normative frameworks, composed 
of presumptions perceived as obvious in terms of values, attitudes, identities 
and other collectively shared expectations� When the actors make their choices 
among the available alternatives, they use the normative frameworks as points of 
reference, showing them what is acceptable, legitimate, appropriate, meaningful, 
particularly where there is no evidence to support a particular option working 
best in practice (Campbell, 2002, pp� 23–26)� 
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 In the process of creating public policies, ideas can play the role of 
problem definition and problem resolution� As they play the role of a problem 
definition, an idea will frame the specific problem by expressing a particular 
understanding of the complex reality� The way a problem is framed has certain 
significant implications as to the type of solutions that will seem to be desirable� 
Ideas which are problem solutions within a specific policy identify the measures 
to be undertaken in order to solve the problem and accomplish the goals of the 
specific policy (Mehta, 2011, p� 27)�

When the actors want to change the existing institutional system, formed by 
ideas which used to be significant in the past, they use new ideas as weapons in 
their struggle for institutional change (Blyth, 2001, pp� 3–4)� Ideas make political 
actors gain productive force and be capable to come to power (Parsons, 2016, pp� 
451–459)� Ideas are also sometimes used strategically, as the so-called coalition 
magnets� Coalitions come into existence thanks to a shared definition of a prob-
lem, a shared solution to a problem, a shared perception of interests, or shared 
extensive political and ideological goals (Béland & Cox, 2016, pp� 429, 432)� 

Table 1. Ideas as a Factor Explaining Political Change in the Perspective of Various 
Theory Assumptions

Rational choice 
theory

Historical
institutionalism

Sociological
institutionalism

Discoursive 
institutionalism Constructivism

Definition 
of ideas

instrumental 
beliefs of 
individuals

cognitive enti-
ties which get 
institutionalized 
with time

collective, cultu-
rally determined 
understanding 
of social facts

cognitive 
constructs 
generated and 
formed within 
the discourse 
framework

shared social 
constructs

The status 
of ideas 
among the 
explanato-
ry factors

auxiliary varia-
ble used when 
mathematical 
explanations fail

preferential 
variable, provi-
ded that it can 
be defined in 
a consistent way, 
independent of 
the institutions

preferential 
variable

preferential 
variable

preferential 
variable
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Rational choice 
theory

Historical
institutionalism

Sociological
institutionalism

Discoursive 
institutionalism Constructivism

Type of 
causality
of ideas

causal logic causal logic constitutive 
logic

constitutive 
logic

constitutive 
logic

The origin 
of new 
ideas

generated and/
or promoted 
by individuals 
inside or outside 
a subsystem

generated and 
promoted by ac-
tors affected by 
institutions, insi-
de a subsystem

generated and/
or promoted 
by rhetorically 
skilled political 
entrepreneurs 
coming from 
the outside of 
a subsystem

generated and 
formed by cri-
tically thinking, 
discoursively 
skilled actors 
inside a subsys-
tem or between 
subsystems

generated 
and formed 
through actors’ 
interaction 
inside a subsys-
tem or between 
subsystems

How ideas 
make their 
impact

• ideas produce 
a behavioural 
effect on indi-
viduals without 
changing their 
preferences,
• individuals 
submit to the 
impact of 
new ideas for 
reason of their 
own interest 
(consequence 
logic)

• ideas adopted 
by actors who 
are affected by 
the institutional 
environment; 
changing their 
preferences and, 
consequently, 
driving the 
actors to create 
new institutions,
• the actors 
behave in 
accordance with 
new ideas which 
have been insti-
tutionalized, as 
they are guided 
by a combina-
tion of the logic 
of consequence 
(within an 
institution) 
and the logic 
of relevance, 
causing a path 
dependency 
effect

• ideas adopted 
by the actors in 
the socialization 
and learning 
process change 
their cognitive 
frameworks for 
interpreting 
the reality, 
norms, cultural 
conventions and, 
consequently, 
actions,
• actors behave 
in accordance 
with new ideas 
which have been 
institutionalized 
as they are gu-
ided by the logic 
of relevance 

• ideas are adop-
ted by the actors 
who concur with 
the supporting 
arguments; 
ideas change 
the actors’ 
thinking about 
institutions 
and, consequ-
ently, drive the 
change of the 
institutions and 
discourse (in 
addition, actors 
can pursue their 
goals using ide-
as, and change 
the policy in this 
way),
• actors behave 
in accordance 
with new ideas 
that have turned 
into institutions 
because they 
are guided by 
the logic of 
relevance 

• ideas adopted 
in the sociali-
zation, learning 
and deliberation 
process change 
the world the 
actors live in 
and, consequ-
ently, change 
their actions (in 
addition, actors 
can pursue their 
goals using ide-
as, and change 
the policy in this 
way),
• actors behave 
in accordance 
with new ideas 
because they 
have accepted 
them as their 
own world (logic 
of relevance)
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Rational choice 
theory

Historical
institutionalism

Sociological
institutionalism

Discoursive 
institutionalism Constructivism

The effects 
of ideas

• roadmaps 
to provide 
information
• focal points 
to ensure col-
laboration and 
stability
• weapons 
making the 
actors stronger 
in their struggle 
for institutional 
change and for 
power
• coalition 
magnets

• formation 
of the actors’ 
perceptions of 
the reality
• defining 
interests
• filtering 
choices  
• defining 
a problem and 
its solution

• formation of the actors’ interpretation of the reality
• interpretation of interests
• filtering choices  
• interpreting and resolving a problem
• in discoursive institutionalism and constructivism: 
if ideas are used strategically by actors, they can drive 
a change of policies as they serve as weapons to give 
the actors more strength in their political struggle, or 
as coalition magnets

Source: author’s own research�

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the completed analytical tasks, it has been found that ideas can consti-
tute an explanatory factor as they have their own dynamics and therefore they 
deliver unique effects, influencing change or stability of policies� By revealing 
this dynamics in the course of analytic work, it was not only possible to raise 
awareness of the ways of influence exerted by ideas but also of their qualities 
and nature� The article demonstrates that the impact ideas have on the political 
process depends on the understanding of human behaviour in the field of poli-
tics� The article reviews the ideational dimension with reference to behaviours 
covered by the rational choice theory, by historical, sociological and discoursive 
institutionalism and constructivism� As a result, certain differences have been 
revealed between the above mentioned approaches in terms of understanding 
the impact of ideas� A summary of analysis results is presented in Table 1�

What the above-mentioned approaches have in common is a close link between 
ideas and political actors� Firstly, ideas are the product of cognitive processes 
taking place in the actors’ minds� Secondly, the actors are the carriers of ideas� 
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Thirdly, ideas affect the actors and the latter change the policies� Furthermore, it 
has been demonstrated through the analytic work that in addition to ideas, even if 
they are preferential as an explanatory factor, there are also other factors, such as 
institutions� In further research, it would be reasonable to reflect on the differences 
between the influence of ideas and of other factors, their mutual relationships and 
the interactions of ideas with other (e�g�, earlier) ideas� Within the framework of 
study of ideas, the issue of the “force” of ideas should be considered as well, i�e�, 
the extent of their impact and the conditions determining the “force”�
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INTRODUCTION

Phenomena like state and political regime continue to be relevant subjects of 
research, especially significant in countries that are facing challenges in proper 
functioning of political regime� This article analyses significance of citizens’ 
political culture in the process of democratization on an example of Ukrainian 
Soviet Socialist Republic� 

The research question implies to determine the ways to enhance democratiza-
tion and state consolidation in Ukraine� Hypothesis of the research is based on 
the assumption, strengthening of an independent, strong and stable democratic 
state largely depends on political culture and consciousness of citizens, their 
mentality and patriotism� Case study research was chosen for the analysis� In 
the research, there were applied qualitative and quantitative methods� Applied 
theories are constructivism and structuration� In constructivism, a core emphasis 
is given on interpretation, and impact of socially constructed ideas, norms and 
culture (Parsons, 2018, pp� 76–79)� Structuration or structural dualism theory is 
based on an idea of reproduction in social systems and the relationship between 
“structure” (set of rules and resources) and “agency” (actor)� In other words, 
citizens contribute to establishment of structure, and they are limited by the rules 
and resources that are imposed by structure on them (Giddens, 2003, pp� 30–67)� 

Democratization processes are well presented in works of such scholars like 
Dankwart A� Rustow, Samuel P� Huntington, Guillermo O’Donnell, Philippe 
Schmitter, Тhomas Carothers, Francis Fukuyama, Adam Przeworski, Taras Kuzio, 
Larry Diamond and others� Among scholars of political culture outstanding con-
tribution to the development of discipline had been done by Gabriel A� Almond, 
Sidney Verba, Lucian Pye, Ronald Inglehart, Walter Rosenbaum and others� 

STATE CONSOLIDATION AND RESEMBLANT CONCEPTS

Rustow in the article Transitions to Democracy: Toward a Dynamic Model 
presented a concept of transition, which he referred to a change in political 
regime� Rustow proposed one precondition and three-phase model of transition 
from autocratic to democratic regime� The precondition is national unity, which 
means that the vast majority of citizens firm democracy� In preparatory phase, an 
authoritarian regime is cracking down, and eventually collapse� In decision phase, 
a democratic regime is established instead of previous one� In the habituation 
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phase, democratic regime is further developed and consolidated (Rustow, 1970, 
pp� 350–361)�

O’Donnell and Schmitter referred to transition as an interval between one 
political regime and another� On one side, transitions are delimited by launching 
of the process of dissolution of an authoritarian regime, and on the other, by 
establishment of some form of democracy, the emergence of a revolutionary 
alternative, or the return to some form of authoritarian rule (O’Donnell & 
Schmitter, 2013, p� 5)�

Samuel P� Huntington in his book The Third Wave: Democratization in the 
Late Twentieth Century introduced a term of ‘democratization wave’, defined as 
a group of transitions from non-democratic to democratic regimes that hap-
pened in particular period of time when a number of democratic transitions 
prevailed over non-democratic ones� Huntington divided democratization into 
three waves: first wave (1828–1926), first decline (1922–1942); second wave 
(1943–1962), second decline (1958–1975); third wave (1974–up today) (Hun-
tington, 2003, p� 26)�

Carothers unfolded transition process in a set sequence of stages� 1� Open-
ing, liberalisation of ruling dictatorial regime� 2� Breakthrough, collapse of the 
ruling regime and the emergence of a new, democratic one� 3� Consolidation, 
a slow process of maturing of democratic forms into substance through the 
reform of state institutions, strengthening of civil society, the regularization of 
elections and habituation of society to democratic regime� Carothers criticized 
Huntington’s concept of democratization waves� Most of the states of the third 
wave failed to establish well-functioning democratic regimes, and did not 
attempt to deepen or develop democracy� For example, at the opening stage, 
Belarus, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan clearly failed, and then returned back to 
authoritarian regimes� Of the nearly 100 states considered as transitional in 
recent years, only a relatively small number – about 20 – were on route of 
being well-functioning democracies; in this group, among others, leading posi-
tion belongs to states like Poland, the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Estonia� 
The rest of the states are struggling with challenges on the way to establishing 
well-functioning democratic regime� Scholars and political analysts have coined 
a term of ‘qualified democracy’ to characterize states that come to standstill in 
democratic regime consolidation� To the group of qualified democracy belong 
formal democracy, semi-democracy, pseudo-democracy, weak democracy, par-
tial democracy, virtual democracy, façade democracy, and illiberal democracy 
(Carothers, 2002, pp� 7–9)� 
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Numerous views on the topic of democratic transition colligate in three 
general steps� Establishment of democratic regime requires previous liberalisa-
tion of whether totalitarian or authoritarian regime� Likewise, political culture 
and consciousness of political elites and citizens is crucial� Primary reason for 
change is a desire of a better life in economic, socio-cultural and political terms�

Second stage is establishment of a new democratic regime� The timeline of 
this stage is considered from the momentum of completion of the old regime to 
the adoption of a democratic constitution� On average this stage lasts 5–7 years�

Third stage of democratic transition is achieved when democratic values are 
rooted in political culture of citizens and state institutions fulfil their responsibili-
ties given to citizens and documented in constitution� However due to peculiari-
ties of national culture and political culture of citizens, in different states this stage 
lasts longer than in others� Furthermore, at this stage the real face of established 
democratic regime is shown, whether it will be well-functioning democracy or 
qualified democracy� Thus, culture and political culture of citizens is important� 

In the year 1963, together with Verba, Almond defined political culture as 
specific political orientation, perception of political guidelines for the political 
system and guidelines of own role in the system� The political culture of a nation 
is understood as distribution of patterns of orientation toward political objects 
among the nation’s members (Almond & Verba, 1963, pp� 13–15)� Generally, 
the concept of political culture is based on the assumption that cultural fac-
tors determine behaviour and actions of citizens and thus influence structure� 
Schematically it is presented in Figure 1 (Fuchs, 1998, pp� 5–6)�

Figure 1. Basic Causal Assumptions of the Concept of Political Culture

Source: Fuchs, 1998, p� 5�
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Formation of political culture in each society depends on many factors, 
including history, national culture, interests of various social groups, geopolitics, 
and ideology� Political culture is a part of culture that is responsible for political 
behaviour, political activity, and political awareness of people� Political culture 
is a connector between policy and an individual (Putnam, Leonardi, & Nonetti, 
1993, pp� 3–6)� In other words, primary function of political culture is determina-
tion of political action patterns adjusted to peculiarities of each political system 
(Mel’nikov & Sokol, 2011, pp� 22–29)�

In order to establish stable democratic system, it is equally important for the 
state to be consolidated� State consolidation is a process of strengthening bonds 
between citizens and authorities, which results in political stability and robust 
development� In the process of state consolidation there is subdivision into two 
dynamic processes, i�e�, consolidation of citizens and consolidation of authorities� 

Citizens’ consolidation could be divided into permanent and temporary� 
Permanent citizens’ consolidation is an allegiance given by majority of citizens, 
legitimizing ruling authorities� Consequently, citizens’ awareness on political 
matters is a basis for robust democracy, in which political pathology, e�g�, oligar-
chy, kleptocracy, and other, is diminished or absent�

Sustenance of permanent citizens’ consolidation requires existence of an 
appropriate educational system and educational programs� Education fulfils 
several decisive goals: transfer of knowledge and skills; upbringing of national 
and political culture to youth� The higher the awareness and political culture of 
citizens, the wider and more stable is foundation of legitimacy given to authori-
ties� This is especially valuable in well-working democratic regimes where citizens 
have an ability to directly influence the structure�

Temporary citizen’s consolidation refers to citizens’ reactions on certain 
occurrences happening in their socio-political environment� This type of con-
solidation may have both natural and man-made reasons� For instance, to the 
group of temporary consolidating may be included reasons such as:

 – Necessity for socio-economic improvements, e�g�, workers’ strikes, dem-
onstrations, protests, revolutions;

 – Necessity to reach a common consensus, e�g�, local or national elections;
 – Unexpected occurrences, e�g�, climate calamity, military invasion�

Changing nature of temporary consolidation demonstrates a dynamic curve 
in which society is presented as an entity (Figure 2)� From another approach to 
the society as a group of actors that reciprocally interact in certain framework, 
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man-made deconsolidating factors toward one group could have consolidating 
significance to other�

Deriving from Max Weber’s definition of state authorities as universal, 
independent, public bodies that monopolize legitimate use of power within 
a clearly bounded territory (Weber, 1990, p� 318), state authorities consolidation 
is a process of strengthening carried out by political elites, in order to obtain 
a monopoly not only on the use of violence, but it also can be attributed to 
the fight against factors that weaken state authorities, e�g�, corruption, separatist 
movements, etc� Consolidation of state authorities can be initialized by both 
domestic and foreign triggers, e�g�, restoration of authorities or strengthening 
of their position can be authorized by the UN�

ROLE OF CITIZENS’ CONSOLIDATION  
IN DEMOCRATIZATION PROCESS

The three-phase democratic transition process could be demonstrated on the 
example of former Soviet Republics and particularly Ukrainian Soviet Socialist 
Republic� What is worth emphasizing is that despite of the great socio-economic 
potential of Ukraine after the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Ukrainian political 
elites have not managed to engrain democratic values in political culture of 
Ukrainian citizens and to consolidate the state� 
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Figure 2. Temporary Citizen’s Consolidation in a Form of Dynamic Curve

Source: author’s own elaboration� 
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Liberalisation and collapse of the Soviet Union (1985–1991)� Since 1985, 
Mikhail Gorbachev, the Secretary General of the Soviet Union, guided Soviet 
state with the principles of a new reformatory policy, liberalisation of socio-
political life, expansion of freedom of speech, and even attempted to democratize 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU)� In the second half of 1989, 
after the summit of Soviet Deputies, political confrontation between advocates 
of socialist and reformist way of the Soviet Union’s future sharply escalated� As 
a consequence of liberalisation in the Soviet Republics, there appeared national-
istic and democratic movements, some of them, especially in the Baltic republics, 
prioritized independence and withdrawal from the Soviet Union� In 1990, Lithu-
anian Soviet Socialist Republic was the first that proclaimed its independence� 
December 26, 1991, was the day when Soviet Union ended (Halushko, n�d�)� 

Popular mobilisation in case of the former Soviet Republics differed depend-
ing on the country; the greatest popular mobilisation took place in the Trans-
caucasian republics and the Baltic states� Belarus and Central Asia had very little 
mass mobilisation and political elites remained largely pro-Russian. Ukraine was 
in the middle of these two extremes of elite detachment (Kuzio, 2001, pp� 28–29)� 
Bulk of Ukrainian political elites in 1990s consisted of former CPSU members, 
and so-called ‘red directors’ (the term used in regard to the directors of large 
factories)� Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic smoothly changed one regime 
to another� However, major posts were still occupied by communists� Generally, 
after the dissolution of the Soviet Union, newly established states faced not only 
democratization processes but also economic transition, which at the beginning 
resulted in deep economic crisis� 

Democratic regime establishment (1991–1996)� On December 1, 1991, 
a referendum took place on Ukrainian independence: 90�32% of all voters (i�e�, 
of 84�18% of people who had the right to participate) supported Ukrainian state 
independence, thus domestically legitimated the Act of Declaration of Independ-
ence of Ukraine on August 24, 1991 (Androshchuk, n�d�)� Temporary consolida-
tion was a key here; the political activism of political elites and socially active 
people caused a resonance in society and affected the permanent consolidation 
of people� June 28, 1996 was the date when the Constitution had been adopted 
by the Ukrainian Parliament� On this date, the democratic regime in Ukraine 
was finally established� 

Habituation phase has been going on since 1996 up to this day, and Ukrainian 
democracy is still far from consolidated� Ukraine’s still facing numerous chal-
lenges, most important of them are, e�g�:
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 – Peculiarities of citizens’ political culture;
 – Decisive majority of political elites originated from communist environ-

ment;
 – Privatisation process led to foundation of oligarchs (people who gained 

their wealth in a way of depredation and privatisation of state enter-
prises); 

 – Lack of universally accepted national idea;
 – Weak civil society sector;
 – Lack of stable and lasting party system;
 – Russian hostile actions against Ukraine�

Ukrainians as an ethnicity consist 77�8% of total population in Ukraine, 
according to the national census that took place in 2001 (Derzhavnyy komitet 
statystyky Ukrayiny, n�d�)� Despite of dominant position amongst ethnic groups, 
the political culture of Ukrainians is far from homogeneous and varies signifi-
cantly by regions, which is a challenging problem for state consolidation� Political 
culture of Ukrainians is characterized by legal and political nihilism, low level 
of civil society participation, lack of trust and respect to state authorities, and 
broad level of disrespect to politicians� According to the social survey conducted 
by Razumkov Centre concerning the issue of trust of citizens to the authorities 
and politicians (survey was conducted in period of October 30 to November 5, 
in survey took part 2020 respondents older than 18 years old from all regions 
of Ukraine, with exception of temporary occupied territories), highest level of 
distrust have: official establishment 79%, the parliament 76%, judicial system (in 
general) 75%, the government 75%, political parties 73%, the president 60%� In 
the same survey the highest levels of trust have: the ministry of defence 66%, the 
church 62%, the mayor of town (the head of village) in which respondent live 
54%, the town council (or the village council) 50% (Razumkov Centre, 2020)� 

Preliminary results of local elections that were held on October 25, 2020, 
proved the statistical data presented by Razumkov Centre� In a scale of Ukraine, 
about 16% of deputies to the councils of localities having over 10 thousand 
residents came from local non-party candidates, in comparison to the large 
political parties that passed 5% census and came to the parliament with the 
result of about 45%, and the rest to the other parties� About 96% of deputies to 
the councils of localities that have less than 10 thousand residents came from 
the group of local non-party candidates (Tsentral’na vyborcha komisiya, 2020)� 
Lack of trust to central authorities and effects of decentralisation reform may 
deepen regionalization in Ukraine�
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One of the possible reasons of trust to regional authorities could be decen-
tralization reform, which extended competencies of mayors and increased local 
budgets� It may be also caused by distrust to large political parties and tiredness 
of core politicians as well� Society is looking for real political leaders that could 
withdraw the state from economic and political crisis� Volodymyr Zelensky 
was that hope – in the 2019 Presidential Elections Ukrainians voted for him 
mostly for the above reason� Despite problems with maturing of democracy 
in Ukraine, perspective of return to the authoritarian regime is barely possible 
due to regional splits (confessional, ideological, and political) that are present in 
Ukraine between macro-regions�

Besides of economic development, Ukrainian political elites should pay 
attention to the development and financing of citizens’ political education, and 
a long-term strategy should be elaborated� Citizens should defend their inter-
ests and demand from regional representatives to present their interests in the 
parliament� Basing on the decentralization policy, local authorities together with 
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) should conduct educational programs 
aimed at educating people on political and legal issues� On January 1, 2019, 84 
608 NGOs were registered in Ukraine� Local authorities in cooperation with 
NGOs could make a necessary impact on society that in future results with 
higher awareness on political matters and improvement of citizens’ political 
culture (Heletiy, 2019, p� 27)� According to the survey from the year 2018, 42% 
of non-governmental organizations considered their main problem to be the lack 
of interest from the government and business (31%) (Bekeshkina, 2019, p� 8)�

Montesquieu noted that laws should correspond to peculiarities of nation to 
whom they are established, and also in very rare cases laws of nation could be 
suitable to another people (Myn’kovych-Slobodyanyk, 2015, p� 29)� Therefore, 
there is a review of laws and to the extent possible, laws should correspond with 
peculiarities of national and political cultures� It might support the process of 
laws implementation�

In this sense, oligarchs are a significant obstacle� Hellman, Jones and Kauf-
mann (2003) in their publication Seize the State, Seize the Day: State Capture and 
Influence in Transition Economies distinguished ‘seizing the state’ as a proactive 
kind of corruption, which happens purposely in order to get influence on state 
institutions in favour of businessmen� Basic objectives behind the seizure of state 
are protection of property in the states where state authorities are weak, and 
also monopolisation of certain economic sectors� According to the research, in 
Ukraine all types of state seizure are present, namely the seizure of regulators, 
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state-owned enterprises and budget flows (Yablonovs’kyy & Zakharov, 2017, pp� 
6–33)� Therefore, in order to consolidate the state, diminishing the impact of 
oligarchy should be an inevitable priority for the state officials and citizens�

WAYS TO ENHANCE DEMOCRATIC AND STATE CONSOLIDATION

State authorities have resources and abilities to influence society and to 
strengthen it in several ways� Below there are presented samples of methods for 
achieving important objectives for democratic state consolidation� 

Objective – strengthening of permanent citizens’ consolidation, methods:
 – Encourage businessmen (via tax reliefs) to financially support initiatives 

originated from proactive citizens and NGOs;
 – Ministry of Education should elaborate educational programs that focus 

on rise of national and political culture of citizens, in order to diminish 
social contradictions;

 – Implementation of state programs to combat social maladies, like alco-
holism, drug addiction, etc�

Objective – consolidation of state institutions, methods:
 – Diminishing the impact of non-state cells of power, oligarchs, separatists, 

banditry, etc�;
 – Ensuring proper functioning of three branches of power;
 – Adoption of popularly accepted national idea as a guide for state exist-

ence;
 – Improving quality of regional governing in peripheral borderland regions�

Objective – increase of trust to the authorities, methods:
 – Formation and functioning according to transparent electoral legislation;
 – Upkeep of transparent system of public procurement;
 – Ensuring freedoms and rights of citizens, according to national legislation 

and international conventions;
 – Lustration of corrupt officials in the state apparatus�
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CONCLUSIONS

The third wave of democratization can be considered as successful only relatively, 
given that out of nearly 100 states that were included in this wave, only 20 have 
built successful democratic regimes� One of the reasons for the failure of demo-
cratic regimes in many countries is a lack of correlation between democratic 
values and political culture of citizens�

Ukraine was one of the third wave states, but for almost 30 years of inde-
pendence, it has not been able to fully pass the three stages of democratiza-
tion� Ukraine faces numerous problems that are equally important� The article 
pays special attention to political culture and its significance in the process of 
democratization� The main thesis is that the political culture of citizens could be 
modified through appropriate educational programs, and spreading of aware-
ness via NGOs and media� Even the existing differences between macro-regions 
can be overcome� Not by forcible acceptance of a universal vision on political 
culture, but by gently emphasizing differences and tolerance for them with the 
help of generally accepted national idea, which, for example, can be the creation 
of a strong and prosperous state of Ukraine� The one Ukrainians have never had�
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— ABSTRACT —

The purpose of the article is to determine what is 
the contemporary attitude of the most important 
Polish parliamentary parties to John Paul II, 
which was done by examining the frequency of 
referring to and commemorating the person of 
the pope by individual political parties� In order 
to achieve the established objective, the activity 
of individual clubs, circles, MPs and senators in 
the Polish parliament was analyzed� Furthermore, 
the analysis of program documents and press 
organs of Polish political parties was carried out� 

— ABSTRAKT —

Celem artykułu jest określenie współczesnego 
stosunku najważniejszych polskich partii 
parlamentarnych do Jana Pawła II, co zostało 
dokonane poprzez zbadanie częstotliwości odwo-
ływania się do osoby papieża i upamiętniania go 
przez poszczególne ugrupowania polityczne� 
W  celu realizacji założonego celu dokonano 
analizy aktywności poszczególnych klubów, kół, 
posłów i senatorów w polskim parlamencie oraz 
analizy dokumentów programowych i organów 
prasowych polskich partii politycznych� Badania 
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Life of Pope Saint John Paul II is often said to be a great example to follow not 
only by Catholics and Polish people, but also by the general public� In this study, 
the pope is treated as a symbol of a great Pole, whose heritage is also referred to 
by politicians and various political parties – to varying degrees, however� The 
purpose of this article is to determine what was the attitude of parliamentary 
parties to John Paul II by examining the frequency of referring to and com-
memorating the person of the pope by individual political groups� The study 
covers the period from the death of John Paul II in 2005 to the present, i�e�, 
until 2019� The subject of the study is all parliamentary parties from this period, 
with particular emphasis on the largest groups – having parliamentary clubs, 
possessing the most developed organizational structure, existing the longest on 
the Polish political scene and being universally recognizable in Poland, i�e�, the 
Law and Justice (LJ; Polish: Prawo i Sprawiedliwość, PiS), the Civic Platform 
(CP; Polish: Platforma Obywatelska, PO), the Polish People’s Party (PPP; Polish: 
Polskie Stronnictwo Ludowe, PSL), and the Democratic Left Alliance (DLA; 
Polish: Sojusz Lewicy Demokratycznej, SLD)� The implementation of the above-
mentioned objective and scope of the study required the following research tasks: 
1) analysis of program documents of Polish parliamentary parties, 2) analysis 
of the activity of individual clubs, circles, deputies and senators in the Polish 
parliament, 3) analysis of the content of press organs, if a party possesses any� 
When writing the article, the following research methods were used: 1) a method 
of content analysis that was used to study program documents as well as papers 

Studies have shown that the greatest contribu-
tion to the commemoration and promotion of 
a deceased pope in Poland is made by the Law 
and Justice� The Polish People’s Party also refers to 
John Paul II in public, but rarely does it in official 
program documents� Occasionally, and more 
rarely recently, the pope is also referred to by the 
Civic Platform� In contrast, politicians from the 
Democratic Left Alliance usually do not refer to 
John Paul II, but they respect him as a great Pole 
and spiritual leader�

Keywords: Pope St� John Paul II; Polish parlia-
mentary parties; 21st century

wykazały, że największy wkład w upamiętnianie 
i propagowanie w Polsce osoby zmarłego papieża 
wnosi Prawo i Sprawiedliwość� Do Jana Pawła 
II odwołuje się na forum publicznym również 
Polskie Stronnictwo Ludowe, ale rzadko robi 
to w oficjalnych dokumentach programowych� 
Okazjonalnie, a ostatnio coraz rzadziej, papieża 
przywołuje też Platforma Obywatelska� Nato-
miast politycy Sojuszu Lewicy Demokratycznej 
zazwyczaj nie odwołują się do Jana Pawła II, ale 
szanują go jako wielkiego Polaka i przywódcę 
duchowego�

Słowa kluczowe: papież św� Jan Paweł II; polskie 
partie parlamentarne; XXI wiek
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and shorthand reports of parliamentary provenance, 2) a comparative method by 
which the scale of references made by Polish parliamentary parties to the person 
of John Paul II was compared and assessed, and 3) a statistical method that 
allowed the processing, quantitative analysis and presentation of the collected 
data in the form of tabular summaries� It should also be noted that the literature 
on John Paul II is huge, multilingual and multithreaded� However, there are 
few studies examining the influence of the deceased pope on the contemporary 
political scene in Poland (e�g�, Radomski, 2009, pp� 149–157; Maroń, 2014, p� 109)�

Polish deputies of almost all political orientations repeatedly referred to 
the person of John Paul II during his lifetime� The pope was also the subject 
of a debate of the Polish parliament (e�g�, Monitor Polski, 2003), and in 1999 
he delivered a speech in the Sejm (the lower house of the Parliament) before 
the Assembly of Deputies and Senators (Jan Paweł II, 1999; YouTube, 2011; 
Wszechnica Sejmowa, 2007)� After the death of John Paul II (April 2, 2005), the 
authorities announced a national mourning in Poland (Monitor Polski, 2005a), 
ordered the Polish flags to be lowered to half-masts (Dziennik Ustaw, 2005a) 
and the day of the Holy Father’s funeral – i�e�, April 8, 2005 – was announced 
a day off from work (Dziennik Ustaw, 2005b; Monitor Polski, 2005b)� On April 
5, 2005, Mass, attended by two or three hundred thousand people, was celebrated 
on Piłsudski Square in Warsaw by bishops from all over Poland under the leader-
ship of Primate Józef Glemp, in which the President of the Republic of Poland 
Aleksander Kwaśniewski, the Prime Minister Marek Belka, the Sejm Speaker 
Włodzimierz Cimoszewicz (DLA), the Speaker of the Senate (the upper house 
of the Parliament) Longin Pastusiak (DLA) and other leading Polish politicians 
participated (Hurkała, 2005, pp� 12–13; Żałobna…, 2005 , p� 13)�

A day later, there was a special Assembly of the Sejm and Senate dedicated to 
paying homage to the deceased pope, praying for his intention, listening to his 
words from a visit to the Polish parliament in 1999� During this assembly, the 
Act of Paying Tribute to the Memory of the Holy Father John Paul II by the Sejm 
and the Senate of the Republic of Poland was adopted by acclamation (Uhlig, 
2005, p� 4; Uroczyste…, 2005, pp� 1–10)� It stated: “We, representatives of the 
Polish Nation, deputies and senators of the Republic of Poland, pay homage to 
the greatest authority of our time […]” (Monitor Polski, 2005c)� This act was also 
a sign of the unification of all parliamentary parties in the face of the death of 
John Paul II, which is extremely rare on the Polish political scene� There were also 
symbolic gestures of reconciliation� Among others, during the funeral ceremo-
nies in the Vatican, the former President of the Republic of Poland Lech Wałęsa 
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greeted the then President of the Republic of Poland Aleksander Kwaśniewski 
(Hurkała, 2005a, p� 3), with whom he had been in conflict since the presidential 
election in 1995 (Piasecki, 2003, pp� 227–240)� Generally, universal respect for the 
deceased pope was expressed by representatives of all political options in Poland 
(Cimoszewicz, 2005, p� 11; Kublik, 2005, p� 12; Wąs & Sterlingow, 2005, p� 12)�

One of the parties emphasizing the authority of John Paul II at that time was 
the Polish People’s Party� In the “Zielony Sztandar”, which is the party’s press 
organ, the Party published an obituary statement saying: “In deep sadness, we say 
goodbye to the Holy Father John Paul II� We express our great gratitude to God 
for the gift and fruit of His apostolic ministry offered to Poles and all humanity� 
It remains in our memories, in our hearts, and inspires our attitudes and actions” 
(Pogrążeni…, 2005, p� 3; Pogrążeni…, 2005a, p� 4)� Other parties, without their 
own press organs, published similar texts commemorating the pope in major 
Polish newspapers� It can also be noted that the “Zielony Sztandar” did not devote 
a separate edition only to John Paul II, however, the two subsequent issues of this 
weekly publication published after the death of the pope dedicated the covers and 
next pages to him (Żegnaj…, 2005, p� 1; Tobie…, 2005, p� 1)� In their statements, 
the then Party leaders recalled their meetings with John Paul II, emphasized 
his merits for Poland and Poles and his support for Polish membership in the 
European Union (Hurkała, 2005b, p� 5, 2005c, p� 8; Foland, 2005, pp� 6–7)� They 
also pointed out that John Paul II grew up in folk culture, which is also close to 
the Polish People’s Party (Pawlak, 2005, p� 3)� At the same time they observed 
that the pope had great hopes for the renewed popular movement (Zielonka, 
2005, pp� 2–3)� They also appreciated his ability to reach wide masses, especially 
young people (Wojciechowski, 2005, p� 3)� Above all, however, they emphasized 
that with his life he gave the best pattern of conduct and encouraged others to 
reach for the teachings preached by the pope (Foland, 2005a, p� 3; Wojciechowski, 
2005a, p� 10; Stefaniuk, 2005, p� 11)�

A week after the funeral ceremonies of John Paul II, on April 15, 2005, a group 
of 10 senators submitted a draft bill to the Senate to establish a day to com-
memorate John Paul II on the day of his election as pope, i�e�, October 16 (1978)� 
The draft was approved by senators from various political parties, mainly from 
DLA and the Self-Defence of the Republic of Poland (SRP; Polish: Samoobrona 
Rzeczpospolitej Polskiej, SRP) (Senat, 2005)� As the draft was debated, it was 
consulted with the Polish Episcopate� In addition, a survey was conducted via 
e-mails and text messages in which 89% of the respondents were in favor of 
establishing John Paul II Day on October 16 (Senat, 2005a, pp� 84, 86)� During 
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the discussion on the bill, Senator Maria Szyszkowska (DLA) submitted a motion 
to reject it, however it was not approved by the Senate (Senat, 2005a, pp� 85–87, 
126–127)� On July 1, 2005, the Senate adopted a resolution on the bill and its 
submission to the Sejm� 48 senators voted in favor of the resolution, 2 were 
against it and 3 abstained (Senat, 2005a, p� 127)�

In the Sejm, the draft bill establishing October 16 as the Day of Pope John 
Paul II (Sejm, 2005) was brought in by Senator Zbigniew Romaszewski of the 
Law and Justice, who, referring to the pope’s teachings, emphasized the need 
for economic solidarity and protection of the labor market� After that, during 
the first reading, the draft was discussed in the Sejm and individual clubs and 
circles stated their opinions on it� The proceedings of the Sejm were conducted 
by deputy speaker Kazimierz Michał Ujazdowski (LJ) and temporarily also by 
deputy speaker Tomasz Nałęcz (CP)� MP Jerzy Wenderlich (representing the 
position of DLA) was in favor of not adopting John Paul II’s day as a non-
working day (which was a motion submitted by MP Anna Sobecka of the League 
of Polish Families [LPF; Polish: Liga Polskich Rodzin, LPR] during further 
discussion), as it should be a time of hardship and reflection, not comfort and 
pleasure� MP Kazimierz Michał Ujazdowski (representing the position of LJ) in 
his speech referred to the idea of the Polish mission among other nations and 
the need to protect human rights to life� MPs Eugeniusz Kłopotek (representing 
the position of PPP) and Andrzej Lepper (representing the position of SRP) 
referred to respect for working people often reflected in the teachings of the 
pope and pointed out that the atmosphere of discussion resembled miners’ 
protest� Kłopotek also stated that all initiatives promoting the memory of the 
pope, such as giving streets and schools the name of John Paul II, should be 
supported� Everyone, including MP Teresa Piotrowska (representing the posi-
tion of the Civic Platform), Danuta Polak (representing the position of the 
Labor Union – LU; Polish: Unia Pracy, UP) and others emphasized the merits 
of John Paul II for Poland and the world� The shortest speech was given by the 
representative of Social Democracy of Poland (SDPL; Polish: Socjaldemokracja 
Polska, SDPL) MP Jan Byra, who only stated that his club would vote for the bill� 
During the parliamentary discussion, a deputy Renata Beger (the Self-Defence 
of the Republic of Poland) noted that during their speeches Anna Sobecka and 
Roman Jagieliński (the Economic Party, EC; Polish: Stronnictwo Gospodarcze, 
SG) mistook the year of election of Karol Wojtyła as pope, giving 1979 instead 
of 1978, and therefore asked for drawing correct years in the transcript of the 
sitting of the Sejm, which was not done� It should be noted that the entire 
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Sejm discussion on the draft was conducted in a spirit of exceptional unity and 
mutual understanding (Sejm, 2005a, pp� 7–19)�

The following day, on July 27, 2005, the Sejm passed the above bill (Dziennik 
Ustaw, 2005c)� In total, 343 deputies voted (Sejm, 2005b), including 338 deputies 
in favor of adopting the act (including the former DLA chairman Leszek Miller 
and the then DLA chairman – Wojciech Olejniczak)� Three MPs were against: 
Piotr Gadzinowski and Alicja Murynowicz of DLA and Mirosław Krajewski 
of the Self-Defense, and two MPs (representing DLA) abstained from voting: 
Wiesław Ciesielski and Adam Markiewicz� At the same time, Krajewski later 
made a statement to the Sejm that he had made a mistake in voting and that 
he actually fully supported the adopted bill (Sejm, 2005a, p� 279)� It should also 
be noted that as many as 117 Members did not take part in the vote (see Table 
1), including Jarosław Kaczyński (the president of LJ), Ludwik Dorn (the then 
chairman of the Parliamentary Club of Law and Justice), Tadeusz Cymański (LJ), 
Marek Borowski (the president of SDPL), Józef Oleksy (DLA), and 8 members 
of PPP, including Franciszek Jerzy Stefaniuk� In subsequent voting, which took 
place on the same day, without a break in the session, only 1–2 minutes later, the 
attendance of the deputies increased by about 30 MPs (Sejm, 2005a, p� 206) – 
the largest number of deputies from the SDPL and DLA (cf� Sejm, 2005c), who 
apparently did not want to vote on the draft bill earlier� Such a large number 
of absent deputies, including often leading politicians, sharply contrasts with 
an important subject of the session� The act was supposed to commemorate 
John Paul II, one of the largest Poles in the 20th and 21st century� Analyzing the 
votes and behavior of individual deputies, it can be stated that the majority of 
opponents of the bill honoring the pope were among DLA deputies, as some of 
them voted directly against it, some abstained and some did attend the session 
of the Sejm� During the proceedings on the papal act in the Sejm, Polish political 
parties were focused on the upcoming parliamentary and presidential elections 
to be held in autumn 2005�

It is also worth noting that the first draft bill to establish October 16 as the 
Day of Holy Father John Paul II was submitted by a group of senators at the end 
of 2002 (Senat, 2002) and was debated at the beginning of the following year� At 
that time, the draft did not obtain a majority in the Senate� Various reasons for 
such a decision were raised at the time, including, among others, the fact that 
such a law should not be adopted during the lifetime of a given person (Senat, 
2003, pp� 74–80, 95–100)�
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Table 1. Results of the Voting in the Sejm of July 27, 2005 – Regarding the 
Establishing of the Day of Pope John Paul II on October 16

Parliamentary 
Club/Circle 

Number of 
MPs

Took part in 
voting For Against Abstained 

from voting Did not vote

Democratic Left 
Alliance 148 115 111 2 2 33

Civic Platform 56 44 44 - - 12

Law and Justice 46 39 39 - - 7

Polish People’s 
Party 40 32 32 - - 8

Social Democra-
cy of Poland 32 22 22 - - 10

Self-Defence of 
the Republic of 
Poland

31 19 18 1 - 12

League of Polish 
Families 24 22 22 - - 2

Economic Party 11 7 7 - - 4

Labor Union 11 9 9 - - 2

Ancestral Home 5 5 5 - - -

Coservative 
People’s Party 5 3 3 - - 2

Catholic-Natio-
nal Movement 4 3 3 - - 1

Polish 
Agreement 3 0 0 - - 3

Movement for 
Reconstruction 
of Poland 

3 1 1 - - 2

Patriotic 
Movement 3 1 1 - - 2

Non-attached 
deputies 38 21 21 - - 17

Total 460 343 338 3 2 117

Source: Sejm, 2005b�
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In 2005, the topic of the pope was also raised during both parliamentary (Sep-
tember 25) and presidential (October 9 and 23) election campaigns� For example, 
in 144-page election program of the Law and Justice, a reference to John Paul 
II could be found only in one place regarding Poland’s mission in the renewal 
of the values and cultural identity of the European Union and Europe (Prawo 
i Sprawiedliwość, 2005, p� 42)� However, this party also developed a separate 
56-page booklet entitled Catholic Poland in Christian Europe, in which John Paul 
II was a major theme (Prawo i Sprawiedliwość, 2005a)� In addition, the presiden-
tial election program of Lech Kaczyński included a declaration on maintaining 
good interstate relations between Poland and the Vatican, as it was during the 
pontificate of John Paul II (Deklaracja…, 2007, p� 109)� The Self-Defense in its 
program and electoral assumptions of 2005 referred specifically to the pope’s 
criticism of capitalism (Prezydium…, 2005)� On the other hand, there were no 
direct references to John Paul II in the DLA and CP election programs�

The PPP election programs of 2005 also lacked references to the person of 
John Paul II� However, in the occasional election materials issued by the Party, 
the words of John Paul II were cited: “I count on the people’s movement very 
much” (Bardzo…, 2005, p� 2)� These words were spoken by the pope in the 1990s 
during work on the concordat and efforts to include references to God in the 
preamble to the 1997 Constitution of the Republic of Poland� In addition, only 
two articles devoted entirely to John Paul II appeared in the Polish People’s Party 
press from July to mid-October 2005� They raised the issues of: expectations of 
rapid canonization of the deceased pope (Foland, 2005b, p� 5) and his positive 
attitude towards the Polish Army (Wojsko, 2005, p� 15)� It was only during the 
first celebration of the papal day in October that “Zielony Sztandar” published 
five articles on two pages devoted to John Paul II (Foland, 2005c, pp� 12–13)� 
It can therefore be concluded that the topic of the pope was rarely or not at all 
undertaken in the election campaigns in 2005� Only LJ, and to a much lesser 
extent the Self-Defense and PPP, referred to the person of John Paul II�

On March 24, 2006, on the basis of a draft bill (Sejm, 2006) brought in by the 
Presidium of the Sejm and presented by the Speaker Marek Jurek (LJ), the Sejm 
adopted by acclamation a resolution on the 1st anniversary of the death of John 
Paul II (Sejm, 2006a, p� 268)� This resolution was adopted on National Day of 
Life, which was established in 2004 (Monitor Polski, 2004) in order to promote 
the protection of life in accordance with the teachings of the Polish pope (Naro-
dowy…, 2006, p� 11)� On April 2, 2006, celebrations commemorating the Holy 
Father took place in many places in Poland and abroad� The main celebrations in 
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Poland were held in Warsaw on Piłsudski’s Square, where Primate Józef Glemp 
celebrated a mass with the participation of the highest state authorities, headed 
by the President of the Republic of Poland Lech Kaczyński (eKAI, 2006)� That 
day, in order to commemorate the pope, the PPP press organ – the “Zielony 
Sztandar” paper – also published 6 articles gathered on two pages (Foland, 2006, 
pp� 2–3)�

As in 2006, on March 30, 2007, the Sejm adopted by acclamation a resolution 
on the commemoration of the 2nd anniversary of the death of John Paul II (Sejm, 
2007, p� 265; Monitor Polski, 2007)� Also in subsequent years, the Polish parlia-
ment adopted – unanimously, including by acclamation – occasional resolutions 
regarding the Polish pope:

 – On April 24, 2008, the Senate adopted a resolution commemorating 
the 3rd anniversary of the death of John Paul II – a draft resolution was 
submitted by a group of senators, whose representative was Kazimierz 
Jaworski of LJ, and the designated rapporteur was Krzysztof Kwiatkowski 
of CP (Senat, 2008, 2008a, pp� 102–103, 109–110; Monitor Polski, 2008)�

 – On October 16, 2008, the Senate adopted a resolution on celebrating the 
30th anniversary of the election of Cardinal Karol Wojtyła as pope – a draft 
resolution was submitted by a group of senators, whose representative 
was Krzysztof Kwiatkowski of CP, and the designated rapporteur was 
Zbigniew Cichoń of LJ (Senat, 2008b, 2008c, pp� 102–103; Monitor Polski, 
2008a)�

 – On October 16, 2008, the Sejm adopted a resolution on commemorating 
the 30th anniversary of the beginning of the pontificate of John Paul II 
– a draft resolution was submitted by the Presidium of the Sejm, and the 
Speaker Bronisław Komorowski of the Civic Platform put it forward in 
the Sejm (Sejm, 2008, 2008a, p� 281; Monitor Polski, 2008b)�

 – On June 18, 2009, the Sejm adopted a resolution commemorating the 
10th anniversary of John Paul II’s speech in the Sejm of the Republic of 
Poland – a draft resolution was submitted by the Presidium of the Sejm, 
and the Speaker Bronisław Komorowski put it forward in the Sejm (Sejm, 
2009, 2009a, p� 4; Monitor Polski, 2009, p� 4)�

Since 2009, it has been increasingly difficult to obtain the unanimous sup-
port of parliamentarians for legal acts passed by the Sejm and Senate in matters 
concerning John Paul II� For example, on April 2, 2009, the Senate adopted 
a resolution commemorating the 4th anniversary of the death of John Paul II – 
a draft resolution was submitted by a group of senators whose representative was 
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Kazimierz Jaworski of LJ, and the rapporteur was Piotr Zientarski of CP (Senat, 
2009; Monitor Polski, 2009a)� Of the 86 senators present at the session, 84 voted 
in favor of the above resolution and 2 did not vote, which in practice means they 
abstained from voting and consequently this resolution was carried, however not 
unanimously (Senat, 2009a, pp� 166–167)�

In the following years, up to 2014, i�e�, for about 5 years, no legal act entirely 
relating to John Paul II was adopted in the Polish parliament� This was not done 
on the 5th anniversary of the pope’s death in 2010 – despite the fact that the 4th 
anniversary of his death, which seemed to be less significant, was celebrated the 
previous year� In addition, it should be noted that due to Holy Friday, during 
which masses are not celebrated, which in 2010 fell on April 2, the main church 
ceremonies for John Paul II were moved by a week to April 10 on so-called White 
Saturday (Wsiołkowski, 2010)� It was a particular anniversary, as the pope died 
on April 2, 2005, just on White Saturday after Easter� In addition, it should be 
noted that on April 10, 2010, a plane crash took place in Smolensk, which killed 
96 people, including the President of the Republic of Poland Lech Kaczyński� 
The disaster and the upcoming local and presidential elections in Poland meant 
that political parties in Poland shifted their attention from the 5th anniversary 
of the death of John Paul II to more current issues� Nevertheless, the full-page 
article on the anniversary was published, among others, in the “Zielony Sztandar” 
(Wojciewski, 2010, p� 13)�

The next attempt to commemorate John Paul II was made on the occasion 
of the beatification of John Paul II� The celebrations were preceded by a confer-
ence that took place on April 15, 2011 in the Senate and was entitled: “Social 
and Political Thought of John Paul II: Indications for Politicians” (Senat, 2011)� 
On May 1, 2011, the beatification ceremony of Pope John Paul II took place in 
the Vatican� 1�5 million pilgrims from all over the world and 90 official delega-
tions from around the world attended� A delegation from Poland included the 
President of the Republic of Poland Bronisław Komorowski, the Speaker of the 
Sejm and Senate, respectively, Grzegorz Schetyna (CP) and Bogdan Borusewicz 
(CP), former Presidents Lech Wałęsa and Aleksander Kwaśniewski, former Prime 
Minister Tadeusz Mazowiecki, and representatives of parliamentary clubs (Senat, 
2011)� On May 11, 2011, a group of deputies, represented by MP Ryszard Ter-
lecki (LJ), submitted a draft resolution commemorating this event (Sejm, 2011)� 
Unfortunately, the draft had not been passed by the end of the sixth term of the 
Sejm, i�e�, by autumn 2011�
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Only in the new parliament, just before the canonization of John Paul II, two 
resolutions were adopted, separately in the Sejm (Monitor Polski, 2014) and the 
Senate (Monitor Polski, 2014a) – both were voted on the same day, i�e�, on April 
24, 2014� On behalf of the group of senators, Łukasz Abgarowicz of the Civic 
Platform was the mover and rapporteur of the Senate draft (Senat, 2014)� Out of 
75 senators voting, 74 voted in favor and 1 (Marek Borowski) abstained (Senat, 
2014, p� 4)� In the Sejm, on the other hand, the resolution was submitted by 16 
PPP deputies (Sejm, 2014)� The mover was Franciszek Jerzy Stefaniuk of PPP, 
and the rapporteur was Iwona Śledzińska-Katarasińska of the Civic Platform 
(Sejm, 2014a, pp� 159–161)� 380 MPs voted in favor, 34 were against and two 
MPs abstained (see Table 2)� All members of Your Movement (YM; Polish: Twój 
Ruch, TR) (including Janusz Palikot) and unattached MP Wanda Nowicka voted 
against the resolution� Abstentions: MP Jarosław Katulski (CP) and MP Ryszard 
Kalisz (DLA)� 44 deputies did not take part in the vote, including Donald Tusk 
and Sławomir Nowak of CP and Leszek Miller from DLA (Sejm, 2014b)�

Table 2. Results of the Voting in the Sejm of April 24, 2014 – on the 
Commemoration of John Paul II on the Day of His Canonization

Parliamentary Club/
Circle 

Number of 
MPs

Took part 
in voting For Against Abstained 

from voting
Did not 

vote

Civic Platform 203 201 200 - 1 2

Law and Justice 136 123 123 - - 13

Your Movement 36 33 0 33 - 3

Polish People’s Party 32 31 31 - - 1

Democratic Left 
Alliance 26 3 3 - - 23

United Poland 16 16 16 - - -

Non-attached 
deputies 11 9 7 1 1 2

Total 460 416 380 34 1 44

Source: Sejm, 2014b�

On April 27, 2014, the canonization of John Paul II took place in the Vatican� 
61 delegations from 54 countries participated, including as many as 19 presidents 
and 24 prime ministers (Szydłowski, 2014)� Polish delegation was headed by the 
President of the Republic of Poland Bronisław Komorowski and the Speakers 
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of the Sejm and Senate, respectively, Ewa Kopacz (CP) and Bogdan Borusewicz 
(CP)�

In the same year, on December 5, 2014, resolution on the establishment of 
2015 as St� John Paul II Year was adopted (Monitor Polski, 2014b)� The draft was 
submitted by a group of deputies from PPP and CP already in 2013� MP Ireneusz 
Raś (CP) was appointed to represent the movers (Sejm, 2014c)� The rapporteur 
was Iwona Śledzińska-Katarasińska from the Civic Platform (Sejm, 2014d)� 389 
deputies voted for the resolution (Sejm, 2014e, p� 221, 2014f), 4 MPs were against 
and 5 abstained from voting, including Andrzej Rozenek (the only MP from 
Your Movement who took part in voting)� The percentage of absent MPs of 
PPP (almost 20% of the party’s parliamentary representation) is noteworthy, 
including Józef Zych� The PPP and DLA clubs had roughly the same number of 
MPs and roughly the same number of members from both clubs were absent 
during this vote (see Table 3)� In the case of DLA, this fact is not surprising – left 
wing MPs often avoided voting on religious issues, including those related to 
John Paul II� In addition, it should be remembered that the draft of the adopted 
resolution was placed on the agenda of the Sejm by MPs of CP and PPP� During 
the voting, even those 2 deputies who in 2013 signed the draft of this resolution, 
i�e�, Eugeniusz Grzeszczak and Andrzej Sztorc, were not present�

Table 3. Results of the Voting in the Sejm of December 5, 2014 – Regarding the 
Establishing of 2015 as John Paul II Year

Parliamentary Club/
Circle 

Number of 
MPs

Took part 
in voting For Against Abstained 

from voting
Did not 

vote

Civic Platform 197 190 190 - - 7

Law and Justice 130 122 122 - - 8

Democratic Left 
Alliance 32 25 24 1 - 7

Polish People’s Party 31 25 25 - - 6

Your Movement 16 1 0 - 1 15

Just Poland 15 13 13 - - 2

Security and Economy 11 10 4 3 3 1

Non-attached 
deputies 20 12 11 - 1 8

Total 452 398 389 4 5 54

Source: Sejm, 2014f�
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Further resolution initiatives related to John Paul II had already been taken 
by the Sejm of the 8th term and the Senate of the 9th term� On September 28, 
2018, a resolution was adopted unanimously in the Senate regarding the 40th 
anniversary of the election of Cardinal Karol Wojtyła as pope (Monitor Polski, 
2018)� The mover and rapporteur of the resolution was Czesław Ryszka of the 
Law and Justice (Senat, 2018, 2018a, pp� 135–138)�

The interest of the Polish parliament in the person of John Paul II grew 
considerably in 2019� In total, at the turn of May and June 2019, four resolutions 
were adopted regarding the Polish pope:

 – On May 16, 2019, the Sejm adopted a resolution on the occasion of the 
40th anniversary of the first pilgrimage of John Paul II to Poland and the 
30th anniversary of the revival of the Senate and partially free elections 
to the Sejm (Monitor Polski, 2019)� The draft resolution was submitted 
to the Sejm by the Speaker Marek Kuchciński of LJ (Sejm, 2019), and 
the rapporteur was Elżbieta Kruk (LJ)� 412 deputies voted in favor of the 
resolution, nobody was against it, and 3 members from the Confederation 
(Polish: Konfederacja) abstained from voting (Sejm, 2019a, pp� 221–222)�

 – On May 28, 2019, the Senate adopted a resolution under the same title as 
the one above adopted by the Sejm on May 16 (Monitor Polski, 2019a)� 
The mover (Senat, 2019) and rapporteur of this resolution was Jan Żaryn 
of the Law and Justice Parliamentary Club� 79 senators voted in favor of 
the resolution, and 2 abstained, including Jerzy Czerwiński of the Law 
and Justice (Senat, 2019a, pp� 151–161, 167–168, 180)� 

 – On June 12, 2019, the Sejm adopted, by acclamation, a resolution on the 
20th anniversary of the visit of John Paul II to the Sejm and Senate (Moni-
tor Polski, 2019b; Sejm, 2019b, p� 7)� The draft resolution was submitted 
to the Sejm by the Speaker Marek Kuchciński (Sejm, 2019c)� 

 – On June 13, 2019, the Sejm adopted a resolution on establishing 2020 as 
the year of St� John Paul II (Monitor Polski, 2019c)� The first draft resolu-
tion (Sejm, 2019d) on this matter was submitted by a group of PPP depu-
ties, represented by Urszula Pasławska (PPP)� The second draft resolution 
(Sejm, 2019e) was submitted by a group of MPs of LJ, represented by 
Czesław Sobierajski (LJ)� The proposed form of the resolution prepared 
at the Sejm committee was presented by Anna Elżbieta Sobecka of LJ 
(Sejm, 2019f, pp� 201–205)� 417 deputies voted in favor of the resolution, 
nobody abstained, and 4 deputies were against, including two MPs of 
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CP (including Krzysztof Brejza) and Joanna Scheuring-Wielgus of Now! 
(Polish: Teraz!) and one non-attached member (see Table 4)�

Table 4. Results of the Voting in the Sejm of June 13, 2019 – on the Establishment 
of 2020 as the Year of John Paul II 

Parliamentary Club/
Circle 

Number of 
MPs

Took part 
in voting For Against Abstained 

from voting
Did not 

vote

Law and Justice 237 224 224 - - 13

Civic Platform 143 132 130 2 - 11

Kukiz’15 25 22 22 - - 3

Polish People’s Party 
– Union of European 
Democrats

19 18 18 - - 1

Confederation 6 5 5 - - 1

Now! 3 1 - 1 - 2

Free and Solidary 3 2 2 - - 1

Non-attached 
deputies 23 17 16 1 - 6

Total 459 421 417 4

Source: Sejm, 2019g�

In addition, on September 17, 2019, the Senate received a draft resolution 
under the same title as the resolution adopted by the Sejm on June 13� It was 
submitted by senators of LJ (Senat, 2019b)� At the time of writing this article, 
however, it was still underway� It should also be noted that the person of John 
Paul II was mentioned in a number of other resolutions and acts passed by the 
Sejm and Senate� In total, the pope is one of the most frequently mentioned 
people in the Polish parliament (Maroń, 2014, pp� 97–107)�

References to the pope were also contained in the program documents 
of Polish political parties and during subsequent elections in 2007–2019� 
The values   proclaimed by John Paul II were referred to primarily by LJ 
(Prawo i Sprawiedliwość, 2009, pp� 12, 183; Prawo i Sprawiedliwość, 2011, p� 
16; Prawo i Sprawiedliwość, 2014, pp� 8, 10, 141; Wojtyła, 2015, p� 123; Prawo 
i Sprawiedliwość, 2019, pp� 10, 13, 141, 218, 225) and extremely rarely by CP – the 
only mention in program documents comes from 2007 (Platforma Obywatelska, 
2007, p� 8) – and by PPP� In the case of the latter party, it can be seen that in 
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official program documents, the person of John Paul II is hardly ever mentioned� 
In 2005–2019, and so within fourteen to fifteen years, such references can be 
found in only two post-congressional materials from 2007 and 2008 (Polskie 
Stronnictwo Ludowe, 2007, p� 7, 2008, pp� 4, 9, 12), and in the last decade the 
Polish pope has not been mentioned at all – except for election materials of 
the elections to the European Parliament in 2014, which were published in the 
“Zielony Sztandar” (Kubicki, 2015, p� 165)� In this respect, the situation in the 
Polish People’s Party folk press looks much better� Its press organs publish articles 
about John Paul II at least several times a year, and especially on every major 
anniversary associated with him� In addition, the party leaders in their statements 
often mention John Paul II, including during election campaigns (Kubicki, 2013, 
p� 167)�

To sum up, it can be unequivocally stated that the Polish parliamentary party 
which most often refers in the Sejm, the Senate, in program documents and in 
political life to the person of John Paul II after his death, i�e�, after 2005, is the 
Law and Justice� MPs representing the Law and Justice were the movers of 9 of 
the 15 resolutions devoted entirely to John Paul II adopted in total by the Polish 
parliament (8 in the Sejm and 7 in the Senate), from April 2005 to September 
2019� In addition, they are the only ones who mention John Paul II in almost 
every program� In 2005 they even published a separate brochure devoted to 
him� Next, PPP and CP should be mentioned� During the period under review, 
the Civic Platform put forward 5 resolutions referring to the pope, but most of 
them were resolutions proposed by the entire Presidium of the Sejm during the 
period when the CP deputy held the office of the speaker� Apart from this, the 
Civic Platform rarely refers to the deceased pope� On the other hand, the Polish 
People’s Party submitted for debate or took part in submitting a total of 3 draft 
resolutions dedicated to John Paul II, including 2 which were signed only by the 
MPs of the People’s Party (in one of these cases the draft of the Party was then 
jointly followed by another draft submitted by LJ), and in the third case, the Civic 
Platform MP was formally the mover, but both the Civic Platform and the Polish 
People’s Party deputies signed the draft� In addition, PPP and CP rarely refer their 
programs directly to the pope, but the press organs of the People’s Party and 
their leaders quite often recall and refer to the person of John Paul II� In turn, 
the person of the Polish pope in political life is the least referred to by the left 
wing parties, i�e�, the Democratic Left Alliance and especially Your Movement 
and Social Democracy of Poland� It should be remembered, however, that the 
draft of the only act passed by the Sejm relating entirely to John Paul II (Act on 
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establishing October 16 as Pope John Paul II Day) was signed in 2005 mainly by 
senators of DLA, Self-Defense and political groups associated with them�
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— ABSTRACT —

The Slovak question played a  key role in the 
foreign policy implemented by the Second 
Republic of Poland during the interwar period� 
Representatives from the most important 
currents of the Polish interwar political scene 
highlighted the significance of the relations 
between Warsaw and Bratislava, as evidenced by 
the presence of this issue in the programmatic 
documents, journalism, memoires and speeches 
of particular politicians� Slovakia was the object 
of interest among many socialists, nationalists, 
Christian-Democratic politicians, conservatives, 
and peasants� Also, the leading activists of the 
Piłsudski’s Camp, who from the very beginning 
had a clear yet not always precise vision of Polish 
diplomatic measures in this respect, largely dealt 
with the Slovak question� It should be emphasized 
that the distinctive feature of Piłsudski’s political 
thought during the interwar period was broadly 
construed mid-European consolidation� 

— ABSTRAKT —

Kwestia słowacka odegrała ważną rolę w polityce 
zagranicznej realizowanej przez Drugą Rzeczpo-
spolitą w okresie międzywojennym� Wagę relacji 
dwustronnych między Warszawą a Bratysławą 
dostrzegali przedstawiciele najważniejszych nur-
tów międzywojennej polskiej sceny politycznej, 
o czym świadczy uwzględnienie tego zagadnienia 
w dokumentach programowych, publicystyce, 
wspomnieniach i wypowiedziach poszczególnych 
polityków� Słowacja pozostawała w  zaintere-
sowaniu socjalistów, narodowców, chadeków, 
konserwatystów i ludowców� Problematyce sło-
wackiej wiele miejsca poświęcali również czołowi 
działacze obozu piłsudczykowskiego, którzy od 
początku mieli wypracowaną, choć nie zawsze 
precyzyjną koncepcję działań polskiej dyplomacji 
w tym zakresie� Należy podkreślić, że szeroko 
rozumiana konsolidacja środkowoeuropejska 
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INTRODUCTION

The Slovak question played a key role in the foreign policy implemented by the 
Second Republic of Poland during the interwar period� Representatives from the 
most important currents of the Polish interwar political scene highlighted the 
significance of the relations between Warsaw and Bratislava, as evidenced by the 
presence of this issue in the programmatic documents, journalism, memoires 
and speeches of particular politicians� Slovakia was the object of interest among 
many socialists, nationalists, Christian-Democratic politicians, conservatives, and 
peasants� Also, the leading activists of the Piłsudski’s Camp, who from the very 
beginning had a clear yet not always precise vision of Polish diplomatic measures 
in this respect, largely dealt with the Slovak question� It should be emphasized 
that the distinctive feature of Piłsudski’s political thought during the interwar 
period was broadly construed mid-European consolidation� 

The aim of the article was the analysis of the foreign policy of the Piłsudski’s 
Camp towards the Slovak question between 1918 and 1939, with special focus 
on the conditions of Polish-Slovak relationship, the mutual attitude of the Polish 
authorities and Slovak autonomists towards each other, the role of Slovaks in 
Polish integration projects as well as the relations between the Second Republic 
of Poland and the Slovak in the years 1938–1939�

The aim of the article was the analysis of the 
foreign policy of the Piłsudski’s Camp towards 
the Slovak question between 1918 and 1939, with 
special focus on the conditions of Polish-Slovak 
relationship, the mutual attitude of the Polish 
authorities and Slovak autonomists towards 
each other, the role of Slovaks in Polish integra-
tion projects as well as the relations between the 
Second Republic of Poland and the Slovak in the 
years 1938–1939�

Keywords: Piłsudski’s Camp; the Slovak question; 
Polish-Slovak relations; interwar period

stanowiła wyróżnik piłsudczykowskiej myśli 
politycznej w okresie międzywojennym� 
Celem artykułu była analiza polityki zagranicz-
nej obozu piłsudczykowskiego wobec kwestii 
słowackiej w latach 1918–1939 ze szczególnym 
uwzględnieniem: uwarunkowań relacji polsko-
-słowackich, relacji władz polskich z  autono-
mistami słowackimi, roli Słowacji w polskich 
projektach integracyjnych oraz stosunków 
politycznych Drugiej Rzeczpospolitej i Państwa 
Słowackiego w latach 1938–1939�

Słowa kluczowe: obóz piłsudczykowski; kwestia 
słowacka; stosunki polsko-słowackie; okres 
międzywojenny
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POLITICAL CONCEPTS OF THE PIŁSUDSKI’S CAMP  
TOWARDS SLOVAKIA

At the outset it should be explained what the Piłsudski’s Camp’s basic ideology 
premises towards mid-Europe, Czechoslovakia and Slovakia were� This group in 
its political thought presented a negative attitude towards Czechoslovakia� This 
fact did not result from phobias, prejudices or personal animosities, but from the 
analysis of political reality� For Józef Piłsudski, Czechoslovakia was an artificial 
creation condemned to disintegration� On the other hand, Józef Beck believed 
that it was a state “without a cohesive force, with a shaky and changing policy”� 
For the representatives of the Piłsudski’s Camp, Czechoslovakia was not only the 
most endangered country on the continent, but also politically and militarily 
incapacitated� The Piłsudians formulated the view that there were permanent 
and objective contradictions between Poland and Czechoslovakia� Five levels of 
conflict were distinguished: (1) Czechoslovakia’s approach to Poland on the eve 
of independence and during the Polish-Soviet war (1919–1920) – Piłsudski’s peo-
ple believed that the Czechoslovak side was hostile then and actually supported 
Soviet Russia; (2) territorial disputes over Cieszyn Silesia and the Polish-Slovak 
borderland as well as Czechoslovakia’s policy towards Eastern Lesser Poland 
and Prague’s support for irredentist actions undertaken by Ukrainian groups in 
Poland; (3) national policy of Czechoslovakia towards Poles living in Zaolzie; (4) 
different perceptions by the Czechoslovak side of other participants in interna-
tional relations (Germany, Russia, and Hungary), communism, fascism, and the 
most important international initiatives; (5) the way of conducting foreign policy 
by Czechoslovakia – attachment to peace treaties, orientation towards interna-
tional organizations, clientelism towards superpowers, referring to democracy 
(Paruch, 2005, pp� 652–655; Studnicki, 1938, p� 62)� 

When analysing the Sanation political thought, we can distinguish five 
elements constituting the conception of mid-Europe consolidation: (1) all mid-
European countries have common interests which arise from their geopolitical 
location between three seas (the Baltic, the Black and the Adriatic Sea) and 
between two superpowers (Germany and the Soviet Union); (2) Poland should 
shape the processes which happen in the region in such a way so as to enhance 
its position in the current relations with Germany and the Soviet Union, which 
in the case of a war would facilitate the defence against the aggressors� They 
addressed their offer to all the countries situated in this territory, dividing it 
into three zones: Baltic, Balkan, and Danubian (according to Sanation members, 
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the last one, which included Czechoslovakia, was the hardest one in terms of 
regulating relations); (3) influences of any superpower should be removed and 
the clientelist orientation which had been adopted by some of the mid-European 
countries should be eradicated (especially, Czechoslovakia was accused of such 
an attitude); (4) when developing the policy towards certain mid-European 
countries, Sanation did not take into account the policy conducted by them 
during WWI; (5) Piłsudski’s supporters expressed their optimism as to resolving 
conflicts and other problematic issues existing in mutual relations between the 
states in this region� Sanation intensified its activity aimed at the consolidation 
of mid-Europe twice: 1932–1934 and 1938–1939 (Paruch, 2005, pp� 689–695)�

SLOVAKIA AS A PART OF POLISH-CZECHOSLOVAK  
RELATIONS IN 1918–1926

During the interwar period the relationships between Poland and Slovakia were 
varied� It did not depend on mutual contacts only, but also on the international 
situation in the mid-Europe� It ought to be emphasised that this relation was not 
equal since Poland was the subject of foreign policy whereas Slovakia, which 
did not conduct its own policy being part of Czechoslovakia, was merely the 
object of such a policy� Moreover, Polish interests in the Slovak question only 
partially concerned Slovaks themselves� The Slovak issue was, first and foremost, 
the element of Polish policy towards the Czechoslovak state as well as a building 
block in the Polish-Hungarian relations (Orlof, 1980, p� 24)�

Generally, the Warsaw-Prague relationship during the period under examina-
tion can be described as “cold neighbourhood” (Paczkowski, 1997, pp� 16–17)� 

Polish authorities considered Czechoslovakia to be an obstacle in the develop-
ment of mid-European conceptions, such as gaining influence in the region of 
the Danube and in the Balkans� Additionally, they reproached Czechoslovakia 
for keeping good relationships with the Soviet Union and supporting Ukrain-
ian nationalism� Warsaw claimed that Czechoslovakia was an artificial national 
entity which would fall apart sooner or later� The problem of a joint border bore 
a significance for the Polish-Czechoslovak relationships as well, especially in 
the questions of the division of Cieszyn Silesia (Baka, 2010, p� 14)� A conflict 
over Zaolzie first appeared during WWI� It was mainly the result of different 
rules which Poland and Slovakia adopted when presenting their argument for 
their territorial claims� Polish politicians put an emphasis on the ethnographic 
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rule according to which Cieszyn Silesia territory in which Poles constituted 
the majority of population should be annexed to Poland� On the other hand, 
Czech activists brought the historic rule to the forefront – long-time affiliation of 
Zaolzie to the Crown of Saint Wenceslas and Czech economic entity� This region 
was of particular importance to both states since it abounded in coal mines, 
iron works and the strategic railway junction connecting Czech with Slovakia 
(Gawron, 2005, pp� 54–55)�

Poland’s territorial demands on the Slovak border in the years 1918–1920 
were based on the foundation of the right to self-determination of nations as the 
basic principle of the organization of political and state life in Central Europe 
after the WWI� The amicable settlement of the dispute with Czechoslovakia 
did not bring the expected results� In this situation, the Polish authorities asked 
the Supreme Council of the Allied Powers with a proposal to settle the border 
dispute by means of a plebiscite� On September 11, 1919, this authority acceded 
to the Polish request and allowed a plebiscite to be held in Spiš, Orava, and 
Cieszyn Silesia� However, the plebiscite area, contrary to the Polish position, 
was significantly reduced and did not cover the land of Czadeckie and part of 
Spiš� Nevertheless, the Czechoslovak authorities opposed the planned plebiscite, 
predicting that the Polish side could win in the indicated areas�

The international situation was definitely on the Czechoslovak side� In the 
summer of 1920, the Polish-Bolshevik conflict entered its decisive phase� As 
the Bolshevik army was approaching Warsaw, Czechoslovakia, together with 
Germany, refused to pass ammunition and military equipment to the Polish 
army, which significantly worsened the military situation of the Polish state� The 
situation on the Eastern Front ultimately resulted in a negative solution to the 
dispute for Poland� In difficult political and military conditions, Prime Minister 
Władysław Grabski decided to give up the plebiscite at the Spa conference (July 
10, 1920) for the promise of support for European countries, and at the same time 
handed over the settlement to the Entente countries� On the basis of the agree-
ment in Spa, the Conference of Ambassadors made an arbitrary division of Spiš 
and Orava on July 28, 1920, as a result of which Poland obtained only 27 villages 
(out of 71 located in the plebiscite area) located in the northern parts of both 
areas� Nearly 45 thousand people of Polish origin remained on the Czechoslovak 
side of the border (Roszkowski, 2011, pp� 309–333)�

The territorial dispute over the course of the Polish-Czechoslovak border 
has not been finally resolved� The decision of the Conference of Ambassadors 
allowed for the possibility of introducing certain changes in the delimitation of 
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the new border� The Polish authorities counted on the possibility of regaining 
Javorina along with part of the Tatra Mountains, on the basis of an exchange of 
territories with Czechoslovakia� Unfortunately, both countries did not come to 
a compromise even when delimiting the border� The Czechoslovak authorities 
conducted an effective diplomatic action in Western Europe, as a result of which 
the request of the International Delimitation Commission of September 25, 1922, 
which granted Poland most of the disputed territory, was not implemented� 
The Czechoslovak side, hoping for a positive result for itself, tried to delay the 
final settlement of the case� Finally, on March 12, 1924, the League of Nations 
issued a decision unfavorable for Poland, leaving the entire disputed area on the 
Czechoslovak side� A significant reason for the defeat of the Polish government 
was the lack of a consistent foreign policy towards the Javorina problem, caused 
by frequent changes of foreign ministers (Orłowicz, 1922, pp� 16–24; Chybiński, 
1923, pp� 3–12; Modelski, 1924, pp� 183–191; Goetel, 1925, pp� 14–15; Jelinek, 
2009, pp� 184–198)�

At the onset of the independence Slovakia was in the centre of Sanation’s 
interest� In 1919 in Warsaw, there was a meeting between priests Andrej Hlinka, 
František Jehlička and Štefan Mnohel with Józef Piłsudski who might have 
expected the Slovaks to show their eagerness to accede to the federalist bloc 
built by Poland in East-Central Europe� Slovak activists went to a conference in 
Paris with Polish passports� After travelling back, priest Hlinka was imprisoned 
by the Czechs and the Polish intelligence even planned to release him (later when 
he became an ambassador, he was released under amnesty) (Jehlicka, 1922, p� 5; 
Orlof, 2003, pp� 77–93; Gniazdowski, 2006, p� 32)�

Ultimately, when the southern border was demarcated, it reduced the ten-
sion between Poland and Czechoslovakia� After 1920 Poland did not intend to 
take any military actions towards its southern neighbour� Normalisation of the 
relationship between Warsaw and Prague temporarily diminished the Polish 
government’s interest in Slovakia� On May 25, 1921, National Council consisting 
of pro-Hungary Slovak activists proclaimed Independent Slovak Republic in 
Cracow, which stirred up only a bit of anxiety in Prague, but generally went 
unnoticed (Pilarski, 2008, p� 142)�

In 1923 Feliks Gwiżdż, under the pseudonym of Stanisław Korski, wrote an 
article which gained big publicity in Slovakia� It was published in the magazine 
“Slovak” and it called the Slovaks to fraternal collaboration and accepting the 
loss of Spiš and Orava (Gniazdowski, 2006, p� 33)� Between 1918 and 1926, the 
Polish-Slovak relations were characterized by low intensity� Polish institutions, 
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especially military ones, moderately supported Slovak separatists because of their 
anti-Czech attitude, nevertheless, Poland wanted first and foremost keep up good 
relationship with Hungary� The Polish diplomacy did not entirely resign from 
supporting the Slovak activity, though, and placed bigger emphasis on the Polish-
Slovak development of cultural actions and funding national press (Olejko, 2012, 
pp� 81–82)�

POLISH SUPPORT FOR THE AUTONOMIC AND SEPARATIST 
MOVEMENT IN SLOVAKIA

After the May Coup in 1926, there emerged a Polish action aiming at recruiting 
Slovak separatists against Prague policy and thus weakening the territorial unity 
of Czechoslovakia� From 1927 the Ministry of Foreign Affairs repeatedly sup-
ported Slovak students’ stay at the Jagiellonian University� Internship alumni in 
Poland were treated as the core of the future campaign and political apparatus� 
In 1929, a conference on the presence of Polish minority in the Czechoslovakian 
state was held in Warsaw, which was followed by further meetings devoted to the 
topic of the Polish-Slovak borderline� The second half of 1920s was a period of 
some revival of mutual social relationships, especially in the scout, tourist and 
mountaineering environment� A significant centre of support for Polish-Slovak 
contacts in the 1930s was the Polish Consulate in Bratislava after it had been 
taken over by Wacław Łaciński� The dealings between the Matica Slovenska and 
the Polish Academy of Skills as well as Warsaw Scientific Society were particu-
larly intensive� After 1931, the conferences regarding the Polish-Slovak borderline 
were moved from Warsaw to Katowice where Michał Grażyński, the provincial 
governor, was the organizer and the so-called Cracovian activists (Władysław 
Semkowicz, Walery Goetel, priest Ferdynand Machay) were the participants 
(Olejko, 2012, pp� 84–85)�

In the 1930s, the Polish foreign policy put an emphasis on supporting the 
autonomic and separatist movement in Slovakia, at the same time aiming at 
the Czechoslovakia break-up� Poland wanted to gain influences in Slovakia and 
started considering it as the independent formation in “the third Europe” between 
the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany (Baka, 2010, p� 15)� The very concept of “the 
third Europe” is quite hard to define since it was presented by Józef Beck and his 
co-workers in a rather general manner� However, some of its elements could be 
found in the programmatic documents and in the practises of Polish diplomacy 
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during that period� Essentially, it was supposed to be a bloc consisting of two 
states from Scandinavia to the Adriatic Sea and the Black Sea� It was presumed 
that a mutual Polish-Hungarian agreement would lay the foundations for the 
creation of “the third Europe” whereas a close cooperation between both of those 
countries would ensure its independence from Germany and the Soviet Union� 
The very idea evolved and exerted a direct influence on the Polish foreign policy 
from 1938 (Gniazdowski, 2009, pp� 166–167)� In general, in the 1930s there was 
a rise in dealings with Hlinka’s Slovak People’s Party [HSĽS] as a party represent-
ing autonomic movement� Poland had very good relations with pro-Polish wing 
led by Karol Sidor (Baka, 2010, p� 15)�

Taking up a position in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs by J� Beck in 1932 
and the deterioration of Polish-Czechoslovak relationships after 1934 contributed 
to the increase in the political role of “closeness action”� On the initiative of the 
Ministry certain terminology changes were initiated� In 1933, consul Wacław 
Łaciński put forward a proposal of using the name “Słowacja” [Slovakia] instead of 
a previously widespread term “Słowaczyzna” [Slovak Lands] which was associated 
more with a province or a region� The new name quickly came into a general use 
(Gniazdowski, 2006, p� 35; Gwiżdż, 1936, pp� 14–15)� In the first half of the 1930s, 
the Polish diplomacy reinforced a conviction of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
that Slovakia should serve as a bridge between Poland and the south� In 1936, Beck 
stated that they should strive to establish a joint border with Hungary at the stretch 
of Subcarpathian Ruthenia and to make Hungarians realize that Slovakia was 
irreversibly lost to them� Additionally, they were to form a Slovak buffer controlled 
by Poland� Polish politicians were confronted with a dilemma whether to support 
Slovak separatism aimed at the Czechoslovak break-up and the formation of this 
buffer or whether to favor Slovak decentralist tendencies in order to implement 
Hungarian annexation plans and at the same time have territorial acquisitions in 
the borderland area� The view which ultimately prevailed was that Poland should 
not take a clear stance on this issue (Gniazdowski, 2009, p� 175)�

In 1936, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs prompted the establishment of 
Ľudovit Štúr Friends of Slovakia Society (since 1938 – the Society of Polish-
Slovak Cooperation)� Feliks Gwiżdż took the lead on it, being at the same time 
a man in position of trust in the Polish government with regards to Slovak mat-
ters� The aim of the organization was to “uphold and foster the Polish-Slovak 
friendship in the cultural, scientific, economic and social field and to disseminate 
information about Slovakia among the Polish society”� The activity of the Society 
concentrated on promoting Slovak literature in Poland and acting as an inter-
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mediary between Polish and Slovak organizations� Another significant aspect of 
the Society’s programme, particularly from the point of view of the Ministry, was 
its journalistic activity� It involved maintaining contacts with editorial offices of 
Slovak newspapers and issuing a bulletin dedicated to Slovakia which was made 
available to the Polish media� A monthly “Ziemia Podhalańska” [Podhale Land] 
was issued by the Society from July 1936� A two-volume publication titled “Slova-
kia and Slovaks” edited by W� Semkowicz appeared as a result of the cooperation 
with the Cracow Slovak environment and it contained information about the 
history, politics, culture and nature in the eastern part of Czechoslovakia� The 
Society mainly kept relationships with the autonomist associations (Ludaks and 
young Catholic intelligentsia)� It also maintained cultural contacts with Matica 
Slovenska� Apart from Warsaw, the Society organized its branches in Cracow, 
Katowice, Zakopane, Poznań, Częstochowa, and Cieszyn� In the summer of 1937, 
the Polish authorities officially welcomed a Slovak delegation headed by Andrej 
Hlinka in Krynica and Zakopane� Later, Hlinka was decorated with the Order 
of Polonia Restituta� In 1938, at the initiative of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
a Slovak language course led by Henryk Batowski was established in Cracow� 
It was attended mainly by scouts (Gwiżdż, 1937, pp� 6–14; Gniazdowski, 2006, 
pp� 38–39; Pilarski, 2017, pp� 284–285)� In May 1938, the delegation of Slovaks 
from the United States of America was accepted in Poland� They were carrying 
“the original document” of Pittsburg agreement to which the Slovak autonomist 
movement referred to (Gniazdowski, 2005, p� 112)�

At the end of the 1930s Piłsudski’s supporters were assured that the experi-
ment consisting in uniting Czechs and Slovaks within one country under the 
existing rules had failed and it should be abandoned for the sake of the whole 
region� In the years 1937–1939, J� Beck searched for an optimum solution to the 
Slovak problem (Paruch, 2005, p� 702)� In 1938, Polish diplomats considered 
the autonomy of Slovakia within the Hungarian state as one of the potential 
options of its future political system� From the beginning of September, the Pol-
ish government endeavored to prompt the Hungarian side to take part in a joint 
military action against Czechoslovakia� The Hungarian authorities demonstrated 
some restraint though, fearing that a German-Czechoslovak conflict would urge 
western superpowers to intervene� For that reason, shortly before signing the 
Munich Agreement, the Polish side strongly supported the idea of declaring 
independence by Slovakia� The leadership of Slovak People’s Party took into 
account other scenarios such as: a closeness of Slovakia with Poland in the form 
of a union or a federation� On September 28, at the sitting of the parliamentary 
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club, HSL’S leaders took a decision to place Slovakia under Polish governance� 
The day later Jozef Tiso submitted a relevant document of Slovak autonomists to 
Kazimierz Papée, a Polish ambassador in Prague� In spite of the fact that Ludak’s 
parliamentary club was not given a mandate of public trust from Slovaks, it 
requested the Polish government to unite Slovakia with Poland as one state and 
to transform it into a dualistic union� This declaration constituted the apogee of 
pro-Polish atmosphere in HSL’S� It must be, however, emphasized that the whole 
initiative was of a provisional character on the Slovak side and its main goal was 
to gain autonomy as part of Czechoslovakia� What needs to be noted is the fact 
that the text of the Polish-Slovak union still remains unknown� In the opinion of 
consul Wacław Łaciński, the document included a provision about retaining full 
territorial integrity as part of the planned union, which excluded a possibility of 
any border shifts to the benefit of Poland� The Munich Agreement prevented the 
implementation of the above-mentioned federative project (Olejko, 2012, p� 91)�

POLAND’S RELATIONS WITH THE “INDEPENDENT”  
SLOVAK STATE IN 1939

Upon signing the Munich Agreement Poland expected that Slovakia under the 
leadership of HSL’S would declare independence, whereby Poland would act as 
a guarantor� The Polish-Slovak relationships assumed a different dimension when 
Poland made some territorial claims of Czechoslovakia� The border decisions 
of 1920 and 1924 were perceived by the Polish side as unfair throughout the 
interwar period� As a consequence, they became the main cause of the Polish 
government forcing – on November 30 and December 1, 1938 – the exchange of 
territories with Slovakia, which was already autonomous at that time� However, 
it should be emphasized that the border correction in the Slovak section was 
not imposed militarily, and no international arbitration took place there, as 
was the case with the remaining Czechoslovak borders� The new border was 
established on the basis of bilateral Polish-Slovak negotiations� Moreover, due to 
Poland’s policy of supporting the new Slovak State at that time, the acquisitions 
in the Slovak borderland were limited to ten scraps of land, totaling 216�4 square 
kilometers and inhabited by approximately 2�5 thousand residents (Zaborski, 
1939, pp� 1–4; Anonymous, 1938, pp� 137–145)� 

Given the previous official policy towards Slovakia, Slovak society treated this 
step as a betrayal, bearing in mind that it occurred when Slovakia lost significant 
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part of the southern territory as a result of the Vienna arbitration� The decisions 
made by the Polish authorities led to the outbreak of anti-Polish campaign in 
Slovakia, which consisted in propagating negative press reports about Poland 
and organizing demonstrations and manifestations in the borderland areas� It 
all resulted in a substantial propaganda success on the part of Slovaks (Kowalski, 
2016, pp� 165–188)� Firstly, during the unofficial census organized by the Min-
istry of Foreign Affairs in December 1938 in the incorporated territory, 90% of 
the population defined themselves as Slovaks� Secondly, there was a rise in the 
inhabitants’ protests against conducting classes at schools in the Polish language 
as well as against removing Slovak priests from Polish parishes there� Under 
the influence of press reports Slovak population began to express their hostility 
towards everything connected with Poland and Poles� Wincenty Witos, who was 
in exile in Czechoslovakia at that time, also observed and commented on such 
feelings� Karol Murgaš, editor-in-chief of the magazine “Slovak”, perceived by 
the Polish authorities as an activist of pro-Polish wing of HSL’S represented by 
Karol Sidor, played an important role in the anti-Polish campaign� It may have 
been a key argument in favor of entrusting him with an executive role in the 
anti-Polish activities (Kowalski, 2016)�

In view of the contemporary historiography the “regulation” of the Polish 
southern border in 1938 brought more losses than profits� In terms of benefits, 
beyond the propaganda aspect, Poland ended up with some facilitation of traffic 
and the acquisition of the most beautiful part of the Tatra Mountains� As for the 
losses, the Polish political influence in this region was all lost, which made Slo-
vakia drift in the direction of German influences� There was also an increase in 
the anti-Polish sentiment� From 1938, the Polish government strove to minimize 
the tension in mutual relationships� It contemplated a scenario in which Slovakia 
could “get back” to Hungary whereas Germany and Poland might safeguard its 
autonomy� The Polish side was even eager to consider the possibility of moving 
the border� However, this endeavor found its response only in the economic 
sphere, on the part of HSL’S leadership and Catholic clergy (Baka, 2010, p� 16; 
Laučik & Ładygin, 2008, p� 51)�

Poland became one of the very first countries in Europe which recognized 
the independence of the Slovak State� On March 15, 1939, the Polish embassy 
was established in the place of previous general consulate in Bratislava� Poland 
needed to secure the southern border in case of a war with Germany� The Slovak 
side, on the other hand, wanted the assurance of it being a sovereign state� Yet, 
at the end of March the mutual relationships deteriorated� The main reason for 
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this was signing the Slovak-German treaty on March 23, which provided for 
passing Slovak foreign and military policy under control of Germany� Thanks 
to a new agreement Germany gained the right to organize military garrisons in 
the territory of the Western Slovakia, in immediate proximity to Cieszyn Silesia 
and Cracow province� In addition, the Slovak foreign policy towards Poland 
would have to be conducted in close consultation with the German government� 
The second, equally important reason for the decline in the mutual relation-
ships between Poland and Slovakia were the territorial claims of Slovakia made 
by Hungary, right after the annexation of Subcarpathian Ruthenia� Bratislava 
feared that Poland and Hungary secretly schemed to conduct the partitions of 
the Slovak State� In fact, the Hungarian side put forward such proposals but its 
partner in this connivance was Germany (Orlof, 2006, p� 50)�

At the beginning of May 1939, the mutual relationships between Poland 
and Slovakia got slightly normalized as they signed several agreements such as 
a Polish-Slovak trading agreement or a passport and cross-currency agreement� 
Also, the works on the acceptance of a contingent agreement were about to be 
finalized� There was a plan of preparing a Polish-Slovak declaration on cultural 
relationships� Slovaks expressed their willingness to sign an agreement on local 
border traffic, the idea of which was eventually rejected by the Polish side for 
political and security reasons� In the last months before the outbreak of the war 
the Polish intelligence began cooperation with the leadership of the Slovak army 
(Orlof, 2006, pp� 50–52)� However, the exacerbated international situation made 
it difficult to maintain good relationships between Poland and Slovakia� On June 
30, the German envoy in Bratislava officially forbade the Slovak government to 
have any relations with Poland as they ran counter the German interest� Germans 
demanded from Slovakia stricter supervision over the Slovak-Polish border, the 
removal of uncertain elements from the Slovak border guard and the prevention 
of anti-German propaganda and the Polish espionage� On August 6, J� Tiso issued 
an order to the Slovak army to take up positions on the Polish border� On August 
28, the Slovak army mobilization was announced (Orlof, 1980, p� 146)�

On September 1, Slovakia as an ally of the Third Reich took active part in 
the attack on Poland� The relations between Poland and Slovakia were actu-
ally broken off� There was no formal declaration of war on the part of Slovaks� 
Upon the outbreak of the war there happened to be some gestures of solidarity 
with Poles� A Slovak ambassador in Warsaw, Ladislav Szathmáry, on September 
1, 1939, handed in a letter to the vice-minister Jan Szembek, which included 
condemnation of the activities of the government in Bratislava, some words of 
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solidarity with Poles and a request for Polish support of Slovak actions abroad� 
Following Szathmáry, a general consul in London, Milan Harminc, refused to 
pledge allegiance to the government in Bratislava� Many Slovaks working in the 
public service, in spite of the armed conflict, continued contacts with Poles� At 
times they even offered help to their old friends as it was in the case of a Slovak 
ambassador in Moscow, Fran Tiso, who appealed for a release of a former consul 
in Bratislava, W� Łaciński, remaining in the Soviet captivity (Gniazdowski, 2005, 
pp� 115–116)�

Until September 3, the whole Polish territory of Sub-Tatra region (Podhale 
and northern Spiš and Orava) were taken over by the Wehrmacht and three 
accompanying Slovak divisions (Baka, 2010)� Initially there was an idea of 
incorporating Podhale to Slovakia, which was soon abandoned for fear of the 
rise in the Polish influence in this country (Berghauzen, 1975, pp� 426–427)� 
Ultimately, at the end of the warfare, on November 21, 1939, Germany officially 
passed territories annexed in the previous year by Poland and the so-called 
Polish Spiš and Orava to Slovakia as a reward for participation in the German 
aggression� Slovakia gained in total 770 square kilometers inhabited by over 34�5 
thousand people, of which 586 square kilometers (and 27 thousand inhabitants) 
had belonged to Poland before 1938 (Korkuć, 2010, p� 27)� A formal annexation 
of both territories took place pursuant to an act of December 22, 1939� In the 
annexed territory the Slovak authorities immediately undertook the process 
of “Depolonization” and “Slovakization” of the population� Furthermore, these 
people were offered special economic support, the aim of which was to win their 
favor (Zieliński, 1972, pp� 171–176)�

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, in the interwar period the Polish government lacked a clear 
concept of the foreign policy towards Slovakia� In the Pilsudski’s Camp there 
was a dominating conviction that the Republic of Poland should not take an 
unequivocal stance on this issue� The activity of the Polish diplomacy in the years 
1926–1939 was characterized by a specific dualism – on the one hand, it actively 
supported the Slovak autonomist and separatist movement, on the other hand, it 
made territorial claims of Slovakia and strove to form a joint border with Hun-
gary� There is no denying that steps taken by the Slovak autonomists were treated 
in Warsaw as an opportunity for destabilization of a situation in Czechoslovakia� 
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Undoubtedly a positive effect of supporting the Slovak autonomist movement by 
Polish dissidents was the reinforcement of a belief in Poland that Slovakia was 
no longer a geographical region but a state with aspirations to gain sovereignty 
and formulate its own interests independently� 

The 1938 regulation of the southern border of Poland ended a certain stage 
of foreign policy conducted by the Polish authorities� Ultimately, the losses out-
weighed the benefits on the Polish side� Even though Poland benefited from some 
facilitation of traffic and possessing borderland areas attractive to tourists, it lost 
its political influences in the nascent Slovak State pushing it into orbit around 
German influences as well as arousing deep animosity of Slovak population 
towards the Polish state� The development of the international situation in the 
second half of the year preceding the outbreak of WWII forced Polish diplomats 
to consider the Slovak question in a broader context of the Polish-German 
relations� In order to have a counterbalance to growing German influences in 
mid-Europe, Polish authorities put forward a plan of closer relationships with 
Hungary to the detriment of Polish-Slovak relationships� Finally, the active 
participation of Slovakia in the German aggression against Poland in September 
1939 constituted a tragic epilogue of complicated Polish-Slovak relationships in 
the interwar period�
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COLD WAR VERSUS SYMBOLIC BATTLEFIELD :  
THE CRISIS IN GREEK-GERMAN RELATIONS AS A RESULT 

OF THE DISPUTE OVER COMPENSATIONS FOR WWII 
AND THE WAY TO OVERCOME IT: CASE STUDY

ZIMNA WOJNA A SYMBOLICZNE POLE BITWY. KRYZYS 
W STOSUNKACH GRECKO-NIEMIECKICH NA TLE SPORU 

WOKÓŁ ODSZKODOWAŃ ZA II WOJNĘ ŚWIATOWĄ 
I SPOSÓB JEGO ROZWIĄZANIA. STUDIUM PRZYPADKU

Przemysław Łukasik* 

* University of Opole, Institute of Political Science and Administration�

— ABSTRACT —

It is difficult to speak of a historical dispute in 
the case of Greek compensation claims for losses 
suffered during WWII by Nazi Germany� This is 
because the German side has repeatedly taken 
responsibility for the harm done to the Greek 
people� Germany is also a country that has paid 
over 75 billion in damages by 2016 with various 
categories of victims from different countries, 
including Greece (Barcz & Kranz, 2019, p� 155)� 
In the discourse on Greek demands against Ger-
many, metaphors of the Cold War (Kalpouzos, 
2015) or a symbolic battlefield (Christodoulakis, 
2014, p� 20) appear, suggesting primarily a sig-
nificant importance of this issue for internal 
political decisions made at the Acropolis and the 
local historical awareness� Despite this, since the 
“outbreak” of this “Cold War” in Germany, both 

— ABSTRAKT —

Trudno mówić o historycznym sporze w sprawie 
greckich roszczeń odszkodowawczych za straty 
poniesione w czasie II wojny światowej przez 
nazistowskie Niemcy� Dzieje się tak dlatego, że 
strona niemiecka wielokrotnie brała na siebie 
odpowiedzialność za krzywdy wyrządzone 
narodowi greckiemu� Niemcy są również krajem, 
który do 2016 roku wypłacił ponad 75 miliardów 
odszkodowań różnym kategoriom ofiar z różnych 
krajów, w  tym Grecji (Barcz & Kranz, 2019, 
s� 155)� W dyskursie o żądaniach Grecji wobec 
Niemiec pojawiają się metafory „zimnej wojny” 
(Kalpouzos, 2015) czy „symbolicznego pola 
bitwy” (Christodoulakis, 2014, s� 20), co sugeruje 
przede wszystkim duże znaczenie tej sprawy dla 
wewnętrznych decyzji politycznych na Akropolu 
i lokalnej świadomości historycznej� Mimo to od 
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The past is never dead. It’s not even past
William Faulkner, Requiem for a Nun

INTRODUCTION

Bjørn Thomassen and Rossario Forlenza, the authors of The Pasts of the Present: 
World War II Memories and the Construction of Political Legitimacy in Post-Cold 
War Italy, when writing about the evolution of the historical consciousness of 
Italians in relation to memories from WWII, referred to the concept of limality� 
The concept taken from anthropology is referred by memory scientists to the 
moment when nations remember the past, a moment characterized by ambiva-
lence, creativity, and anxiety� Thomassen and Forlenza related this process to 
the activity of the historian Renzo De Felice, who in the 1990s, rejecting Italian 
amnesia and victimization in the face of World War II experiences, demanded 
the “historization of memory” (the term is a paraphrase of German historian 
Martin Broszat’s expression referring to “historization of III Reich”; Broszat & 
Friedländer, 1988)� Summarizing their text, the authors indicated, on the one hand, 
that if historical revisionism is, for example, a denial of documented crimes, then 
it should be rejected� If, on the other hand, it opens up new spaces for discussion 

on the political and expert’s levels, and primarily 
in historical research, many efforts have been 
made to constructively “resolve the dispute”� 

In author’s opinion, both terms coined during 
Greek-German historical controversy character-
ize duality of position of the contemporary 
states in discussion about impact of the past on 
current relations between nations in general� On 
the one hand, ‘Cold War’ term refers to political 
and economic levels (compensations demand) 
of the contemporary historical conflicts� On the 
other hand, ‘symbolic battlefield’ suggests moral 
superiority or righteousness on one side� 

Keywords: Greek-German relations; politics of 
memory; compensation; Second World War

„wybuchu” tej „zimnej wojny” w  Niemczech, 
zarówno na poziomie politycznym, jak i  eks-
perckim, a przede wszystkim w dziedzinie badań 
historycznych, podjęto wiele wysiłków, aby 
konstruktywnie „rozwiązać spór”�

Zdaniem autora oba te terminy, wyjęte z pole-
miki historycznej grecko-niemieckiej, dobrze 
charakteryzują dwoistość pozycji współczesnych 
państw w dyskusji o wpływie przeszłości na bieżące 
relacje między narodami w ogóle� Z jednej strony 
termin „zimna wojna” odnosi się do poziomu 
polityczno-gospodarczego (żądania rekompensat) 
współczesnych konfliktów historycznych� Z dru-
giej strony „symboliczne pole bitwy” sugeruje 
wyższość moralną lub prawość jednej ze stron�

Słowa kluczowe: stosunki grecko-niemieckie; 
polityka pamięci; odszkodowania; II wojna 
światowa
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on the complicated past, it should be treated as an important contribution to 
European reflection and the construction of an open, balanced memory�

A moment of lameness in the history of modern Greece may be the historic 
“Cold War” in contemporary relations with Germany� It has its roots in the past 
and in the present it is fueled by difficult economic situation in which the Greeks 
find themselves nowadays� The tension between the harsh reality and the expec-
tations of the Greeks has caused dissatisfaction, which results in the demand for 
compensation for past actions, as Greek political scientist Vassilis Paipais wrote 
(Paipais, 2013)� Greek political parties, right and left, eagerly use anti-German 
rhetoric to carry out reforms unpopular with the society� “The symbolic bat-
tlefield” around compensation may, paradoxically, have positive consequences, 
postponing victimization and amnesia in favor of the historization of memories 
and the formation of Greek-German dialogical memory� 

The aim of the article is to present the specificity of the discourse on com-
pensation and occupation of Greece and to trace the most important points of 
the discourse� The author’s aim is to describe the method of a specific “historical 
crisis management” around compensation, presenting to what extent the Greek 
model fits into the idea of   building transnational dialogical memory, about which 
the German memory scientist Aleida Assmann wrote�

The research method that I will use is the case study� It is a comprehensive 
description of the studied phenomenon, concerning any scientific discipline� The 
case study is used especially for research topics of a descriptive nature� Then it 
gives an answer to the questions – what happened, where, and how it happened� 
With regard to exploration problems, it will allow us to answer the question of 
why the studied phenomenon occurred� At the same time, this method uses 
multiple techniques and tools for collecting and analyzing data� These can be 
observations, participant observations, interviews, surveys, documentation of 
the studied organization, press sources, the Internet, available databases, etc� 
Based on the collected information, the case study method allows for an in-depth 
analysis of the examined problem, presentation of its specificity, interaction with 
other elements of the organization or its surroundings� 

The article consists of three parts� The first, theoretical part discusses the key 
issues concerning the relationship between memory and history, the formation of 
cultural memory and the difference between historical policy and Geschichtspoli-
tik� Author presents also the concept of dialogical memory� The second relates to 
German occupation and Greek losses in World War II� The last part is an analysis 
of the Greek-German discourse and actions aimed at solving the crisis� 
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HISTORY AND MEMORY

Discussing the impact of the memory of the Second World War on contemporary 
Greek-German relations, it is necessary to recall issues related to the relationship 
between memory and history, cultural memory and politics of memory�

Historical memory is a form of memory referring to the past of a social 
group (Stobiecki, 2018)� It consists of sets of ideas about the past and the tools 
of commemoration� Among researchers, opinion about the relationship between 
memory and history can be divided into three groups� 

The first of them sees memory and history as opposites� Memory is individual, 
subjective, emotional, difficult to verify� History, in turn, is collective, objective 
and is verifiable by sources� According to sociologist Barbara Szacka, history is an 
academic scientific discipline, and memory is a collection of images of members 
of community about their past, which includes a number of cultural products 
created within the group and serving to remember (Szacka, 2006)�

The second group, represented by, among others, Jacques Le Goff, thinks that 
memory and history are in a relationship� The famous medievalist in his book 
History and Memory presented the development of collective memory from oral 
transmission to electronic memory� According to Le Goff, before writing was 
invented, oral communication served to preserve collective memory and thereby 
strengthen its identity based on myths (myth of the beginning, family prestige 
seen in genealogies), but also practical knowledge (Le Goff, 2007)� Therefore, 
memory was an essential element of collective identity concluded by a French 
historian� According to Le Goff, the history after World War II is the story of 
ordinary man� The new story does not respond to the needs of nations or as 
a teacher of life, but becomes part of the search for identity (Le Goff, 2007)� 
“History is a kingdom of inaccuracies and imperfections”, Le Goff argued� This 
is because history is not exact science, it arises in dialogue and does not restore, 
but reconstructs life (Le Goff, 2007)�

The historian can also be included in the third group� For them, historical 
memory is a kind of instrument of liberation from historiography, which is a form 
of imposing the image of the past� In this group we also include: David Lowen-
thal (“memory does not preserve the past, but adapts it to current conditions”; 
Lowenthal, 1985); Benedetto Croce (“every story is a history of the present”; after 
Le Goff, 2007), Marc Bloch (we understand the present through the past), and 
Hayden White (historiography as a literary work in which events are told and 
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explained by the author)� History, seem to say the representatives of this group, 
is a process of creating it� So history may say more about today than yesterday�

CULTURAL MEMORY 

The main theoreticians of cultural memory are Germans: Aleida and Jan 
Assmann, and the French: Maurice Halbwachs and Pierre Nora� Sociologist 
Maurice Halbwachs (1969) wrote that memory develops along with the process 
of socialization� Collective memory arises as a result of the interaction between 
individual feelings and memories that come from the thinking of individual 
groups� Culture – as Jan Assmann wrote – creates connective structures and 
connects contemporary society and their ancestors throughout history, creating 
a “symbolic world of meanings” (area of   experiences, expectations)� Cultural 
memory is thus formulated by storing relevant experiences and memories of the 
past and including them in the consciousness of generations living in the present� 
The sense of belonging to the community of cultural memory consists of the 
legal order (community of rules and values) and narrative order (community of 
memory of the past; Assmann, 2008)� Communicative memory is a memory that 
man shares with his contemporaries� After the passing of witnesses to history, 
events from the past live as cultural memory in the consciousness of societies and 
at the same time as the subject of the historian’s research� Certain points from 
the past – according to A� Assmann – are recorded and transformed into a sacred 
myth (Assmann, 2013)� Within cultural memory there are: storage memory and 
functional memory� The instruments which the community selects from all 
the events of the past are: museums, monuments or school textbooks (called 
products of functional memory culture), the most important for the author (Ass-
mann, 2013)� In the 20th century, a new ethical dimension of memory appears in 
the context of totalitarian victims� The order to remember (“One must not shirk 
the past”; Assmann, 2013), to mourn and remember not only his own victims 
appeared in the writings of, among others, Hanna Arendt and Karl Jaspers�

According to Aleida Assmann, the culture of remembrance does not obscure 
the future by focusing on the past, but is an important element of transforma-
tion through responsibility and empathy� Assmann pointed out that the shared 
memory of victims and perpetrators gives better results for future relations 
between nations than shared forgetfulness� At the same time, she expressed 
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concern for the asymmetry of memories in which, for example, for Germans it 
was Jews, not Poles, who were victims of national socialism and World War II� 
A similar memory asymmetry was noticed between Eastern and Western Europe 
when we try to compare commemorating the victims of Nazism or communism� 
She recognized the pursuit of Europeanization of national memories, i�e�, their 
mutual complementation, as the goal and challenge of the present� According to 
Assmann, shared transnational memory should therefore have the character of 
a dialogic memory (Assmann, 2013)�

POLITICS OF MEMORY VERSUS GESCHICHTSPOLITIK

This concept, Geschichtspolitik, was to be used for the first time in 1986 by Chris-
tian Meier� The placeholder terms used as synonyms are “politics of memory” or 
“policy towards the past”� The term ‘Geschichtspolitik’ is usually critical, while 
the other two terms are treated as positive or neutral� Geschichtspolitik is usu-
ally understood as an instrumental treatment of history for achieving political 
goals� It is consciously supporting the memory of specific events and characters� 
Four groups of tools are used to implement politics of memory: management 
of public space in the public and material dimension (monuments, national 
days); activity of memory institutions (archives, libraries, museums); education, 
upbringing and science (central education standards); and justice (settling the 
past by identifying and punishing those responsible, e�g�, for crimes against 
nation; Ruchniewicz, 2018)�

According to Anna Wolff-Powęska, there are 3 levels of remembering: 
individual, socio-communicative (individuals among themselves), cultural and 
institutional (institutions of private and public culture; Wolff-Powęska, 2005)� 
Politics of memory mechanism is also falsification of history or forgetfulness� 
Aleida Assmann also talked about 5 strategies of repression: consciousness, 
the compensation process (Hans Frank in the Nuremberg trial said that 
Germany suffered so much suffering during the post-resettlement that it had 
long repented of their war crimes), externalization (Nazis, not Germans were 
guilty), exclusion (deliberate repression of specific experience), or distortion 
(in family relationships in Germany there is more victims than perpetrators; 
Assmann, 2013)�
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GERMAN OCCUPATION AND GREEK LOSSES IN WWII

Greece, which was drawn into WWII in the fall of 1940, was a country that had 
not dealt with the consequences of the previous Great War� As a result of peace 
treaties and the change of borders, there was an exchange of inhabitants and over 
a million displaced people from Turkey and Bulgaria were sent to Greece� The 
problem of keeping immigrants was aggravated by the Great Depression that 
ruined the Greek export, among others, of tobacco� The unstable socio-economic 
situation contributed to the overthrow of the republic and the restoration of 
the parliamentary monarchy� The prospect of taking power by the left wing in 
the country stimulated the monarchist right-wing forces, which resulted in the 
establishment of authoritarian rule in 1936� Prime Minister General Ioannis 
Metaxas, supported by King George II, proclaimed the slogan of building a “third 
Hellenic civilization”� Metaxas proclaimed himself the “first” farmer and worker 
(Clogg, 2006, p� 141), drawing on the models of the dictators of the time, thus 
wanting to present himself as the rebel national character of the Greeks (he was 
greeted with a fascist salute)�

On October 28, 1940, at 3:00 a�m�, Italian ambassador Emanuele Grazzi awoke 
Metaxas to hand him an ultimatum� The Greeks had to choose: either accept the 
occupation or expect an Italian attack� Mussolini, striving to expand the Italian 
sphere of influence, categorically rejected the arguments of the generals who 
argued that the army was not ready to fight (“I will resign as an Italian if anyone 
makes it difficult for me to fight the Greeks”, said Duce to the Italian chief of 
diplomacy and his son-in-law, Galeazzo Ciano; Ciano, 1949, p� 264)� General 
Metaxas flatly rejected the Italian demands� The Greeks celebrate their “second” 
national day called “Ochi Day” precisely on that day to commemorate this event� 
The refusal led to Italian aggression from Albania, which had been occupied 
since 1939� The Greeks successfully defended themselves from the attack and 
even went on a counter-offensive� In December, Mussolini considered asking for 
a ceasefire through the Third Reich (Ciano, 1949, p� 296)� An ally from the Pact 
of Three – Adolf Hitler – had to help Italy� At the turn of April and May 1941, 
the combined forces of the Third Reich, Italy and Bulgaria occupied all of Greece 
(Mazower, 1993)� Greece was occupied by the three victorious countries for most 
of the war� The Germans initially controlled a smaller area, but comprised of key 
parts such as Athens, Thessalonica, and Crete� In the historical consciousness 
of the Greeks, a synonym of occupation is hunger� Food requisitions, which 
were part of the reality of the occupation, were to lead to the death of 300,000 
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Greek people from malnutrition (Nessou, 2009)� The situation was worsened 
by the economic blockade on the part of the Allies and the ineffectiveness 
of the administrative authorities, which were unable to organize the harvest 
and transport of food� The first winter of the occupation (1941/1942) is called 
“starvation” (Hionidou, 2006)� Raging inflation made a loaf of bread cost two 
million drachmas, and olive oil became the main currency (Mazower, 1993)� In 
an interview with Ciano in October 1941, Mussolini said that “the Germans took 
everything from the Greeks, down to the shoelaces and shoes, and now want to 
pass the responsibility for the economic condition to us” (Ciano, 1949, p� 25)� In 
turn, the Italian diplomat in Greece, Pellegrino Ghigi, warned that the lack of 
bread could lead to “desperate acts by the population”� The increase in hunger the 
following year made the English declare themselves the easing of the economic 
blockade of Greece and the delivery of 15 tons of grain per month (Ciano, 1949, 
p� 25)� The economic difficulties were also intensified by the introduction of: 
occupation costs, occupation money and the export of Greek production to the 
occupation states� The occupation costs imposed on the Greeks were introduced 
in August 1941 and were set at 1�5 billion� The following month, this amount was 
increased to 4�2 billion drachmas (Rodogno, 2006, pp� 233–235)� The costs grew 
every month� The Italian demand to lower the costs imposed on the Greeks was 
rejected with the argument that the money was spent on building fortifications, 
not just maintaining the occupying army� German troops in Crete alone counted 
at various times from 10 to 75 thousand soldiers (Beevor, 2011, p� 286)� In late 
1942, 53 billion a month was demanded from the Greeks to cover occupation 
expenses, and the circulation of the drachma was 160 billion (9 billion before 
the war; Ciano, 1949, Vol� 2, p� 160)� From May 1941, occupation money was also 
in circulation, paid by Italian and German soldiers for Greek goods (they were 
exchanged for drachma in a 1:1 ratio)� 

Greece was to be an important resource base for the German arms industry� 
In 1940, under the leadership of the Reich Minister of Economy Walter Funk and 
the Minister of Foreign Affairs Joachim Ribbentrop, Südosteuropa-Gesellschaft 
in Vienna were established, which together with Südosteuropa Zentrum in 
Munich acted as the organization coordinating the construction of the informal 
German empire in this part of the world (Fleischer, 2013)� The organizations 
were to provide the intellectual base for the economic and cultural penetration 
of south-eastern Europe� In economic relations between Germany and Greece, 
a clearing exchange was launched, which was called the “hidden plunder” system� 
As a result, 90% of Greek production were sent to Germany (Greece’s economic 
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exploitation was a source of considerable tensions between Italy and Germany)� 
Greek mines were to supply: chromium, molybdenum, and nickel� Krupp, the 
German arms concern, obtained more chromium here in 1942 than before the 
war (Fleischer, 2013)� The Germans had to mobilize forces to work in mines and 
industry� In addition, 35,000 people from Greece went to work in Germany (of 
which 23 thousand went there voluntarily, and 12 thousand after 1943 under 
pressure; Spoerer, 2015, pp� 78–80)� 

The German occupation was characterized by the influence of the Philo-
Hellenic attitude, which was weakening as the war approached the end� The 
fascination with the heritage of the ancient Hellenic culture was evident in the 
intellectual attitude – typical for the 19th-century German elite – of support 
for the Greek national uprising� The classic of German romanticism Hölderlin 
wrote about Germans as “Greeks of the North” who perform “godly toil in quiet 
workshops” (Hölderlin, 1998, p� 73)� From 1874, the German Archaeological 
Institute had its office in Athens, and its employees took part in the most impor-
tant excavations (Federal Foreign Office, 2020)� The anti-communist attitude of 
parts of the Greek society and the success of their army in fighting Italy in 1940 
also influenced the positive attitude of the Germans� Hitler ordered the release 
of Greek prisoners after the war campaign in recognition of their military merits� 
For comparison, 300,000 Polish prisoners of war, in violation of the Geneva 
Conventions, were transferred to the status of civilian workers who were used in 
agricultural work (Spoerer, 2015, p� 50)� Retaliatory executions against the civilian 
population did not have the subtext of a fight against a lower race and signifi-
cantly resulted in a smaller number of victims� During the entire occupation, as 
a result of retaliation, 70,000 people were shot� For comparison, the number of 
casualties during the active defense of Greece in 1940–1941 was 72,000 soldiers 
(Tompkins & Richardson, 1961, p� 9; initially 10 Greeks were shot for killing 1 
German soldier, then 50, and finally 100)� The first public execution in Greece 
took place in June 1941� By 1944, in Crete alone, between 2–3,000 Greeks were 
shot, and 1,600 towns and villages were burned down (Beevor, 2011, p� 204)� The 
conditions of the occupation led to the development of the resistance movement 
and the killing of civilian prisoners in retaliation against the armed actions of the 
Greek Underground� British historian Antony Beevor emphasized the readiness 
of the Greeks to take immediate resistance� This may be resulted by the large 
German losses during the campaign (on the first day of the airborne operation 
over Crete, the Wehrmacht lost 1856 paratroopers) and repressive regulations 
were issued (women caught with a knife in their hand were to be killed like men)� 
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In 1943, after Italy’s surrender to the Allied forces, Germany took over their zone 
of occupation in Greece� This led to the intensification of clashes between the 
Wehrmacht and the Greek guerrillas� Earlier, the Greeks, among others, trying 
to stop the supply of weapons and resources to Rommel’s army in Africa in 
1942 attacked the railroad and destroyed the means of transport� Most of the 
crimes mentioned in the discourse on German compensations for Greece took 
place at the turn of 1943 and 1944� The most famous places of execution were: 
Kalavrita, Distomo in the Peloponnese and Kleisoura in Macedonia� In Kleisoura, 
the occupation forces shot 223 old men, women and children (50 children did 
not have 10 years, and 38 were under the age of 5) in retaliation for killing two 
German motorcyclists (Tompkins & Richardson, 1961, p� 69)� One of the last 
massacres of civilians was the one carried out in June 1944 on the inhabitants 
of Distomo� Among 218 victims there were also women and children included� 
Over 60,000 Greek Jews were also victims of the German occupation� In July 
1942, 2�5 million drachmas were demanded from the community for exemption 
from “forced labor”� Despite the payment, most of the Jews ended up in the 
death camp in Auschwitz Birkenau� In 1943, in order to spare “expensive Ger-
man blood”, the occupiers agreed to establish an armed security force composed 
of Greeks with an anti-communist stance� This formation was to serve 20,000 
Greeks (University of Athens, 2017)� It was an important factor that polarized 
Greek society internally and translated into the later domestic conflict between 
the right-wing and left-wing forces in 1946–1949 (Clogg, 2006)� Similar dividing 
lines ran among the partisans, which were divided into left-wing and right-wing� 
The left-wing National Liberation Front (EAM) and its armed arm, the Greek 
People’s Liberation Army (ELAS), competed against the National Republican 
Hellenic League (EDES)�

THE PROBLEM OF COMPENSATION: POLITICAL, ECONOMIC,  
MORAL, AND HISTORICAL LEVEL

According to Greek post-war statistics, 80% of the railway rolling stock, 73% of 
the merchant fleet, 200,000 residential houses have been destroyed (Fleischer, 
1998)� Diseases have affected 1/3 of the Greek population (infections such as 
malaria and typhus), in some regions 60–70% of the population, especially 
children (Fleischer, 1991)� The inhabitants of Crete, giving an outlet to their 
hatred for the occupant, spontaneously destroyed agricultural machines: trac-
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tors and steam rollers as products made in German (Beevor, 2011, p� 285)� War 
destruction was one of the reasons for the outbreak of the bloody civil war of 
1946–1949 (Clogg, 2006; Brończyk, 1948)�

Half a century after the end of the war, the Greeks, honoring their victims 
of the war, introduced the concept of “martyr cities”� Pursuant to presidential 
decrees from the turn of the 21st century, a special committee was established 
within the Ministry of the Interior and Public Administration, which decided to 
award the above-mentioned name� The criteria here were: complete destruction 
of buildings as a result of war, for example, bombing; loss of 10% of the popula-
tion due to execution; destruction of 80% of residential buildings, and loss of 
10% of residents� At the beginning of the 21st century, this list included about 80 
cities – Presidential Decrees no� 2130 (1993), 399 (1998), 99 (2000), 40 (2004), and 
140 (2005)� In 1945, Greece’s losses during the 3�5-year German occupation were 
assessed by the Paris Reparation Conference at 7 billion pre-war dollars� Shortly 
after the war, Greece was supported by the Inter-Allied Reparation Agency with 
property worth between 25 and 80 million� The Greeks were also supported with 
funds from the Marshall Plan� The 1953 Allied Conference in London agreed that 
repairs would be postponed pending reunification� In the late 1950s, Germany 
paid voluntary compensation of 115 million marks, which according to the 
Greek side, served to satisfy the demands of Jewish victims of the occupation� 
Until 2016, Germany paid 75 billion euros to the citizens of a dozen countries 
persecuted because of their race, faith, or political belief� These were voluntary 
flat-rate agreements in which states distributed funds among their citizens� In 
the aforementioned agreement between the government in Athens and West 
Germany, the Greeks concluded the right to individual claims of citizens (Barcz 
& Kranz, 2019)� The 1990 “2 plus 4 treaty” that led to the reunification of Ger-
many served as a peace treaty, but was not so named� This was due to Germany’s 
concerns about compensation and reparation claims� In 1995, the Greek govern-
ment through diplomatic channels requested to return to the talks on this matter, 
which were rejected by German diplomats� The Germans emphasized that the 
issue of claims was settled early, and any possible claims should be reported when 
the Moscow Treaty was signed� Likewise, the individual claims of Greek victims 
were rejected by German courts on the grounds of immunity from jurisdictional 
sovereignty� In 2012, a judgment of the International Court of Justice upheld this 
law of the German courts (International Court of Justice, 2012)�

Occasional publications such as the Black Book of the Occupation, published 
in 2006 in Greek and German, reminded of Germany’s responsibility (Antaios 
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et al�, 2006)� The introduction to this book was written by one of the heroes of 
the Greek resistance, Manolis Glezos, the President of the “National Council to 
promote German War debts”� Glezos pointed out that the prosperity of a united 
democratic Germany is the result of countless victims, including the work of 
hundreds of thousands of Greeks� The issue of compensation has been linked 
here with the category of solidarity of nations and remembrance towards victims 
(Antaios et al�, 2006, p� 6)� The publication suggested that the Moscow “2 plus 4 
treaty” gave the right to compensation claims against reunified Germany� The 
refusal of German diplomats in 1995 was considered a clear violation of this 
provision�

The Greek debt crisis has elevated the compensation discussions to a higher 
level of excitement� Articles in the German press encouraging the sale of the 
Greek islands as an antidote to solving the crisis were probably like oil poured 
into the fire (Die Griechenland-Pleite, 2010; Verkauft doch eure Inseln, ihr Pleite-
Griechen…, 2010)� In 2008–2012, 40 groups were created on the Greek Facebook, 
calling for a boycott of German goods (Greek customers also received tips on 
how to recognize German goods by the barcode)� The Achaia and Viotia Pre-
fectures, where the Germans committed numerous crimes during the war, were 
strongly represented among Facebook boycott groups members (Voth & Fouka, 
2016)� In February 2010, the Greek Consumers Association called for a boycott 
of the cars, as a symbol of the German economy (Voth & Fouka, 2016, p� 10)� 
The impact of the boycotts, as in other actions of this type, turned out to be very 
short and insignificant�

The catalyst that brought the dispute over compensation for the war to the 
political level was the negotiations on aid packages for the indebted country� Aid 
loans from the EU and the IMF were to be made subject to a strict austerity pro-
gramme� During the negotiations, the Greek side was most affected by the other 
side’s inflexibility and the lack of consideration of the Greek situation� Economist 
James Galbraith, who closely watched the Warufakis–Schäuble conversation in 
2015, postulated the ideas of European solidarity and building a new model of 
the welfare state (Galbraith, 2016)� The poisoned atmosphere of the talks between 
politicians and diplomats initiated the Greek-German “Cold War”, with the past 
in the background� The main issue was the amount of compensation for Greece� 
In 2013, the Greek parliament, using the German archives, calculated the debt 
at EUR 162 billion (54 included the return of the loan; Kalpouzos, 2015)� In 
2014, Nicos Christodoulakis’ Germany’s War Debt to Greece: A Burden Unset-
tled was published (Christodoulakis, 2014)� The author, referring to Aristotle’s 
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Nicomachean Ethics, stated that the payment of damages by Germany would be 
an example of the implementation of “restorative justice” (as formulated by the 
great Greek philosopher)� The Greek left-wing government of SYRIZA in 2015 
re-assessed demands for war repairs for population loss and material damage� 
The amount of EUR 279 billion was to include: war reparations, restitution of 
exported goods, repayment of a loan forced from the Bank of Greece during 
the war� The Third Reich forced the Greek Central Bank to loan 476 million 
Deutsche marks� The current valuation of a forced loan also looks different on 
both sides� The report commissioned by the lower house of the Bundestag says 
the amount is 8�25 billion, in Greece the loan is valued at 11 billion euro (WWII 
Reparations…, 2015)� The forced loan issue became a “symbolic battlefield” 
during the negotiations of a rescue loan for Greece� Efforts were made that the 
EU and the IMF, under pressure from Germany, limit the pressure on auster-
ity policy as compensation for unpaid war debt� A moral argument to remedy 
this injustice is that the author’s father received imprisonment compensation 
of one dollar a day� The conflict perpetuated negative stereotypes in which the 
Greeks were portrayed as tax fraudsters and Germany as an economic invader 
whose strength is perceived as the “Fourth Reich” that dictates conditions to less 
influential EU partners� German politicians such as Chancellor Angela Merkel 
and Finance Minister Wolfgang Schäuble were presented in the Greek press in 
Nazi uniforms or with a mustache à la Adolf Hitler� After the victorious elec-
tions, Prime Minister Tsipras laid flowers on a monument commemorating the 
execution of the left-wing by the German occupation forces in 1944� On this 
occasion, he spoke of the “unfulfilled right” to reparation of those who bleed and 
paid heavily during the occupation� Public opinion polls in Greece unanimously 
confirmed support for compensation efforts (nearly 90 respondents; Eight in 10 
Greeks…, 2013)� Another diplomatic note demanding reparations was submitted 
by the Greeks in 2019 (Greek Parliament…, 2019; Smith, 2019)� A parliamentary 
commission chaired by Sia Anagnostopoulou presented the demands of 300 
billion� Committee members argued that the Dutch, who suffered one-hundredth 
of the Greek losses, received more support� Referring to the negative position of 
Germany, Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs of Greece Markos Bolaris said that 
the issue of compensations is still open and should be resolved� According to the 
Greeks, the “verbal note” was to start a dialogue with the Germans on this subject� 
In October 2019, claims of EUR 300 billion in reparations were rejected again�

The Greek claim for compensation was perceived in Germany, as historian 
Prof� Heinz A� Richter puts it, a “distortion of history and pure populism”, which 
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is an effect of the political and economic problems of Athens (Spyropoulou et 
al�, 2019)� Public opinion polls from 2019 showed that 68% of Germans believe, 
like politicians, that the matter is politically and legally closed� Only 11% of the 
respondents were ready to negotiate on this topic (Große Mehrheit…, 2019)� 
Earlier, the need for talks between the Germans and the Greek government about 
compensation was argued, among others, by economist Prof� Albrecht Ritschl 
from the London School of Economics who accused the Germans of paying off 
their debts the worst (Studio Guest of the Week: Albrecht Ritschl, 2011)� Thomas 
Piketty, a French economist, accused the Germans of amnesia, which made them 
forget to forgive more than half of their debts at the London Conference in 1953 
(Stern, 2015)�

On the political level, Germany made many efforts to move from being 
emotional about the past to a substantive discussion and cooperation over 
historical divisions� Representatives of the German government have repeat-
edly recognized their historical responsibility for the suffering that the Germans 
brought with them to Greece during the Nazi era� During his visit to Greece in 
2014, President Joachim Gauck asked publicly on behalf of Germany for forgive-
ness from representatives of the victims’ families� In 2018, during his visit to 
Greece, President Frank-Walter Steinmeier spoke of “moral and political blame 
for the acts committed”� At the same time, it was stated that the issues of claims 
and damages had already been settled in the past (In Greece…, 2018)� German 
politicians rightly tried to make permanent cooperation a solution to the exist-
ing problems in bilateral relations� Merkel-Tsipras dialogue on migration issues, 
Balkan security and the rescue loan led to an improvement in sentiment and 
cooperation� In September 2014, the German-Greek Fund for the Future was 
established with an annual budget of EUR 1 million to support projects promot-
ing reconciliation between Greeks and Germans� The fund is intended to finance 
resources to establish a common culture of remembrance and reconciliation 
with the villages where the crimes were committed and the Jewish community 
of that country� The German-Greek Youth Office was to be responsible for build-
ing reconciliation through youth exchange organizations� Two years later, the 
German-Greek Action Plan for Bilateral Cooperation was launched, which was 
supposed to be a platform for intensive cooperation in the political field as well 
as business, academic, cultural and civil society (Joint Statement…, 2016)� The 
German side emphasizes the benefits of mutual economic exchange between the 
two countries (food, machinery, chemical products) and investments by German 
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companies (in infrastructure and renewable energy) in Greece, which provide 
jobs for 30,000 people�

On the expert level, the Greek-German dispute brought a lot of good in terms 
of expanding historical knowledge� The National University of Athens and the 
Center for Digital Systems at the Free University of Berlin have launched a pro-
ject aimed at creating a digital archive containing, inter alia, video interviews 
with witnesses of the occupation of Greece by Nazi Germany� The coordinator 
of this project is Hagen Fleischer, a German historian and the author of books 
on the occupation of Greece during WWII� It was Fleischer who said in an 
interview with Herald in 2015 that Germany should pay for Besatzungsanleihe, 
i�e�, monthly loans from Greek banks� The money collected in 1942–1944 served 
to support the occupation forces in Greece and even finance the Afrika Korps 
operations in North Africa� According to the calculations of German officials, 
in 1945, German debt to Greece amounted to 476 million marks (which today 
is around 10 billion euros)� According to Fleischer, this debt, deprived of moral 
baggage, should be repaid, e�g�, in the form of a future fund that would finance 
a symbolic infrastructure project (Fleischer, 2015)� The historian strongly rejected 
the passage of time as an argument against paying compensation, pointing out 
that after 1990, reunified Germany refused to talk about compensation for World 
War II, while at the same time paying out the money to victims of World War I� 

Since 2019, a project entitled “The National History of the Greek Research 
Foundation” has been running� It is a database of German military and paramili-
tary units in Greece in the years 1941–1944/45� The research project is funded 
by the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the German-Greek Future Fund, 
and its completion is scheduled for December 2021� The project aims to deter-
mine the size and evolution of German forces in occupied Greece, define their 
participation in war crimes and relations with the Greek population (National 
Hellenic Research Foundation…, 2019)�

SUMMARY

The aim of the article was to present the specificity of the discourse on compen-
sation and occupation of Greece and to trace the most important points of this 
discourse, exposing to what extent the Greek model fits into the idea of   building 
transnational dialogical memory, about which the German memory scientist 
Aleida Assmann wrote�
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In the case of the Greek-German compensation dispute, it is difficult to speak 
of a historical dispute� This is because Germany assumed full responsibility 
for the crimes committed during World War II� Both sides equally recognized 
the existence of a far-reaching asymmetry in the level of knowledge about the 
German occupation in Greece� Historian Hagen Fleischer recalled the need to 
preserve memory so that it would not be lost (Fleischer, 2014)�

Paradoxically, the Greek-German “Cold War”, in which the issue of com-
pensation is the “symbolic battlefield”, may lead to the formation of a common 
dialogical memory� Actions taken by the German and Greek sides serve to 
close the difficult separation of relations between the two countries by creating 
a shared memory� It is visible on the moral, political, legal, and historical level of 
the compensation discourse�

The need to pay off a certain moral debt to the victims of the occupation 
was raised by the Greek side in many ways� Prime Minister Tsipras spoke of the 
unfulfilled right to repair, Nicos Christodoulakis, a politician and professor of 
economics, wrote about “restorative justice”, and the Greek underground hero 
Manolis Glezos suggested the need for Germans to share wealth in the name 
of “solidarity of nations”� The need to compensate the victim and their relatives 
was at the center of the highly emotional narrative� The response of the Ger-
man side was the acceptance by the German side of full moral responsibility, 
which was expressed by the visit of presidents Gauck in 2014 and Steinmeier in 
2018� The speech of the German head of state paying tribute to the victims and 
expressions of regret towards their families were the fullest manifestation of this 
responsibility: “Mit Scham und mit Schmerz bitte ich im Namen Deutschlands 
die Familien der Ermordeten um Verzeihung� Ich verneige mich vor den Opfern 
der ungeheuren Verbrechen, die hier und an vielen anderen Orten zu beklagen 
sind� […] Achtet und sucht die Wahrheit� Sie ist eine Schwester der Versöhnung” 
[“With shame and pain, I am asking the families of the murdered for forgiveness 
on behalf of Germany� I bow to the victims of the enormous crimes that have 
been lamented here and in many other places� […] Pay attention and seek the 
truth� She is a sister of reconciliation”] (Gauck, 2014)�

On the legal and political level, according to the German side, everything 
is already done� Greece’s losses after the war were to be repaid by the Inter-
Allied Reparation Agency (USD 25 to 80 million) and by Germany in the late 
1950s (DM 115 million)� The London conference cancelled more than half of 
Germany’s debts, and any claims were postponed until the peace conference� 
The Moscow “2 plus 4 treaty”, which led to the reunification of Germany, de 
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facto played the role of such a conference, although this term was not used 
at the time� The compensation issue raised by the Greek government in 1995 
started a new phase of procedures� The Greek government and parliament made 
efforts to estimate the scale of the reparations, for example: in 2013, 2015, and 
2019� All attempts to start negotiations were rejected by Germany� The individual 
claims of Greek victims and their families were likewise rejected by the German 
courts on the grounds of immunity from jurisdiction� The International Court of 
Justice confirmed this law in 2012� A partial response to Greek demands was the 
launch of two large projects in 2014–2016: the German-Greek Future Fund and 
the German-Greek Action Plan for Bilateral Cooperation� Both are intended to 
build reconciliation through: youth exchange, educational and cultural projects, 
economic cooperation, etc�

Under the German-Greek Fund for the Future, historical projects are carried 
out to research, consolidate and disseminate knowledge about the occupation of 
Greece� The Platform Memory of the Occupation of Greece assumes the creation 
of a digital archive, including interviews with witnesses of history� The scope of 
interests here concerns not only the balance of losses, the Holocaust and the 
resistance movement, but also the victims of hunger and collaboration (due to 
the imminent outbreak of the civil war in 1946–1949, and then the building of 
national unity, 20,000 Greek collaborators did not suffer any consequences after 
the war)� As part of the National Historical Research Institute of the Hellenic 
Research Foundation, research is conducted to create a database of German 
military and paramilitary units in Greece in the years 1941–1944/45 and to 
determine their participation in war crimes and relations with the Greek popula-
tion�

Aleida Assmann wrote that history is an important element in the transition 
to the future, especially for nations with a difficult past� She pointed out that 
working through past problems together is better than shared amnesia� Looking 
at history from the perspective of the other side with empathy and in dialogue 
is to be the means of building a common culture of memory called dialogical 
memory� The steps taken by the Greeks and the Germans to stave off the historic 
“Cold War” fit in with the Assmann model� Actions taken under the Future 
Fund allow us to reject victimization and historical amnesia and replace it with 
historization of the past to build a better future� In turn, the Greek-German 
Action Plan is able to place this cooperation in the context of current political, 
economic and cultural challenges�
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INTRODUCTION

Estonia, located in the north-eastern Europe, is the smallest of the Baltic states� 
Its rather low demographic potential (around 1�3 million) and the area (45,227 
km2) make it one of Europe’s smallest countries� During over 1,000-year history, 
Estonian lands were ruled by different powers – Sweden, Denmark, Germany, 
Poland, Rus, and in the 18th century, they became a part of the Russian Empire for 
the two following centuries� For the first time Estonia became independent and 
an independent Estonian Republic was declared only in 1918, but it lasted merely 
two decades, as in 1940 it was incorporated into the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics� As the communist system collapsed in central and eastern Europe 
and the Cold War ended, on August 20, 1991, an independent Estonian state 
was restored� In less than three decades, after the Republic of Estonia declared 
independence, the country has gone through radical restructuring� The deliberate 
geopolitical shift successfully moved this little country towards a modern Nordic 
state (Piirimäe, 2011)�

The author’s goal is to present conditions for the development of the Esto-
nian state in the 20th and 21st centuries, taking into account respective areas of 
its operation, and the results of political actions undertaken in the respective 
periods of the existence of Estonia and their impact on processes of shaping 
the nation’s identity and on the capacity of the state development� Thus, the 
main goal is to present a synthetic picture of the fate of the Estonian nation 
with reference to consecutive phases of shaping its political organization (the 
statehood)� It is significant here to provide answers to the following research 
questions: Which factors affected the process of shaping national identity of the 
Estonian people? What were the main challenges that the young Estonian state 
had to face? What were the main effects of the thorough transformation of the 
country? Why was it successful?

A starting point for reflections on the above issues is to present a wider con-
text and a historic background of the turbulent period in the Estonian history 
before 1918, which played a fundamental role in shaping of the Estonian nation� 
The year 1918 (the final phase of WW1 and the still ongoing Russian revolution) 
and specifically the date of February 24, 1918, when the Provisional Government 
of the Republic of Estonia1 was formed by Konstantin Päts, have been adopted 
as the turning point when Estonian independence was declared for the first 
time, in order to present the process of the state reorientation and all the related 
consequences that occurred in the respective areas of its 100-year history� In 
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order to systemize the complex history of the Estonian state it is necessary to 
periodize it, taking into account respective stages of the state’s operation (politi-
cal, administrative, legal systems, etc�):

I� The time before the independent Republic of Estonia was created on 
February 24, 1918�

II� 1918–1940: from gaining independence to incorporation into the Soviet 
Union as the Estonian Socialist Soviet Republic (ESSR) on August 6, 1940�

III� 1940–1991: from incorporation into the USSR to August 20, 1991, when 
Estonia declared independence�

IV� 1992–2020: from formation of Mart Laar’s centre-right government after 
1992 elections to creation of a modern digital society�

The success of the conscious restructuring and a rapid acceleration that was 
the result of implementing modern IT solutions became the main indicators 
of the new image of the country� The contemporary reliability of Estonia as 
an e-state is mainly the effect of specific measures taken by the government� 
That conditioned reorientation and effective shaping of the state’s international 
reputation of a modern republic, a pioneer in the field of digital transforma-
tion of the public sector� Today Estonia is the leader of both Baltic and Soviet 
transformation� The Estonian projection of the soft power based on a digital 
agenda is the final point that summarizes considerations over the evolution of 
this small Baltic republic� 

A systems analysis method of was used in the article, presenting conditions 
of the development of the Estonian land, especially from gaining independence, 
taking into account respective areas of its functioning and effects of political 
processes occurring during respective periods of existence of the Estonian state 
and especially their impact on possibilities and directions of its development� 
The author used the historical analysis method to show the origin, course and 
significance of historical and political processes, to indicate a cause and effect 
relationship, to analyze and draw conclusions� The qualitative method was used 
to evaluate and explain the described events, showing a multi-basis process of 
transformation of the contemporary Republic of Estonia and its consequence 
for the current condition of the state�
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HE FIRST INDEPENDENT ESTONIAN STATE

Aesti tribes were of Finno-Ugric origin and inhabited the Baltic coast, the lands 
of today’s Estonia (Raun, 2001)� Tacitus, Roman historian, mentioned them for 
the first time in his work Germania, written around the year 98 (Tacyt, 1804)� 
They had a patriarchal system based on clans ruled by elders� They lived in 
communities (maakonnad2), but did not create a state� For centuries the lands 
of today’s Estonia were areas of constant conquests and conflicts� The Vikings, 
who traversed Estonia and Latvia to reach Slavic lands, were the first invaders� 
The 11th and 12th centuries were marked by expansion of princes of Rus, who did 
not manage to gain control over the land� In 12th and 13th centuries, Germans 
attempted to Christianize Estonians, but they failed (Bazylow, 1985)� Later, 
the area was conquered by the Kingdom of Denmark� From the 16th century 
the north of Estonia was under Swedish rule and the south was occupied by 
the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth as a part of Livonia� In the first half of 
the 17th century the whole territory was dominated by Sweden� Finally, after 
Swedish forces had been defeated in the Great Northern War, Estonia, through 
decisions of the Treaty of Nystad (1721), was subordinated to the Tsardom of 
Russia and remained its part till WW1 (Forycki, 2007)� After a very turbulent 
period of the Great Northern War, the following two centuries of Russian rule 
brought relative stabilization� Even though these were times of oppression of 
the aboriginal Estonian population within extensive Russification or spreading 
Orthodox Christianity, serfdom of peasants was abolished at the end of the first 
quarter of the 19th century (Lewandowski, 2001)� 

Abolition of serfdom of peasants sped up the development of the Estonian 
territory and created material basis for the development of national culture as 
well as for the political national movement� Undoubtedly quick economic growth 
determined changes to the Estonian political and cultural life� Despite the ban on 
activity of political parties and despite the censorship, Estonians were active in 
the fields of culture and national identity through institutions of culture, educa-
tion and the press� The beginnings of Estonian national movement are closely 

2 Maakond (plural – maakonnad) – Estonian: maa – land, kond – county� Before the 13th century 
the following counties appeared: Saaremaa (Osilia), Läänemaa (Rotalia or Maritima), Harjumaa 
(Harria), Rävala (Revalia), Virumaa (Vironia), Järvamaa (Jervia), Sakala (Saccala), and Ugandi 
(Ugaunia) (Raun, 2001, p� 11)� Today’s Estonia consists of 15 counties (maakonnad), 13 on the con-
tinent and 2 on the islands�
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related to activity of singing associations and the pan-Estonian song festival in 
Dorpat organized in 1869� During the Song Day that gathered around 20,000 
people, not only Estonian compositions were performed (including patriotic 
songs), but also national ideas were presented publicly� The way the festival was 
organized, and especially the engagement of Estonians, were a proof that there 
was a strong community spirit (Lewandowski, 2001)� Later, associations and 
other organizations emerged that were of key importance for the consolidation 
of the national movement� They included: Association of Estonian Writers (1872), 
Estonian Students’ Society (1883), Estonian Alexander School, and Estonian Saving 
and Credit Union (1902)� Significant individual liberties were introduced and 
political parties, trade unions and newspapers (Sakala, Valgus, Postimees) were 
permitted� The increasing activity of Estonians led to the appearance of more 
daring statements presented by political activists who manifested their unrest 
and put forward national demands, especially during favorable times of the 1905 
Russian Revolution� Despite significant post-revolution repressions, the Estonian 
National Progressive Party, Estonia’s first political party, was still active and its 
representatives were elected to the first term of the Imperial Duma and to the fol-
lowing terms (Lewandowski, 2002)� For Estonia the period before the outbreak of 
WW1 was the time of intensive industrialization: the development of corporate 
movement (dairy production), textile industry, metal and machine manufactur-
ing companies or paper mills (especially after 1910)� Intensive urbanization and 
appearance of rail network acted as important stimuli of the development� 

The turbulent period of WW1 turned out to be crucial for Estonia and 
autonomy was of key importance in the process of creating the independent state� 
By the decree issued on March 30, 1917 by the Provisional Government, all lands 
inhabited by Estonians were united into one governorate, and administrative 
organs and parliament (Provisional National Council) were established (Davies, 
2010)� This raised aspirations of Estonian politicians even more as they started 
demanding an independent state� After the October Revolution, on February 24, 
1918, Estonia for the first time declared independence, even though it was only 
for a short time� Right after the independence was proclaimed, from February till 
November 1918, Germany occupied Estonia and later the Red Army stepped in� 
After German forces had withdrawn, Estonia experienced a “great test”, the Liber-
ation War� Supported by Great Britain and Finland, Estonians managed to repulse 
Bolshevik aggression� Between 1918 and 1920 Estonians fought defending their 
independent state� The fights ended on February 2, 1920 in Tartu, when a treaty 
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was signed and Soviet Russia recognized independence of Estonia� Signing the 
peace treaty and the end of war opened the way to international recognition of 
Estonia� For the first time in their history Estonians had an independent state� 

During the interwar period, Estonia searched for its own national way which 
was difficult as it did not have its own state traditions (Sagan, 2018)� For Esto-
nia, the two decades of independence were, as in case of other states of Europe 
(Poland, Lithuania, Latvia), the transition from a parliamentary democracy to 
authoritarianism� The public order of the country was determined in the con-
stitution approved by the Constituent Assembly on April 15, 1920� Pursuant to 
its provisions, Estonia was a parliamentary democratic republic in which the 
power belonged to the people� Executive power was vested in the government, 
the legislative power in the 100-member Estonian Parliament (Riigikogu); there 
was no president� Local governments were introduced in communes, cities and 
counties� The constitution guaranteed wide individual liberties (Sagan, 2009)� The 
young state turned out to be surprisingly effective in the areas of administration 
and economy which significantly strengthened its stability� As early as in 1918, 
the national currency – the Estonian mark – was adopted� Later, in 1928, it was 
replaced by the Estonian kroon� The effective agricultural reform ended hundreds 
of years of economic and political domination of the Baltic German minority 
and increased the number of small farmers who established tens of thousands 
new farms� Despite deep economic crisis of 1924, the economic politics of Otto 
Strandman, the then minister of finance, helped finish the crisis� At the end of 
1920s Estonia had already successfully integrated with the European economic 
area (Pajur, 2012)�

Political life of the interwar Estonia was characterized by rather difficult con-
ditions of existence intensified by the multi-party system, government instability 
and frequent political crises� The main cause of instability was the growing influ-
ence of communists supported by the Soviet Union and the Comintern� After 
an unsuccessful attempt of a coup in December 1924, the aim of which was the 
communist seizure of power and later Sovietization and annexation of Estonia, 
the communist movement lost support in the country� A few years of political 
stability were followed by another series of failures that occurred in the late 20s 
and early 30s� The economic crisis happened together with a political crisis and 
the growing social unrest� After a military coup orchestrated in March 1934, the 
period of authoritarian rule started known as the “Era of Silence”, which lasted 
till the outbreak of WW2� 
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The Soviet policy towards Estonia and its neighbours, Lithuania and Latvia, 
embodied strategic aims of USSR, i�e�, expansion westwards and annexation and 
Sovietization of the three Baltic states� Soviets used different means including 
diplomatic pressure, political blackmail, demonstration of power (concentration 
of Soviet forces in bases located in Estonian territory), which led to gradual 
limitation of the country’s independence, and finally to its annexation in August 
1940 (Roman, 2010)� Undoubtedly, WW2 was a tragic period for Estonia� The 
country lost independence and attempts to regain it during the following years 
claimed lives of thousands of its citizens� Between 1939 and 1945, as a result of 
common terror Estonia lost 280,000 citizens in total: executed, killed in action, 
imprisoned, deported, mobilized, forcefully evacuated and those who fled the 
country3� It is estimated that during that time, as a result of Soviet and German 
occupation, Estonia lost 25% of its population (The White Book, 2005)� Addition-
ally, over half of housing resources was lost as well as 45% of industry and 40% 
of the railway network (Lewandowski, 2001)� It is difficult to assess other loses, in 
the area of culture, science, agriculture, or environment� Pursuant to the decision 
of Soviet authorities, Estonia lost 5% of its territory that was incorporated into 
Russian FSR (around 2,500 km2), i�e�, Petseri County (Petserimaa) and lands east 
of Narva that nowadays still remain under Russian control (Raś & Tarnogórski, 
2020)� 

1944–1991 
HALF-CENTURY OF RUSSIAN DOMINATION

The reality of the Soviet Estonian state was analogous with the reality of the 
other USSR’s republics� Soviet activities aimed at complete reorganisation of 
Estonia and its quickest possible integration with the Soviet empire� The success-
fully executed plan of restructuring consisted of uncompromising and directed 
operations starting from the administrative reform of the state, through actions 
within political, economic, demographic and social areas� The tactics adopted 
by authorities was based on terror and repressions against Estonian society and 
aimed at suppressing any activities that could act to the detriment of the new 
authority� Towards ordinary citizens, representatives of educational or cultural 

3 War emigrants created ethnic communities in Sweden, the USA, Canada, Great Britain, Australia 
and other countries� They continued lobbying for rights of Estonia for the following 50 years�
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institutions, artists and also towards party members of all levels and state 
activists, NKVD applied a number of methods – waves of brutal deportations, 
arresting people suspected of being members of guerrilla groups (AKA forest 
brothers) and their families (Lewandowski, 2002) (Table 1)�

Table 1. Loss of Human Life in Estonia during Soviet Occupation (1944–1989) 

Category Total Survived Irreversible losses

Arrested 30,000 20,000 10,000

Deported 23,000 20,000 3,000

Killed during guerrilla war 3,000 3,000

Arrested due to political reasons 
in 1953–1989 500

Source: based on The White Book (2005)�

Social restructuring was also carried out through means that aimed at 
elimination of the Estonian separateness for Soviet socialist realism� Soviet 
repressions, censorship, destroying Estonian cultural heritage and Russification 
finally made artists and scientists flee the country4 and culture in ESSR had to 
follow strict ideological guidance� 

The industry, destroyed during the war, was partly recovered and as an ele-
ment of a centrally planned economy was subordinate to Moscow� Due to the 
planned economic unification with the Soviet Union all banks were nationalized 
and as a result of the monetary reform the Estonian kroon was replaced by the 
Soviet ruble� Command-and-quota system was introduced, the private sector 
was eradicated, central planning was introduced and the process of compulsory 
collectivism of agriculture was completed� As planned, Estonia in a short time 
became a part of the unionwide economic system� The process of transforma-
tion, due to ideological reasons, was described as the Socialist Reconstruction 
of the Estonian Economy in the Post-War Years� Decisions taken by the union 

4 Estonian emigrants in Sweden, Germany, the United States or Canada were very active in the 
field of culture� They organized activity of cultural institutions and organizations abroad� Together 
with Latvians and Lithuanians they started independence movement that internationally raised the 
issue of occupation of the Baltic states by the Soviet Union� In 1965, at their initiative, along with 
thaw of 1965, the BATUN – Baltic Appeal to the United Nations – was established, an important 
centre for the diaspora of the Baltic nations under the Soviet occupation (Okas Ainso, 2018)�
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authorities were typical examples of a classic colonisation because they were 
based on deliberate destroying of the national economic structure created in 
1920–1940, and development of production that served the occupant’s interests� 
To achieve this, means were invested into heavy industry (including military 
industry), e�g�, the construction of resources concentration centre in Virumaa� 
It was supposed to be a facility producing electricity, gas and fuel of the local oil 
shale, produced for Leningrad and the Soviet Baltic Fleet (The White Book, 2005)� 
Estonian economy developed as planned by the Soviet authorities� The heavy 
industry that produced for the Soviet Union was meant to be the foundation of 
the ESSR’s economy� Industrialisation was at the expense of other branches of 
the economy, especially the fully collectivized agriculture (creation of collective 
farms, AKA kolkhoz)� Leadership in Moscow, following principles of the order 
economy, paid no attention to local resources or labour force, traditional methods 
of agricultural production or local needs� For Estonia, 60s and 70s was the period 
of dynamic industrialisation and urbanization, the consequence of which was 
increase of economic migrations from the neighbouring Soviet republics� This 
process led to a considerable change to the ethnic structure of the republic� Still 
in 1945, Estonia was a homogeneous society� Among the immigrants, Russians 
were the most numerous (unqualified workers from cities, rural population, 
Soviet military men)� Influx of foreigners changed the ethnic structure of the 
state (Lewandowski, 2002)�

Table 2. Ethnic Structure of Estonia 1945–1989

Year Population of 
Estonia

Number of 
Estonians % of Estonians Number of 

Russians % of Russians

1945 854,000 831,000 97.3

1959 1,196,791 892,653 74.6 240,227 20.1

1970 1,356,079 925,157 68.2 334,620 24.7

1979 1,464,476 947,812 64.7 408,778 27.9

1989 1,565,662 963,281 61.5 474,834 30.3

Source: Eesti Statistikaamet [Statistical Office of Estonia] (1995)� 

Environmental degradation, especially in the north-eastern part of the 
country, where heavy industry was located, was another consequence of USSR’s 
policy (next to the systematic influx of Russian immigrants)� When in 1987 
a plan was developed to open another phosphorite mine, organized social 
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movements boycotted against Soviet ideas� Waves of protest of Estonians who 
together defended the environment were the spark that started great political 
movement that united the nation around the idea of restoring independence� 
The “phosphorite war” consolidated national public moods releasing the social 
energy of Estonians that was supressed by the regime� A new chapter in Estonian 
history was opened in the end of 1980s and it was referred to as the “singing 
revolution”� A series of nonviolent demonstrations against the Soviet rule was the 
background for the collapse of the Soviet empire� Mobilisation of Estonians and 
demonstrations in the following months became more intensive� The Estonian 
nonviolent revolution focused on mass night singing, patriotic speeches, song 
festivals (the one organized in Tallin in 1988 gathered 300,000 people, i�e�, ¼ of 
the whole population), participation in the “Baltic Way” (a living chain of two 
million people – 600 km long – connecting Tallin, Riga, and Vilnius) (Rytko, 
2013)� The dynamics and turn of the international situation at the end of 1980s, 
political and economic crisis, and protests in the satellite countries contributed 
to a split inside the empire� All those circumstances finally led to irreversible 
changes and in 1991, Estonia regained independence�

INDEPENDENT REPUBLIC OF E-STONIA

For the small Estonian state the half-century of Soviet domination was the period 
of civilizational regression� Every area of functioning of the state was affected by 
losses and backwardness� Intensive industrialization carried out for the Soviet 
Union (mainly mining) led to neglect of other sectors of the economy and to 
devastation of the environment� The centrally planned economy in consequence 
caused stagnation, drop in trade exchange and increase of unemployment� As 
Estonia was isolated from the Western world, it was excluded from technological 
revolution and the level of innovation was extremely low� An increase in prices 
in early 90s (79% in 1990) and hyperinflation (1053% in 1992) were a proof 
that the state was in a dramatic situation (Laar, 2006)� But once the country 
regained independence, mechanisms of transformation started that were meant 
to guide the country towards a democratic state under the rule of law based 
on free-market economy� The course towards normality started very rapidly� 
In 1992, the country had already conducted the first democratic parliamentary 
and presidential elections, had a new constitution, new government, president, 
new law and currency – the kroon� Radical and unhesitating decisions of Mart 
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Laar’s government initiated far-reaching political and economic reforms� For 
the restoring state, that created framework of effective operation� The period of 
transformation was a very turbulent time both in terms of political movements 
and society’s reactions to radical decisions of the government� It was decided 
to go into a shock therapy that was preceded by lustration� New political elites 
consisted of 30-year-olds who had no connection with the communist past� And 
even though the age of those at power seemed a controversial issue (especially 
among the opposition) and thrilled the society, it did not stop them from taking 
unpopular, ultraliberal, but as time showed, right decisions (Laar, 2006)� 

The process of privatisation started with passing the law on foundations of the 
property reform in 1991� Within the following seven years apartments, land and 
companies were privatised� At the same time, despite criticism, reprivatisation 
was carried out (Kore, Ainsaar, & Hendrikson, 1996)� The privatisation reform 
was preceded by the reform of public administration the aim of which was to 
eliminate any abuse (Spendel, 2017)� Prices and trade were deregulated, the media 
were privatized and actions taken attracted foreign investors� For Estonians all 
that was new yet painful experience in the first years of independence� As a result 
of economic liberalization the situation got worse for a while, but finally, after 
1993, Estonian economy started to stabilize, especially from macro-economic 
perspective� Already in 1995 indexes showed more and more significant growth 
which clearly translated into a higher living standard (Laar, 2006)�

Political elites were building a new face of Estonia� The aim was to re-identify 
the country towards a Nordic-Western republic and there was a cross-party 
political consensus to achieve it (modernisation processes, pro-EU and pro-
NATO orientation5)� Long-lasting Sovietization of the state, economic depend-
ence on Russia, existence of Russian enclaves (civilian and military) put Estonia 
in an unfavourable situation right after it had regained independence, and thus 
breaking with Soviet heritage in all aspects of social life was a driving force for 
Estonian political elites� As a result, the leadership of the small Estonian republic, 
facing unfavourable geopolitical conditions (in the shadow of Russia), success-
fully took efforts to strengthen the state’s stability through creating a new image 
of the country� Estonia decided to focus on creating digital infrastructure and 
investment into innovative solutions� Vicinity of Scandinavia was of key impor-
tance� Ventures undertaken with Scandinavian countries, especially Finland, were 

5  Estonia became a member of NATO and the EU already in 2004� What is more, it was the first 
post-Soviet state to adopt Euro�
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an important determinant of the Estonian digital modernization� The decision 
to build a new formula of the state, based on advanced IT technology, was also 
taken because of poor condition of respective branches of industry, low tourist 
attractiveness (weather, transportation) and poor condition of infrastructure in 
general� The decision-makers focused on IT solutions almost in every area of 
life, both in the state administration as well as in everyday life� The size of the 
country and its demographic potential favoured that� Liina Areng argues that 
creativity and “being smart” guaranteed success of Estonia, which, as a small state, 
was better prepared to technological changes and innovative adaptation (Areng, 
2014)� Investment into technology reduced management costs and at the same 
time increased effectiveness of public services� The process of privatisation of the 
national telecom operator, in cooperation with Swedish and Finnish companies, 
started in 1992� That helped create foundations for the fibre-optic network� The 
first Internet connection appeared already in 1992 at universities of Tartu and 
Tallin� The digital reform started with the Tiger Leap program (1996) which com-
puterised systems of education and state administration� Before 1999, all schools 
in Estonia were computerised and equipped with virtual platforms (Dzierżek, 
2015)� Gradually the model of a state based on IT was implemented� The next 
step was to create e-administration that would be reliable, efficient, digital, and, 
above all – cheap� The X-Road System6, an integrated set of public administration 
platforms, made it possible to lower administrative costs, accelerated decision 
making processes, and, above all, revolutionised functioning of the Estonian 
society� Private initiatives, especially electronic communication companies, 
developed rapidly along with processes of modernisation and digitalisation of 
the public service sector�

The significance attached to the development of digital public services and 
adopted smart solutions are widely appreciated and referred to as the Estonian 
smart power� The e-state is the foundation of the international image of Estonia� 
Good economic atmosphere, low level of bureaucracy, easy access to public ser-
vices, high level of education – these are features that not only made Estonia the 
pioneer of innovation in e-administration, but also the cradle of many companies 
that achieved international success (Bolt, Play Tech, Skype, TransferWise), it also 
became a paradise for start-ups� The country’s openness and its adaptation capac-

6 The X-Road platform offers citizens a wide spectrum of e-services: e-Voting, e-Banking, e-ID, 
e-Tax Board, e-Business, e-Ticket, e-Land, e-Law, e-Justice, e-Notary, e-Police, e-Governance Academy, 
and others�
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ity contributed to its re-orientation into one of world’s most innovative places� 
The Republic of Estonia ranks high among global leaders (see Table 3)� Due to 
the above, the contemporary Estonian state is an unquestioned leader of both 
Baltic as well as Soviet transformation�

Table 3. Position of Estonia in Selected Rankings  
(with Reference to the Position of Poland and Finland)

Rankings Area Position 
of Estonia

Position  
of Finland

Position  
of Poland Source

Global Innovation Index 
2020 (GII)
Report of WIPO –World 
Intellectual Property 
Organisation

innovation 
performance 25 7 38

https://www.
wipo.int/edocs/
pubdocs/en/
wipo_pub_
gii_2020.pdf

World E-Government 
Leaders 2020
Index EGDI – E-Govern-
ment Development Index 
in 2020 UNO Report

level of 
e-administration
 EGDI describes three 
elements important 
for the development 
of e-administration: 
OSI – Online Service 
Index, TII – Tele-
communication 
Infrastructure Index, 
HCI – Human Capital 
Index

3
*1 

position 
higher 
than 

Finland

4 24

https://publi-
cadministra-
tion.un.org/
egovkb/en-us/
data-center

Human Development 
Index (HDI)

human development 
indexes 30 12 32

http://hdr.
undp.org/en/
content/2019-
-human-deve-
lopment-index-
-ranking

World Press Freedom 
Index 2020 freedom of media 14 2 62 https://rsf.org/

en/ranking

International Tax Com-
petitiveness Index 2020 tax competitiveness

1
* world 
leader

16 34
https://tax-
-competition.
org/
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Rankings Area Position 
of Estonia

Position  
of Finland

Position  
of Poland Source

Global Soft Power Index 
2020 soft power 47 21 35

https://bran-
directory.com/
globalsoftpo-
wer/download/
brand-finance-
-global-soft-
-power-in-
dex-2020.pdf

Global Cybersecurity 
Exposure Index 2020 cybersecurity 5

* EU only 1 22
* EU only

https://
password-
managers.co/
cybersecurity-
-exposure-
-index/

Source: author’s own summary�

SUMMARY

Centuries of Estonia’s history were filled with turbulence, dramatic circum-
stances, times of confusion and unexpected changes� Historical processes in 
which Estonian people took part were significant determinants of the devel-
opment and shaping national identity so eagerly supressed by powers over 
centuries� The shaped historic identity, based on unusually strong community 
spirit of this nation, facing further difficulties resulting from aggressive policy 
of international players, was a kind of political, cultural and social capital of the 
nation, and later of the state� The interwar period created a possibility to start 
efficient mechanisms of shaping a new, spiritual identity, the main task of which 
was to create a cultural cohesion of the Estonian society� The Estonian regional 
identity for ages had been characterised by strong ethnic (Finno-Ugric) and 
historical influence as well as by political liking of Finland� This is the reason why 
the shift from its eastern “Russian Baltic” image towards the “Nordic-European” 
was such a great challenge� Two generations of Soviet domination was a period 
of strong internal opposition of the Estonian people to the social and economic 
structure of the Soviet Union� In Estonian history, ideas of socialism were never 
popular and in fact, the society never accepted those� This fact motivated and 
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strengthened Estonian dislike of decisions and actions of the USSR� The Baltic 
question was present throughout the whole period after the annexation of the 
country by Moscow� Estonians themselves, both as political emigrants and as 
citizens of the Estonian SSR, cultivated their national identity against the odds� 
That was one of the reasons why the sense of sovereignty exploded in 1991 and 
the modern national identity was consumed to build civic society and restore the 
state modelled after Western democracies in the 1990s� As it was presented in the 
article, the digital revolution, dynamically conducted in Estonia at the end of the 
20th century and the beginning of the 21st century, built up the present reputation 
of the country as an unquestioned leader of application of modern IT solutions 
in administration, economy and even in the foreign policy (smart power)� The 
bold restructuring of the country and geopolitical movement towards the Nordic 
space turned out to be the recipe for success� Today’s Estonia is a modern digital 
state that respects democratic and humanitarian values and this label quickly 
replaced perception of Estonia as a post-Soviet state�
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der, which would transform the internatio-
nal community into a hierarchical supersta-
te. However, the author successfully avoids 
the trap of “wishful thinking” and the se-
lective approach towards objective premi-
ses and presents his concept not as a de-
scription of the actual state of the interna-
tional system nor its inevitable destiny, but 
as the most pragmatic path for its partici-
pants. Assuming their rationality, Grzybek 
conducts analysis on the ground of capitali-
stic logic and arguments for the unification 
of the international society as the most pro-
fitable outcome.

The author in his book approaches the 
problem with an institutional and systemic 
methods. A significant part of the work is 
also devoted to historical analysis, serving 
both as an expansion and presentation of 
individual aspects of his hypothesis. The 
book is divided into an introduction, four 
chapters, and a conclusion. This structure is 
logical and based on the topical order. The 
first chapter presents the theoretical de-

In face of the growing antagonisms betwe-
en the leading global powers and the incre-
asingly clear polarization of the global sys-
tem, the idealism seems to be losing popu-
larity among international relations resear-
chers. The lack of consensus on the impor-
tant issues of the modern world, the paraly-
sis of the United Nations caused by the par-
ticular interests of the permanent members 
of the Security Council, and destabilization 
of the key geopolitical regions negatively af-
fect the likelihood of creating a unified glo-
bal government in the coming years.

Dariusz Grzybek, in his book Rosnąca 
współzależność. Geneza rządzenia świa-
towego [Growing Interdependence: The 
Genesis of Global Governance], underta-
kes the difficult task of analyzing the po-
ssibility of creating supranational power 
structures in the contemporary global or-

* Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń, Fa-
culty of Political Science and Security Studies.
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terminants of the author’s concept, which 
are based on the three major processes of 
the 21st century: the growth of internatio-
nal trade, democratization, and the warfa-
re disappearance. The second chapter pre-
sents the history of two waves of globaliza-
tion distinguished by the author: in the ni-
neteenth and the twenty-first centuries. The 
third and fourth chapters serve as a presen-
tation of contemporary international orga-
nizations – global and local, respectively, 
which, in author’s opinion, are of particu-
lar importance for the emerging suprana-
tional management structure.

Grzybek presents an interesting take on 
the issue of creating a world government. 
It can be defined as a pragmatic approach 
based on an idealistic paradigm. The con-
cept in an original way predicts the regio-
nalization of the world at the level of united 
continents, which in turn would be coordi-
nated by universal organizations, primarily 
the UN. The author also analyzes – based on 
the logic of capitalism – weaknesses of this 
scenario and points to its main economic 
and political issues that might interrupt the 
process. According to the author, it is econo-
mics and profit and loss, not ideas and va-
lues, that constitute the main causative fac-
tor for the formation of a world government. 
He does not underestimate the impact of the 
growing popularity of the ideas of demo-
cracy or human rights, however, also in the-
ir case, he points to their pragmatic dimen-
sion. Such an approach allows Grzybek to 
avoid dogmatism, which often characterize 
works related to axiological issues.

The image of the globalization itself, as 
presented by the author, is also worth at-
tention. As mentioned, Grzybek distingu-
ishes its two phases, which, he argues, are in 
fact the same process based on the rational 
action of participants focused on maximi-
zing profits. The era of world wars which se-
parated both phases is, in the author’s opi-
nion, its contradiction: an era based on ide-
ology and emotions, instead of calculation. 
Such an approach is a very interesting, tho-
ugh not devoid of controversy, way to pre-
sent the global convergence of values and 
the creation of grid of international bonds. 
Grzybek’s portrayal of the process has the-
refore much wider perspective than its con-
temporary image, which is almost exclusi-
vely based on the Benjamin Barber’s work.

The book, however, does not avoid issu-
es that raise some reservations. First of all, 
the concept of Grzybek is based on quite 
controversial foundations. While two of the 
three processes (democratization and deve-
lopment of trade ties) do not raise any ma-
jor objections to their actual existence, it is 
difficult to agree with the author on the di-
sappearance of wars in the 21st century. In 
his opinion, as a result of both the creation 
of a network of international trade ties and 
the transfer of the decision-making center 
from an individual to a democratic collec-
tive, armed conflicts between sovereign sta-
tes ceased to take place in the 21st century. 
As an example of the last armed conflict, 
he points to the Iraqi war of 2003, which, 
in the face of the failure of the stabilization 
mission, discouraged states from engaging 
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in military operations among themselves. 
Conflicts that occurred after the Opera-
tion Iraqi Freedom are classified by the 
author only as internal conflicts and civil 
wars. This approach seems to be too far-re-
aching in its interpretation. Both in terms 
of power rivalry and securing the particu-
lar interests of states, armed conflicts are 
still a major instrument of foreign policy. 
Despite their smaller scale and greater pro-
pensity to use proxy and hybrid warfare, ar-
med conflicts are still an integral part of in-
ternational anarchy. Moreover, they seem to 
be a manifestation and not the cause of di-
vergent interests of the participants of the 
international system, which speaks in favor 
of the still dominant role of the traditional 
statehood.

One may also have some reservations 
about the presented vision of continen-
tal reunification. Even in the case of a sta-
ble and wealthy region such as Europe, the 
plurality of national interests, cultural di-

vergences and diversity in approach to glo-
bal issues is so strong that continent’s ac-
tual unification still seems quite distant 
and undecided. A similar scenario is al-
most completely impossible to implement 
in regions such as Africa or Asia, due to 
the vast majority of disintegrating factors 
(such as strong, sometimes even violent ri-
valry between its major powers) over in-
tegrating ones. Such a disturbance in the 
process of forming a world government co-
uld consequently lead to a certain double-
-track in the international system integra-
tion, which, in a sense, contradicts the au-
thor’s concept.

Grzybek’s work brings valuable input to 
the international relations study. His appro-
ach shows a model of possible, but not deci-
sive path for the modern global communi-
ty. It also brings innovative concept to ide-
alism, which does not contradict its funda-
ments, but offers different explanation of its 
principles.




